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I=CL NOICE 
This recort was prepared by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) of the California 
Institute of Technology (Caltech) as an account of work sponsored by the Electric 
Poer Research Institute, Inc. (EPRI). Neither EPRI, Nebers of EPRI, Caltech, nor 
any cerson acting on behalf of either: (a) makes any warranty or representation, 
express of iaplxed, with respect to the accuracy, copleteness, or usefulness of 
the information contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe privately 
owned rights; or (b) assztrs any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for 
danages resulting from the use of, any infornation, apparatus, nethod, or process 
disclosed in this report. 
EPRI PERSPECTIVE
 
The objective of this project is to provide a method to realistically predict 
the trajectories of tornado-generated missiles. This report contains the results 
of the second phase of the project which uses the "worst case" tornado defined 
in the initial phase, a theoretically consistent wind model, measured aerody­
namic coefficients, and a six-degree-of-freedom trajectory code to compute 
maximum credible tornado-missile speeds. Of special importance are the 
results for postulated I2-inch-diameter-pipe and automobile missiles, which 
currently have the most influence on nuclear plant design. Because the aero­
dynamic. coefficients for these missiles are based on full-scale wind-tunnel test 
data, the maximum speeds for these missiles presented in this report merit a 
high degree of confidence. In addition, three-degree-of-freedom coefficients 
were developed for use in simplified methods. 
The next phase of the project will focus on the near-ground wind field and 
injection mechanisms to address the question of whether objects can become 
airborne. A user-oriented guide for applying the six-degree-of-freedom model 
in design will also be prepared. 
The EPRI project-manager, while the research in this report was being 
performed, was Conway Chan. 
George Sliter 
EPRI Project Manager 
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ABSTRACT
 
This report contains the results of the second phase of a research program 
which has as its objective the development of a mathematical model to predict­
the trajectory of tornado-borne objects postulated to be in the vicinity of -nuclear 
power plants. An improved tornado wind field model satisfies the no-slip ground 
boundary condition of fluid mechanics and includes the functional dependence of 
eddy viscosity with altitude. Sub-scale wind tunnel data are obtained for all of 
the missiles currently specified for nuclear plant design. Confirmatory full­
scale data are obtained for a 12-inch pipe and automobile. The original six­
degree-of-freedom trajectory model is modified to include the improved wind 
field and increased capability as to body shapes and inertial characteristics 
that can be handled. The improved trajectory model isused to calculate maxi­
mum credible speeds, which for allof the heavy missiles are considerably less 
than those currently specified for design. Equivalent coefficients for use in 
three-degree-of-freedom models are developed and the sensitivity of range and 
speed to various trajectory parameters for the IZ-inch diameter pipe is 
examined. 
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SUMMARY 
The effects of the impact produced by postulated tornado-propelled 
objects continues to be a factor in the design of nuclear power plants. For 
this reason a research program was initiated to develop a mathematical 
-model of the tornado wind field which had the capability of bounding, by means 
of verifiable experimental data, the impact characteristics of tornado-propelled 
objects potentially hazardous to nuclear power plants. This report describes 
the second phase of the program. 
In Phase I of the ptogram (Redmann, Radbill, Marte, Dergarabedian, and 
Fendell 1976) 1 , the basic mathematical model'for predi'cting six-degree-of­
freedom (6 DOF) trajectories in the wind field-of a.tornado was- developed; a 
worst-case tornado was defined and its associated wind field modelled; a survey 
of available aerodynamic data on potential missile configurations was conducted 
and, because of the lack of available data, wind tunnel tests of a cylindrical 
configuration were carried out. Significant areas requiring additional research 
were identified. In this Phase II of the program those areas have been add­
ressed with the following results: 
NEAR-GROUND TORNADO WIND FIELD ANALYSIS 
The Phase I tornado wind field model was improved by the introduction of 
modifications t1fat allow all velocity components to reach zero at the ground; 
the no-slip boundary condition of fluid mechanics is satisfied. The spatially 
constant eddy viscosity approximation used in Phase I has been replaced by 
eddy viscosity as an explicit function of altitude through a specified analytic 
form which permits assignment of two empirical parameters and a value at the 
ground. This functional dependence of eddy viscosity on altitude was derived 
on the basis of intuitively reasonable assumptions based on observed behavior. 
It is this form that is currently employed in the wind field model and the one 
which was used to obtain the trajectory results. presented herein. Since it is 
ultiimately desirable to av6id the inherently heuristic nature of this approach, a 
unified wall-layer defect layer eddy viscosity formulation is developed (Appendix 
A), in which the eddy viscosity becomes an explicit function of the velocity field 
and hence an implicit function of height above ground. Assigned parameters are 
1 Complete references are listed alphabetically at the end of each section. 
xviii 
then functions only of observed data for turbulent flow. Further analytical work 
is required before this more basic formulation can be incorporated' into the wind 
field model and used to obtain trajectory results. An example-of the modified 
velocity profiles are shown in Fig. I-2. 
TRAJECTORY MODEL 
The original trajectory model was modified to include the improved wind 
field and the additional aerodynamic data. A new option was added. to the model 
to permit treatment of non-cylindrical bodies with three perpendicular planes 
of symmetry as well as offset center of gravity and nonzero products-of-inertia. 
This allows modeling of beams and the approximate modeling of automobiles. 
Revisions were made to the code to enhance its portability so that the programs 
can be run on IBM370 and other machines as well as on the Univac 1108. 
MISSILE AERODYNAMICS 
Because of 'the lack of existing data on static aerodynamic coefficients 
extending over the complete range of configuration attitudes for shapes of interest 
to this project, sub-scale wind tunnel tests were conducted in the GALCIT 1 10-ft 
Wind Tunnel to obtain this information. Data taken in free air and at various 
heights above a ground plane are presented in tabular form for the following 
shapes:Z, 3 
1) A schedule-40, 12-in diameter by 15 ft long pipe (open-end
 
right circular cylinder, length/diameter of 14. 1).
 
Z) A 1-in. diameter by 3-ft long reinforcement rod (closed-end
 
right circular cylinder, length/diameter of 36.0).
 
3) A 4 x 12 x 144-in. wood plank (rectangular parallelepiped
 
with overall dimensions in the ratio 1:3:36).
 
4) A nominal sedan-type automobile.
 
5) A nominal van-type truck.
 
1Graduate Aeronautical Laboratories, California Institute of Technology.
 
2 Coefficients suitable for use for the 6 -in 
 pipe and utility, pole configurations
 
were obtained during Phase I of this project. See EPRI 308, Tech Rept 1,
 
Feb. 1976.
 
3 English units, traditional in tornado missile work, are used in most of this
 
report. A table for conversion to SI metric units appears in Appendix F.
 
Metric units will'be used in subsequent reports of this program.
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Because of the dependence of aerodynamic data for circular cylinders 
normal to the flow on Reynolds number, an additional test was conducted on a 
full-scale 12-in. diameter schedule-40 pipe in the Lockheed-Georgia Low Speed 
Wind Tunnel at supercritical and transitional Reynolds numbers. An example 
of the results of this test is shown in Figure 3-17. These data are presented 
in tabular form as well as in plotted form showing the effects of Reynolds 
number on some of the coefficients. Also shown in plotted form are the effects 
of the presence of the ground on the aerodynamic coefficients of the short 
cylinder which appear to be insignificant. 
To confirm the subscale car test data, a full-scale automobile test series 
was run on a 1974 Dodge Dart in the 30-ft. by 30-ft. wind tunnel of the Low 
Speed Laboratory of the National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada. Tests 
were conducted in free air and in the vicinity of the ground, but were limited 
to rotation about the vertical axis. Although the full-scale and subscale con­
figurations differed somewhat in shape and support conditions, the drag coeffi­
cient from both tests was essentially the same. The sizeable differences which 
were measured for the lift, side force and rolling moment coefficients did not 
lead to significant differences in the important auto trajectory parameters. 
In an attempt-toexperimentally determine random tumbling coefficients for 
comparison with static coefficients from wind tunnel tests, a short series of 
drop tests from a building roof was conducted. The aerodynamic resistance of 
small, light-weight, freely falling, and tumbling models was obtained from 
motion pictures of the models during the equilibrium portion of the drops. For the 
1Z-in, pipe model and the automobile, good agreement in terms of the flight 
parameter was obtained between these measurements and a method utilizing the 
static drag coefficients from the wind tunnel tests. In the case of the car, a 
value of 2. 8 (referred to frontal area) was obtained for the tumbling drag 
coefficient. 
The flight parameter (drag coefficient times its reference area divided by 
weight) for the automobile obtained by all of the testing in this program, was 
xx 
less than half of the value used in the flight trajectories of Simiu and Cordes 
1976. (A lower value of the flight parameter indicates a poorer flight 
characteristic. ) 
APPLICATIONS OF TRAJECTORY MODEL 
With a view toward determining more realistic initial conditions for use with 
the mathematical model, an analysis of missile injection has been made in terms 
of aerodynamic, ramp, and "explosive" modes. In the case of the aerodynamic 
injection mode, the commonly used approximation of a constant impulse force 
acting over an arbitrary effective time need no longer be employed since the 
mathematical model is capable of evaluating the time dependent integrals involved. 
Only the initial location and orientation of the missile has to be specified. No 
justification could be found for assuming high ramp velocities in the vicinity of 
a nuclear plant construction site, so this injection mode is not presented here. 
Explosive injection was found to have little effect on trajectories so it is also 
not included in detail. A consistent rationale for initial conditions and injection 
modes for each missile configuration was developed and used in the trajectories 
presented in this report. These sets of initial conditions represent logical 
possibilities rather than worst cases. 
The tornado-generated missiles with initial conditions for the trajectory 
specified by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) (NUREG 75/087) 
were also examined. Special consideration was given to the automobile because 
of the attention drawn to it by Simiu and Cordes 1976, as a potential critical 
missile configuration. Experimentally determined aerodynamic coefficients 
and realistic areas instead of conservative approximations to both quantities 
used by Simiu and Cordes lead to considerably reduced horizontal velocities. 
Comparison of maximum horizontal velocities for the automobile in the three 
regional design tornadoes, shown in Table 4-12, indicates that the velocities 
from a 6-DOF analysis are 54%6, 38% and 15% of those of Simiu and Cordes, 
the reduction being greater for weaker tornadoes. Velocities using an equiva­
lent 3-DOE approach were even smaller. 
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Sinilar comparisons of JPL 6 -DOF maximum velocities for the remaining 
Spectrum II (NUREG 75/087) missiles with the 3-DOF results of Simiu and 
Cordes in Table 4-12 show that the JPL values are considerably less with the 
exception of the reinforcing bar where the results are identical for the two 
larger tornadoes. In general, the reduction is greatest for the weaker torna­
does. 
The sensitivity of range and speed to various trajectory parameters was 
examined for the 12-in. dia. pipe because it appeared to be potentially the most 
important missile (with possible exception of the automobile). The maximum 
swirl velocity and the storm center translational speed produced the maximum 
sensitivity whereas the sensitivites to storm eye radius were small for eyes 
greater than 0. 1 mile. The range was particularly sensitive (it varied by a 
factor of 4) to injection location relative to the storm center and its direction 
of travel. Examination of sensitivity to sub and supercritical Reynolds number 
aerodynamic data indicated that the subcritical aerodynamic assumption is 
conservative. All cylindrical missiles but the reinforcing bar are supercritical 
over most of their trajectories. Thus, supercritical coefficients were used for 
all cylindrical configurations with the exception of the reinforcement-rod. 
Derivation of "tumbling coefficients" for 3-DOF trajectory computations 
by computing average values of drag coefficient from 6-DOF trajectories was 
examined based on the assumption that each missile configuration has a quasi­
stable orientation relative to the wind which is approximately independent of 
initial conditions. Range and speed for a typical pair of 6-DOF and 3-DOF 
trajectories for the car missile differ by about Z0%. The tumbling coefficients 
derived for the 12-in. pipe missile agree well with values derived from model 
drop tests. 
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SECTION I
 
NEAR-GROUND TORNADO WIND FIELD ANALYSIS
 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Improvements are introduced for the tornado wind field model as 
described by Redmann et al. , 1976. * Specifically, modifications are intro­
duced which allow all velocity components to go to zero at the ground (z=O). 
These modifications also lead to a set of equations whose parameters can be 
varied in a consistent way to match any new improved field data if and when 
available. The eddy viscosity, v, which was fixed at a constant value, is now 
treated as a function of altitude above the ground and the resulting analytical 
form for v includes two parameters which can be varied. The resulting forms 
for the velocity components u (radial), v (azimuthal), and w (axial) are presented 
in Section I-B. The major shortcoming of this approach is in the heuristic nature 
of selecting an eddy viscosity behavior, which appears to .be in reasonable agree­
ment with observed behavior. Finally, in Section I-C and Appendix A, a fully 
unified theory is presented which will be more fully developed in Phase III, ii 
which this shortcoming is overcome by allowing the eddy viscosity to become 
an explicit function of the velocity field and hence an implicit function of distance 
above the ground. The parameters, in this approach, are a function of observed 
data for turbulent flow. Further analytical work remains to be done in order to 
use the results of Section I-C to define the wind field model. Thus the results 
of Section I-B represent the current wind field model as used in this study to 
determine the behavior of tornado-generated missiles. 
B. IMPROVED NEAR-GROUND TORNADO WIND FIELD MODEL 
In Redmann et al. , 1976, equations (2-8) and (2-9) were derived for the 
azimuthal and radial velocity components as 
5rv = TI [- exp (- V'I+(z +270)) 
' Complete references are listed alphabetically at the end of each section. 
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and {1ru = - - [i-exp - 5 (z + 270) 
These results are consistent with the constraint that 
2 Z2 V = r u + r vl =- r
where V is the azimuthal or swirl x elocity far removed from the ground 
boundary, that is, V = v(c). Now the normal form for the velocity v should be 
rv= [l1exp (- 1 =2 
which correctly predicts zero velocity at ground level. However, with the 
value of v = I ft /sec for the eddy viscosity adopted in the Phase I work, 
the decrement in v from its asymptotic value V is much too large at rather 
larger distances from the ground. For purposes of modifying the equations to 
match observed data that u = v/Z near the ground, a value of Z70;feetwas addedto 
z inthe equations. This meant thatu and vare not zero at z =0. This is notphysiqally 
reasonable; however, it does approximate the real-world situation of large 
velocities within a few feet of the ground. Since a constant eddy viscosity is 
being used in essentially the laminar differential equations of motion, the effect 
of introducing the 270 feet added to z is to have an eddy viscosity which is 
large at large z but becomes zero at z = 0.. The resulting expression for v (z) is 
v(z) = V ( z + 270z 7 Y 
The relatively large value for v, of 1 ft /sec is smaller than the value of 
approximately 50 ft /sec which is used for general atmospheric turbulence 
(though much larger than the laminar value, v lam = 1. 7 x 1. 0 - 4 ft /sec); it is 
felt that the well-organized, rapidly rotating, flow in a tornado system could 
well suppress vertical momentum transport by turbulent diffusion. 
In the present discussion a modification is proposed which permits the 
eddy viscosity to approach and equal the laminar value for air as z - 0, 
together with suitable modifications to the expressions for u and v. 
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The following expression is proposed for v (z): 
[ 2 - z / eC
v(z) = V (z + 270) ( - e 2 
where a is a scale height with dimensions of ft. 
This expression has the following behavior: 
- O 
IVG Z M 
V_ 

a2
 
-
-
Thus if we want v.= 1 ft2/sec and v (0) = vlam (=I. 7 x 10 4 ft /sec), then we 
have a = 3.5 feet. 
Figure 1-1 is a plot of the expression for v(z)/v for the case of flow past 
a smooth surface at z = 0. The behavior of the curve is such that 9(z) = vlam 
up to a height on the order of 3 ft, then increases approximately linearly up to a 
height of the order of about 300 feet, and then asymptotically approaches the 
value of v = 1 ft /sec as z increases above 300 feet. Of course, the actual 
values result from the-particular choices for the constants (i. e. , v . = 1 ftz/sec). 
This development employs the fluid mechanical equations of laminar 
theory in which Vlam is replaced by an eddy viscosity. A more general form 
for v(z) can be expressed as 
=z
 
V(Z) = V~ [(z + p)(I- eza 
where P is a second scale height (ft) where, instead of particular values for 
a, , and v., other values can be used. Thus, instead of the nominal values of 
V =1 ft /sec, P= 270, and v(0) = vlam= 1.7x 10 ft /sec, leading to a= 
3. 5, one can pick other values. Thus for a rough surface v (0) may have a 
higher value. Also different values for P will increase or lower the "knee" of 
the curve for v (z), etc. At this point, it is not possible to give reasonable 
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bounds for these parameters, but the formulas are general enough to vary 
the values. Field data on well-tracked tornados will be obtained during 
Phase III and should be of use in fixing more realistic values for these 
parameters. 
As discussed in Redmann, et al. , 1976, the layer nearest the- ground up 
to an elevation of the order of 1,000 ft represents the "inertial" boundary layer 
within which V2 = u 2 + v 2 down to within a few feet from the ground where 
frictional effects predominate. At the ground, all velocity components go to 
zero. In the intermediate region the behavior of u + v2 can be described as 
follows: 
u2 + v vmvn 
where m + n = 2, 0 < m < 2, and n > 0 such that 
2 2 V2
 
u +v -V as z- c( i.e., 1000ft)
 
and 
2 v2
 
u +v -0 as z- 0
 
For the present, the following behavior is postulated: 
2 2
 
u + v = vV<L e. , m = n = 1)
 
V2As the elevation increases vV - quite rapidly, the exact elevation at which 
equality occurs depends on the choice of the other parameters. Also, u + v 
-0 as z -- 0; thus, both boundary conditions are satisfied. The choice, m = n = 
I is the simplest satisfying the relationship, m + n = Z and, although a heuristi­
cally reasoned choice, there is some physical evidence, discussed later in the 
section,-to support it. This behavior will be examined during Phase III in a 
more rigorous fashion. The general form for v to be used in Phase II is 
rv = I F(z) 
where 
F(z) [ i-exp (- (z+p) (l-e-zlza)) 
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2 2 2 2and, since 'I has been defined as equal to r v , and u + v = vV, 
-V {F(z) - (F(z)) 2 }/2r u 
Or 
22 22 2z 
r u + r v =V F(z) 
where 
F(z) - 1, z -­
F(z)--0, z-0 
The interesting behavior to observe is that with no viscous effects (i. e., 
v = 0), the radial velocity component, u, and hence the axial velocity com­
ponent, w, both go to zero and we have only v by the cyclostrophic balance. 
As v increases, v decays near the ground, resulting in an increase in u and 
hence w.
 
To determine the axial (or vertical updraft) velocity component, w, we 
utilize the continuity equation 
rw + (ru) = 0 
Since } /2(F(z))
ru = - i {F(z)-
we have from continuity, 
'F-r {F(z) - (F(z)) 2 1/2
 
z
-r
 
Or 
w(r, z) = jo { F(x) (F(x))2 1 dx 
0 
In order to obtain a simple closed-form solution for w, we break up the 
cexpression (I - e -z/ ) in F(z) into two relationships, one valid for z/a << 1 
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and one valid for z/a >> 1. We then use the appropriate relationship for the 
regions 0 s z/a !5 1 and 1 < z/a, respectively. We note that 
( - ez < ) -- , as zlx ­
and 
( - e-zi<' - zi<c, as z/c<- 0 
Thus if we introduce the following definitions 
z 5-5 
and la- K, the result is that (since //c >> Z for Z -<1) 
F(Z) 1 - e 6KZ , for Z 5 1 
and 
e - 6 ( Z + K ) F(Z) = 1 - , for Z 1
 
Hence we have (using the continuity equation)
 
w(r, Z) r J0 {F(x) - (F(x))2 1/2dx 
" - .Kx -251 x=Pr-- ]o .­
r f e -e dx 
for Z -<1, and 
[w(r, Z) r 1 { 6K -e 26Kx 1 dx 
+ fl -e 26(K+x) 1/2 dx 
for Z . 1. 
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Integrating these results, we have 
4a 9zvY I/Z 
w(r,z) = - o - [ eyfYz/a -Zyvz NJ 
5P r1
 
.1 
- sin [ 2 e-I3z/a -i (I-i) 
for z -<a, 0 '5 r :5 rl, and 
4a rzX 1/2tw~
w(r, z) = w 1 (r, a) + 0 j eY(e+) - z(a+ ) I 
5P 
r 1 
±- 1 sin-)-1 (Ze-Y(c+P) -1) 
1 -i
 
sin (Ze - (z+ ) -1) (1-2) 
for z ->a, 0 5 r rI. (Note that w I (r, a) is calculated from w(r, z) using 
the form w (r, z) valid in the region z 5 a). 
Recall that the nominal values for a and P are a = 3. 5 feet and P = 270 
feet; with these values wl(r, &) is quite small. Also, since P >> a will almost 
always be the case, the results obtained with r = 0 in the expression for w(r, z) 
are sufficiently accurate. - However, the more general expression can be used 
for more general results with greater accuracy. 
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-Using the approximations for (-e z / e ) given above, the expressions for v (z) are 
given by 
v(z)= + , z 
2 
which produce numerical values close to those obtained from the original 
expression for v (z) (which holds over the entire z domain) given by 
Iz 
(Z) = V 
- / )
v (z +,P)G(1 z ee a.J ' 
Thus, in summary, the three velocity components are given by 
rv = ' i - exp Tv_ (z + P)(l - e-zl 
= F(z) 
ru =- F(z) - (F(z)) Z [ / 
and w is given by the forms derived above (Eqs. I-I and 1-2). 
Figure 1-2 shows a plot of u and v with 1 = 270 ft and a = 3. 5 ft. It can 
be observed that u = v = Z25-/2 = 112. 5 ft/sec at z = 1.3 ft. Recall that in the 
expression
 
z 2 mvn 
u +v =v V 
we selected m = n = 1. This yields the result u = v = V/2, near the ground. 
Observed photos of some waterspouts indicate spiral paths intercepting 
concentric circles ab6ut the axis of the waterspout at about 45°: hence these 
values seem about right. For values of m < 1, u would have higher values near 
z = 0; hence, the intercept angle would tend to be larger. While it is difficult, 
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at this time, to pinpoint the correct value for m, the choice of m = 1 looks 
reasonable. Again, the examination of the physical tornado data planned for 
Phase III of this program may provide a firmer basis for the evaluation of 
this parameter. 
In part C of this section, which follows, a more rigorous approach is 
discussed which shouldleadto a wind field model that is consistent both physi­
cally and analytically with the level of knowledge of turbulent rotating flow 
above a fixed boundry. 
C. UNIFIED THEORY OF EDDY VISCOSITY FORMULATION 
The results of the heuristic model just discussed utilized a modification 
of the behavior of the eddy viscosity v (z) in order to cause all velocity compo­
nents to go to zero at the ground and to adjust the magnitude and height above 
the ground for which the radial velocity component is a maximum. This adjust­
ment was based on observed data (Dinwiddle, 1959). The formulation discussed 
in this section and the analysis in Appendix A paragraph E for a spatially vary­
ing eddy viscosity do not rely on the use of such observations to obtain the analy­
tical results., However, the reliability of both approaches would benefit from the 
availability of more observational data. Such data will be sought during Phase III 
of this project. 
Plots of the resulting velocity field derived from the analysis show similar 
behavior to the results in Section II (see Figures Z-1, 2-2, and 2-3). Departing 
from the definition of the previous sections the total viscosity is taken as 
V=V + V 
m e 
I-ii 
where v is the molecular viscosity and v e is the eddy viscosity taken as 
klZ2(uZ + v , in the wall layer 
I 
e -+ 
kV6 , in the defect layer 
(uz and v are partial derivatives with respect to z)where 6*-is the displace­
ment thickness defined as 
cO 
V5 	 0 (V- v) dz 
0 
and k I and k2 are physical constants described in Appendix A. The value for 
V is taken at or near the maximum swirl-velocity point (i. e. , r = rl) where 
V.= Vmax 225 mph. The relationships for v = v + v e are then incorporated 
in the equations of motion together with the continuity equation and suitable 
boundary conditions. Incompressible axisymmetric flow is assumed as in 
Section I. B. By introduction of self-similar forms for u, v and w, the system 
of equations is transformed from parabolic partial differential equations to 
ordinary differential equations. 
The resulting formulation, although requiring numerical analysis, is far 
more tractable than the original set of equations with -variable v. It is believed 
that with further effort the results of Appendix A will lead to a satisfactory 
description of the tornado wind field which is suitable for engineering application. 
In particular, the evaluation of field data from actual tornados during Phase Il 
may produce information bearing on the near-ground velocity components which 
will add significantly to the usefulness of the refined analysis. 
IThe boundary layer under an intense vortex is discussed in detail in sections D 
and F of Appendix A and shown schematically in Figure A-12. Briefly, the 
will layer (also termed the viscous sublayer) is that part of the flow adjacent 
to the ground in which the turbulence is damped and the laminar viscosity of 
the medium plays a significant role in shaping the variation of horizontal 
velocity with height. The defect layer is that part of the flow between the 
wall layer and free stream in which the horizontal component of velocity is 
less than 	its local free stream value. 
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E. NOMENCLATURE FOR SECTION I
 
K .P/. 
k . . square of von Karman constant or (0. 41) ; see Appendix A. 
k .. Clauser constant or (0. 016); see Appendix A. 
r . radius from center of the tornado. 
u .... radial velocity component of tornado 
V . azimuthal velocity far from ground 
v .... azimuthal velocity component of tornado 
w .... axial velocity component of tornado 
x .... dummy variable 
z .... height above ground 
Z .... = z/1a 
a .... scale height 
.... scale height 
'Y .... F JwL 
5 
6* 
. . . . 
.... 
--- , 
displacement thickness, V 
rcL (V-v)dz 
V .... eddy viscosity 
p .... rotational velocity of the tornado 
.... component of the earth's rotational velocity at the edge of 
the tornado-cyclone (r = r 0 = 10 mi.) 
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Subs crfpts 
0 .... outer limit of tornado-cyclone 
1 . . . point at which Vis a maximum 
e .... subscript to v; ve =molecular viscosity 
m .... subscript to v; v =molecular viscosity 
..... far from ground 
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SECTION II
 
TRAJECTORY MODEL
 
A. INTRODUCTION
 
This section describes a mathematical model of the inter-related physical 
processes which govern the flight of tornado-propelled missiles. Some impoi'­
tant features of the computer program which implements the model are also 
described in this section. The model consists of three major parts: first, a 
tornado wind field, second, missile aerodynamics, and third, missile dynamics. 
The model and the associated computer program have a number of features 
which make them superior to previously published models. These features 
include: 1) a six degree-of-freedom (6 DOF) simulation of motion, 2) a realistic, 
physically self consistent near-ground wind field, 3) experimentally derived 
aerodynamic coefficients for all pitch and yaw angles, 4) theoretically derived 
rate damping coefficients, 5) a moment of inertia matrix including product of 
inertia terms with provision for building up the missile from up to ten separate 
parts, 6) an integration program that changes its order and step size to maintain 
accuracy at minimum computational cost. 
This model's primary irnprovement over previous models in the literature 
is in treating the missile motion as having six-degrees-of-freedom rather than 
three. That is, translation in three directions and rotation about three axes 
are modeled. Previous studies in this area considered either worst-case drag 
with the largest area of the missile presented to the relative wind or experi­
mentally unverified "random tumbling" using some empirical weighted average 
of the drag on all the faces (Lee 1973, 1974 and Iotti 1974). The tumbling of 
even high aspect ratio missiles is thereby approximated by a probability distri­
bution that is a uniform function of angle. In fact certain orientations are more 
probable than others in configurations of this type because of the variation of 
aerodynamic moment with angle. Thus, the average drag is likely to be 
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somewhere between the worst case and uniform distribution random values. 
Lift forces cause a more important departure between six-degree-of-freedom 
and three-degree-of-freedom models since missiles with favorable initial orien­
tation can climb in a 6 DOF model whereas those in a 3-DOF model must always fall 
unless the drag force due to the vertical relative velocity is sufficiently high to 
overcome the gravitational force. Six degree-of-freedom trajectories are com­
pared with "equivalent" three -degree- of-freedom trajectories in Section IV 
below. A method is described there for obtaining average drag coefficients 
which account for the missile dynamics. 
The model and associated computer program (Fortran V) have been 
written so that all computations are carried out in terms of dimensionless vari­
ables and dimensionless groups of reference constants. The nondimensionaliza­
tion is carried out in order that the computations have consistent units, the 
variables are scaled for improved computational accuracy, the presentation of 
results is condensed, and, most importantly, intermediate computations are 
more easily scanned for errors in checking out the programs. 
There are two separate length scales in the tornado-carried missile 
problem when the orientation of the missile is explicitly followed: the first is 
associated with the size-of the tornado, the eye radius r1 , and the second is 
associated with the size of the missile, the length of its largest dimension, L. 
Let dimensionless quantities be denoted by a bar, for example, x, and 
dimensional quantities by the symbol without the bar. Then the components of 
the position vector of the missile become 
x= x/r 1 , y = Y/rl, z = z/r I 
The components of the velocity vector are divided by the maximum tan­
gential velocity of the tornado, Vmax, so that 
= 
= U/Vma x V = V/V , W/Vma x 
All forces are divided by the weight of the missile, W. 
, 
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B. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 
1. Wind Field 
The near-ground tornado.wind field derived in Section II serves as the 
driving function for the missile trajectory simulation and thus forms a very 
important link in the chain of processes drawn from different disciplines which 
comprises the solution. 
The improved near-ground wind field model described in Section I B is 
used in the trajectory model of this report. The formulas of that section are 
rewrittenhere in the form used in the current model which differs from the 
model used in Redmann et al 1976. 
The wind velocity vector, 7 , for the stationary tornado will be presented
w 
in this and the succeeding subsections in terms of radial, azimuthal and vertical 
components with unit vectors -rT, T, and iT respectively.
z 
U (Z) r ur +, --zr: _~)ru0+W!A--,- A--­
u (7_)ru +A u+w(z) 
w = ( r +(z)T(r) u + w(z , I < 3 - r 0 
0,"
 
W )-2 ((Z - r, r < r (II-I) 
The dimensionless outer radius of the storm, r 0 , is 
i0 = r0/r I = (.5 Vmax/2rl)1/Z 
where the local vorticity is given by 
Q= n sin4 
e 
in terms of the earth's rotation £2 and latitude 4. 
e 
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The z-dependent factors in the velocity components are 
v(p(z)) = 1 - exp (-y p(z)) 
(11-2) 
u(pz)) = -(exp(--pz)) vA())1/2 
where
 
p(z) = (z + p)(l - exp (-z/a)) 
and 
(+ i/(4y))a/p, z < 
w = ~z) (11-3) 
(W(p(z)) = A(pH(a)) + W(a) ,a< z 
where
 
PL(z = ze 
PH(Z) z +P 
A A P-) = Sin- I A(u(p(z)) (exp (-y p(z)) - v(p(z)))/y 
and p(z) is either pL(z) or PH(z). 
The vertical scale is controlled by 
-=-y/r I = (52/3vo)/Y/ r I and = p/r I 
In the improved model, vo, a, and P are input parameters whereas they 
were fixed in the previous model. However, values of 1, 3. 5 and 270 respec­
tively are provided in the computer program if no values are input. Sample 
profiles of velocity components u, v, and w are shown in Fig. 2-1 at r = 0.5, 1., 
and 1.5 for the above values of the parameters. For purposes of comparison 
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Figs. ZL-Z and 2-3 show results of dividing both e and P by factors of 10 and 100 
respectively, to indicate the sensitivity of the profiles to these parameters. 
The foregoing model describes the wind fields of stationary symmetric 
storms. The velocity of the storm center v- is added to the velocity of theVtc 
stationary storm's, after the latter is transformed to rectangular coordinates 
(inertial). In order to be consistent with the revised heuristic model, the velo­
city of the storm center must go to zero at the ground in the same manner. That 
is, Vtc is multiplied by the low level approximation to V(PL(Z)) 
A 
V(PL(Z)) = 1 - exp (P y z/a) 
If the angle between the radius from the storm center to the missile location and 
the positive x-axis is 6, the components, in inertial rectangular coordinates, 
of the moving storm wind field -V are 
w 
v = vsI cos 6 - vs2 sin 6 +v e 1 
vw = v sin 6 + vs cos 6 + vtc (11-4) 
V =V 
w3 s3 
2. Aerodynamics 
a. Wind Axis Coordinates 
As described in Section III, aerodynamic data used in Section IV 
were reduced from wind tunnel tests in a wind axis coordinate system, Fig. 2-4, 
so computation, of aerodynamic forces and moments is convenient in'this system. 
The first coordinate is taken in the direction of the wind velocity relative to 
the moving missile; the second coordinate is taken perpendicular to both the 
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relative wind vector and the long axis of the missile; and the third coordinate is 
taken perpendicular to the other two coordinates to form a right-handed system; 
thus: 
e =V - v 
re w 
I --el" IVell 
(11-5)
Uw bx~ 
u - Xu
 
w w w
 
W3 1 2
 
where the symbol X denotes a vector product. 
b. Forces and Moments 
In the usual aerodynamic notation, drag force, side force and lift 
force are in the -i4, %, and Tw3 directions, respectively, and correspond to 
wind axis force components F. I, Fw,2 , and F w3 respectively. The dimension­
less aerodynamic force components Fw. are given in terms of the coefficients by 
S- ArefPvrel! 2 C i = 1, 2, 3 (11-6)w i 2wg 0 w i 
where Aref is the reference area for the wind axis aerodynamic coefficients 
Cwi (Aref = Ld unless otherwise specified), w is the weight of the missile, p is 
the density of the air (taken at sea level standard conditions unless otherwise 
specified), and go is the constant of proportionality in Newton's second law. 
The conventional roll, pitch, and yaw moments defined in Section III are about 
the u wl, Uw, and uw3 axes, respectively. 
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However, since a right-hand screw convention is used for the sign of 
moments in the model, as opposed to the aerodynamic sign convention as shown 
in Fig. 3-12, the first and third components of the wind axis aerodynamic 
moments in the model are equal to the negative rolling and yawing moments 
defined in Section III, respectively, and the second component is equal to the 
pitching moment. The dimensionless aerodynamic moment components are 
given in terms of the coefficient CwV. 
1 
M ArefLref P Vrel 2 i =4, 5, 6 (11-7)2wg0 w. 
where the symbols are the same as in the force equation and Lref is the longest 
dimension of the missile. 
Rate damping about the two shorter axes of a missile is included in the 
model. In the case of a cylinder, the damping coefficient Cmq is calculated 
from experimental data and is inserted as a function of pitch angle. In the more 
general case of a body with three perpendicular planes of symmetry, rate 
damping coefficients have been included only about the two shorter axes and 
only an average value of the coefficients is used. The use of these averaged 
damping coefficients appears to be justified in most cases, since the average 
period of rotation is short compared with the missile time of flight and the 
damping is small compared to the total aerodynamic moment. The relation for 
the damping moment coefficient for the cylinder is known (Redmann, et al, 1976, 
pp. 3-10). The relation used in the model for the damping coefficient compo­
nents for the three axes of the general body are 
C ql =0 
Cq NI (11- 8)CZ N/6 
C = C yt/(6D) 
Z-11 
where CN and C y are average (over pitch andyaw respectively) values of the 
body axis normal and side force coefficients, respecitvely; t is the missile 
thickness, and D is the missile width both normal to the long axis. The form 
of the dimensionless damping moment is 
LA pI if 
M d rell (11-9)q -ref Zwg 0 rI 
where Cq stands for Crnq in the cylinder case, and for Cqiin the more general 
case (i = 1, Z, 3). 
Mapping into Coefficient Data Tables 
The aerodynamic data for missile shapes are available only over one 
quadrant of pitch angle e for cylinders, or over one octant of pitch angle and 
roll angle 4)for more general shapes with three planes of symmetry. The 
remaining portions of the circle or sphere must be covered by mapping into 
the data tables by means of symmetry arguments. Sign factors are obtained by 
using the quadrant number of the angle as an index in a short-table (the more 
general case has two factors, and the cylinder, one), An example of a contour 
map of normalized drag force for all orientations is shown in Fig. 2-5. 
3. Rigid Body Dynamics 
a. Moment of Inertia 
The inertia matrix (tensor) I relates the angular momentum L to 
the angular velocity -5by 
L IT (11-10) 
The conventional moments of inertia Ixx , Iyy, I z and products of inertia PXY'
 
P xz P are easily found for axes through the center of gravity of simple bodies.
 
However, a missile may be composed of several point mass components at
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various locations (for example, a car is approximated by 6 components), and 
the origin of the coordinate system to which the aerodynamic data are referenced 
may be different from the centers of gravity of all of the parts. Thus, the 
inertia matrix is a sum of terms Ii wherein each particle of mass m i is trans­
formed to a new origin displaced by r i by use of the parallel axis theorem, 
I +m r r 2 (P +mrr) (P +mrr) 
xxcg x y xycg xy xzcg xz 
Ii (P + mr r)Ix ±m r +r -(P + mrx)Pyxcg y yycg Xc z yzcg y z 
-(P + mr r)x (P + mr r ) + r +rzzxcg -zycg z y zzcg x z 
(n-ii) 
The model has the capability to handle up to ten components for a missile. 
Note that "mass particle" components may be used which have no moment or 
product of inertial about their own centers of gravity. At the same time, the 
- displacement vector r of the center of gravity of the missile from the center 
cg
 
of body coordinates and the total mass of the missile are calculated from
 
m=Em i i= i, n 
1
 
I =~I. 
 (11-i2) 
1 
r mrf.r
 
cg Y.1. i cg i
 
b. Body Axis Coordinates and Euler Angles 
The computation of the change of angular momentum of a missile 
(rigid body) is most conveniently carried out in a coordinate system fixed in the 
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missile body, Fig. 2-6. Aerodynamic forces and moments are computed in 
wind axis coordinates, as has been discussed in Section H-2 a above, and the 
orientation of the missile is required in inertial coordinates. Thus, the trans­
formation from body to inertial coordinates T (and its inverse, T- ), where 
x. = 
1 
Tx 
b 
, 	 (11-13) 
is needed at every time step in the computation of the missile trajectory. This 
transformation is defined as being from the current body coordinates to a set of 
reference inertial coordinates, and consists of a rotation fromr to-xi and a 
translation from-x!1 to E..1 The reference orientation is with the body axes coin­
cident with inertial coordinate axes. In general, there is a rotation from the 
inertial orientation to the reference orientation for the trajectory. The x-axis 
is taken positive through-the front of the missile (generally the long axis); the 
y-axis is taken positive through the left side of the missile (generally the second 
longest axis) and the z-axis positive upward through the top. This definition is 
different from the usual aerodynamic definition given in Section III, which is a 
left-handed system with the y-axis positive out the right side of the missile. 
Orientation of the missile relative to the reference orientation is specified 
by three Euler angles tp, 0, and 4, which measure successive rotations in yaw, 
pitch and roll respectively Fig. 2-7. The Euler angles are used to describe the 
inertial orientation, the orientation in the output printed at a specified time 
interval and at the termination of the trajectory. However, the Euler angles are 
not used in the actual trajectory computation, after the transformation matrix 
has been initialized, as will be discussed below. 
c. 	 Computation of Transformation from Body to Inertial 
Coordinates 
The transformation matrix T from body to inertial coordinates 
defined by 
x Tx 	 (11-14) 
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Fig. 2-7. Euler angles 
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is obtained initially from the Euler angles as described in Appendix B 
(Equations B-I to B-3) (Goldstein 1950). 
The columns of the transformation matrix T are unit vectors in inertial 
The inverse matrix T - 1coordinates in the directions of the three body axes. 

of a rotation matrix T is simply equal to its transpose T , which has the body
 
axis unit vectors as its rows. Since the elements of a matrix are stored in
 
column order in the FORTRAN computer language, working with the transfor­
mation from body to inertial coordinates is more convenient than the inverse
 
because the unit vector elements are stored contiguously.
 
Quaternions, rather than Euler angles, are used to obtain the inverse 
transformation matrix in the trajectory calculation once the matrix has been 
initialized. Quaternions, q, are four component hypercomplex numbers, which 
have convenient properties for representing finite rotations (Aleksandrov 1963). 
In particular, the first component of the quaternion represents the cosine of 
half the angle of rotation and the last three components represent a (vector) 
axis about which the rotation has been made. Quaternion components are 
initialized from elements of the transformation matrix T from body to space 
coordinates (Equations B-4) and the time derivatives are computed from current 
values of the quaternion and the velocity (Equation B-5). The transformation 
matrix is computed from the integrated quaternion at each time (Equation B-6). 
The relations between the transformation matrix and the quaternion 
components are derived on the assumption that the quaternion is normalized to 
unit magnitude (as if it were a four component vector). Owing to errors in 
integration, the departure from unit magnitude may become important after a 
number of time steps and will cause problems in evaluation of the Euler angles 
at output points. The quaternion components are renormalized after every step 
to avoid this problem. 
d. Equation of Motion 
The linear acceleration of the missile x. is computed in inertial 
1 
coordinates and the time derivative of angular momentun, L is computed in 
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body coordinates. The aerodynamic force Fis transformed to inertial 
components F.: 
1 
f.= T . (-1)1 Wi W 
and the missile weight, the only nonaerodynamic force, is added. Since all 
forces are normalized to the missile weight, the linear equation of motion 
becomes 
x. G(F1 -U. 3 ) 
where 
G go rl/V2 (11-16) 
Accelerations are integrated directly to displacements in the model to 
take advantage of the increased accuracy in integrating second-order differen­
tial equations (Krogh 1976). Double integration cannot be applied to the rota­
tional equations of motion since Euler angles are not integrals of the angular 
velocities. 
The time derivative of the angular momentum vector L is computed in a 
nonrotating coordinate system that instantaneously coincides with the moving­
body coordinate system (Milne-Thompson 1955; Goldstein 1960). The rotation 
of the body axis system can be shown to add a cross-product term to the 
moment expressed in the body-axis coordinate system, 
= L CT (M b + LXo) (11-17) 
where 
CT (rl/L)(g 0 r 1 vm) (mI-18) 
is a factor arising from the nondimensionalization, and 
2-19 
M =T T.iM w+ r c Ub3(11-19) 
where the first term is the aerodynamic moment transformed from wind axis 
to body coordinates and the second term is the moment of the weight about the 
center of coordinates. 
4. Features of the 6 DOF Computer Program 
Aspects of the model which are closely connected to its implementation in 
the computer program are discussed in this section. 
a. Initial and Final Conditions 
Provision is made in the model for injection of a missile into the 
wind field at specified linear and angular velocities as well as at a given height 
above ground. The location of the initial point of the trajectory as well as the 
initial location of the tornado center are also specified. 
Trajectory calculations are terminated either when the origin of the body 
axis coordinate system passes through z = 0 or when the trajectory has been 
followed for a specified number of seconds, whichever occurs first. The program 
can easily be modified to terminate when the trajectory crosses a fixed envelope 
in space representing a building, but the capability is not implemented at 
present.
 
b. Input and Output 
Input and output data for the computer program are described in 
detail in the User's Manual, which is presented as Appendix D. In general, 
the input is organized by section within the model; for example, the wind field 
data is in one section, and only the data that are changed need be input after 
the first series of cases. All the data used in each case are printed out. 
Computer values of the state of the missile (velocity, position, Euler 
angles, etc. ) are printed at specified intervals of simulated time along the 
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trajectory, and additional internal variables, such as relative wind velocity 
and instantaneous aerodynamic coefficients can be printed if desired. These 
computer values may also be saved on a FORTRAN file, (on tape or disc) for 
use by plotting programs to be run after the termination of the trajectory pro­
gram. The same variables which are printed at the uniform time step are also 
printed (and written to the file) at the termination of the trajectory. 
C. Integration - Control of Solution 
The study of-missiles which are picked up and carried by a tornado 
leads to an initial value problem. The problem is described by a set of ordi­
nary differential equations which can be solved by integrating forward in time 
from prescribed initial conditions until the missile has impacted on the ground 
plane or reached some other prescribed terminal condition. In this model, the 
process of solution is controlled by an integration subroutine from the JPL 
mathematical subroutine library called SODE (Krogh 1976). This integrator 
changes the step size and integration order as the integration proceeds to 
obtain a solution within the prescribed error bounds with minimal computation 
time. Among the useful features of the integrator are its abilities to compute 
different variables to different accuracies and stop on nontemporal terminal 
conditions. The integrator can also integrate second-order differential equa­
tions directly, with a resulting increase in accuracy. 
An important feature of this integrator is that its source code contains 
instructions in the form of comments for specializing it for different computer 
systems. The integrator program has been specialized for and compiled on a 
number of computer systems including the Univac 1108, IBM 360/370, and 
MODCOMP IV. Since the integrator is the largest computer program which 
has been taken from the JPL general purpose computer library rather than 
written specifically for the trajectory program, it is essential that it can be 
moved to other computers with little effort. 
Z-Zl
 
d. Software Design 
The computer program that implements the trajectory model has 
been written in FORTRAN V on the Univac 1108 computer and has been run 
under the EXEC-8 operating system. However, most of the code is written in 
a subset of FORTRAN V, which corresponds to ASA FORTRAN IV, in order to 
make the program portable. A portable program is one that can be compiled 
and run on another computer system without requiring changes. An earlier 
version of the program corresponding to the Phase I report model but with 
altered code for portability, was compiled and run on an IBM 370 Model 158. 
Actually, restriction to ASA FORTRAN IV is more stringent than are require­
ments for conversion from the 1108 to the 370. There are a number of useful 
non-ASA language features, such as NAMELIST, that are available on the 
Univac 1108, IBM 360/370, and several other common machines. 
Since the trajectory model has undergone a large number of changes in 
the development process during Phases I and II of the project, a modular 
structure for the computer program has been used to localize the effects of 
the changes. An attempt has been made to make each subroutine module per­
form a simple identifiable function so that the code is easier to follow and hence 
easier to modify. 
A user manual for the computer program is included in Appendix D. 
Input parameters are defined and input and output formats are described. Com­
plete information is given on how to set up a card deck to run one or many tra­
jectory cases through the FORTRAN program. System control cards are not 
given because they are dependent on the user's computer system whereas the 
FORTRAN program is portable between systems. Listings of the FORTRAN 
program are given in Appendix E. 
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D, NOMENCLATURE FOR SECTION II
 
Are f ....... 	 reference area for aerodynamic coefficients
 
C .In ...... damping coefficient 
q 
average normal force coefficient (body axis)
CN 
Cql' Cqz , Cq3 	 damping moment coefficients for noncylindrical body 
(eq. 11-8) 
C ...... 	 aerodynamic coefficients in wind axis coordinates (i=l
through 6) 
Yy average side force coefficient (body axis) 
CT ...... proportionality factor (dimensionless) between moment 
on missile and angular acceleration (eq. 11-17) 
D ...... missile width (normal to long axis) 
S F Fw3 force components in wind axis coordinates 
G ...... proportionality factor (dimensionless) between force on 
missile and acceleration (eq. 11-16) 
go ...... constant of proportionality in Newton's second law 
I ...... inertia matrix (tensor) 
Ixx, I y, Izz moments of inertia about x, y and z axes respectively 
L ...... body (missile) length 
Z .angular momentum vector (eq. II-10) 
2-24 
Ml, IM , M 
w, w W3 
P ........
xcy
 
PL(z.......... 

PHz) ....... 

q ........ I. 

".............
cg 
r , r, r z .... 
. .outer 
r I -.. ........ 
T .......... 
T I .inverse 
t ......... 
u .......... 
r0 

u. .........
r 
u ,u ,wuWI ' 2 W3 
U ... 
aerodynamic moments in windaxis coordinates 
(typical) product of inertia. Moment about x-axis due 
to angular velocity about y-axis 
/ 
z + 
quaternion 
displacement vector of center of gravity of missile body 
from center of body coordinates 
components of distance of cg of missile component from 
cg of missile 
radius of tornado 
radius of maximum azimuthal wind velocity 
transformation from body to inertial coordinates 
transformation 
missile thickness (in eq. I-8) 
component of missile velocity in x-direction (inertial), 
radial unit vector 
unit vectors in wind axis directions 
azimuthal unit vector 
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A 
u ...... 	 z -dependent factor in radial wind velocity 
V ... 	 maximum azimuthal wind velocitymax 
v ....... component of missile velocity in y-direction (inertial) 
Vrel velocity relative to missile 
W .... wind velocity (vector) 
A 
v ...... z-dependent factor in azimuthal wind velocity 
W......... weight of missile 
w. 	 ..... component of missile velocity in z-direction (vertical, 
inertial) 
w 
A 
...... function in the computation of vertical wind velocity 
x ...... cartesian inertial coordinate of missile trajectory 
...... body coordinate vectorb 
X. ....... 	 inertial coordinate vector
 I 
y ...... cartesian inertial coordinate of missile trajectory 
Z ...... cartesian inertial coordinate of missile trajectory 
(vertical) 
Greek 
a....... scale height 
...... scale height 
2-z6 
a ...... pitch angle (Znd Euler angle) 
v ...... eddy viscosity 
VO ...... eddy viscosity at ground level 
S...... density of air 
...... latitude 
...... roll angle (3rd Euler angle) 
...... r-dependent factor in radial and azimuthal velocity 
components (eg. II-I) 
...... yaw angle (Ist Euler angle) 
...... component of earth's rotational velocity at edge of 
-tornado -cyclone 
Qe ....... earth's rotational velocity 
S...... angular velocity vector 
Subscripts 
b ...... body 
i ...... inertial 
w ...... wind 
1 ...... maximum azimuthal velocity 
Z -Z7 
Superscripts 
.......... vector quantity 
. . time derivative (i = dx/dt) 
......... over-bar denotes dimensionless quantity 
made dimensionless by division by r 1 
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SECTION III
 
MISSILE AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS
 
The six'degree-of-freedom missile trajectory program requires as input 
parameters the aerodynamic characteristics of the missile configuration to be 
studied. In general, this inforfnation is required in the form of six static 
coefficients as a function of attitude relative to the wind (and distance above the 
ground when near the ground). Since little or no information over a sufficient 
range of missile attitudes was available in the literature for shapes of interest 
as missiles, it became necessary to carry out a wind tunnel test program using 
scale models principally but supplemented by full-scale testing in the case of 
the cylindrical configurations. In addition, a brief test program was conducted 
using freely-falling, tumbling sub-scale models. 
The use of Reynolds number (PVR/v), which is the ratio of inertial to 
viscous forces, as a scaling parameter is well established in the literature 
of fluid mechanics. In brief, it can be demonstrated both analytically and 
experimentally that for geometrically similar shapes, matching the Reynolds 
number assures matching fields of flow and therefore similar forces and 
moments are experienced by the shapes. It is this scaling principle which 
allows for the use of sub-scale models in much experimental work in fluid 
mechanics. The Reynolds number of the sub-scale test is generally matched 
to the full-scale value by increasing the density, p, or the velocity, V. 
For circular cylinders it has long been established that there is a rather 
abrupt change in the flow field at the so-called "critical Reynolds number". 
This occurs because, as Reynolds number is increased beyond a critical value, 
the point at which the flow finally separates from the surface of the cylinder 
moves rather rapidly rearward from near the point of maximum thickness where 
it occurs over a range of sub-critical Reynolds numbers. This rearward move­
ment of the separation point results in a much smaller wake behind the cylinder 
and, because the wake is a major contributor to the drag, the total drag of the 
cylinder is reduced by a sizable amount. An example of this behavior is shown 
in Fig. 3-17. The exact value of the critical Reynolds number is dependent on 
the roughness of the cylinder's surface and turbulence of the flow. 
3-1 
In the case of blunt shapes having sharp edges such as the plank or the 
car configurations the effect of Reynolas number on the aerodynamics is less 
because the point of flow separation is usually fixed at a corner regardless 
of Reynolds number and therefore the wake remains essentially constant in 
size. 
On the basis of these well established facts, aerodynamic coefficients 
for the plank and motor vehicle shapes were obtained at Reynolds numbers less 
than full scale but the cylindrical configurations were tested through a range of 
Reynolds numbers from sub-critical into the supercritical region since for var­
ious cylindrical configuration and under various conditions in the tornado flow 
field both sub-and supercritical Reynolds numbers can occur. 
The sub-scale 	tests were conducted in the GALCIT 10-ft Wind Tunnel 
and included free-air and ground-plane tests. 1(GALCIT TEST 973) 
Full-scale tests on the 15-ft length of 1Z-in. dia schedule-40 steel pipe 
were conducted at the Lockheed-Georgia Low Speed Wind Tunnel (LSWT Test 
185) for the purpose of obtaining supercritical Reynolds number data on a cylin­
drical configuration. 
Other full-scale tests (7002) were performed on a 1974 Dodge Dart 
4-door sedan at the National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada, using the 30 
Foot Wind Tunnel in the Low Speed Laboratory. Free-stream and ground-plane 
tests were performed to obtain confirmatory data for the GALCIT sub-scale 
model tests. 
The scale model drop tests were conducted from the roof of a building at 
JPL which allowed for 126 ft of free fall. Their purpose was to obtain experi­
mental tumbling data for comparison with both the empirical formulas appear­
ing in the literature and a synthetic tumbling coefficient generated from the 
experimental static coefficients of this report. 
iData from ground plane tests which show the effect of the presence of the
 
ground on the coefficients is presented in this report but has not been used in
 
the computer runs because the capability of varying aerodynamic coefficients
 
as a function of elevation is not currently a part of the computer program.
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A. SCALE-MODEL WIND TUNNEL TESTS 
1. Test Conditions 
Except for the utility pole shape which was tested during Phase I of 
this program and presented in Redmann, et al, 1976, all of the missile shapes 
from the NRC tornado missile shape list were tested in the sub-scale tests at 
the GALCIT 10-ft Wind Tunnel. In this report, data are presented for five 
additional missile configurations: 
1) Right circular cylinder, length/diameter of 14. 1
 
2) Right circular cylinder, length/diameter of 36. 0
 
3) Rectangular parallelepiped with linear dimensions in the
 
ratio 1:3:36
 
4) Nominal sedan-type automobile
 
5) Nominal van-type truck
 
The shorter fineness ratio cylinder represents a 12-in. schedule-40 
steel pipe, 15-ft-in length while the longer cylinder has the geometry of a steel 
reinforcement rod 1-in. in diameter by 3 ft in length. Cylinders of intermediate 
length-to-diameter ratios representing a utility pole (13. 5 in. in diameter and 
35 ft long) and a 6-in. diameter, 15-ft long, schedule-40 pipe were also tested 
but are not reported here because of the relatively minor effect of length-to­
diameter ratio, in the range tested, on the aerodynamic characteristics of cir­
cular cylinders, i. e. , the cylinder data presented here can be used for those 
shapes at the appropriate Reynolds number. The rectangular parallelepiped 
represents a wood plank 4 in. x 12 in. x 1Z ft. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 show the 
shapes and basic dimensions of the car and van, respectively. The van was 
added to the original list of candidate missiles because its basic shape was 
somewhat representative of such configurations as school busses, house trailers, 
and semitrailers, and because it represents a motor vehicle with a higher value 
of the flight parameter, CDA /W, than an automobile. 
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Fig. 3-1. Configuration of test automobile model 
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Fig. 3-2. Configuration of test van model 
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The data from the GALCIT test were obtained at a dynamic pressure of 
25 lb/ft2 which corresponds to a Reynolds number of 0.834 x 10 6/ft and a wind 
tunnel free-stream velocity of 112.7 mph (165.3 'ft/sec). In terms of the diam­
eter (2.50 in.) the Reynolds number for the cylinder models was 1.74 x 105, 
which falls into the sub-critical (high drag) region for a smooth cylinder normal 
to the flow. It should be used only when subcritical Reynolds number data are 
required. 
2. Model and Test Installation 
The cylindrical models were constructed of 0. 25-in. wall­
thickness seamless aluminum tubing with an outside diameter of Z. 50 in. and 
lengths of 90 in. (L/d = 35) and 35.3 in. (L/d = 14. 1). These models were 
considered to be aerodynamically smooth (but were not polished), and were fitted 
with removable end caps. They were tested with open ends and with closed ends 
to represent the utility pole configuration. The closed-end data confirmed the 
earlier data in Redmann, et al. The cylindrical models were rigidly attached 
at their midpoints to a support of circular cross-section extending from the 
roof of the tunnel test section. This support was mounted at its upper end to an 
external, six-component balance system. It was shielded from wind loads by 
means of a nonmetric (isolated from the balance) symmetrical airfoil fairing 
extending to within 0. Z5 in. of the cylinder surface which was designed to mini­
mize the support-interference effects (Figure 3-3). 
The support had the capability of rotating about a vertical axis (yaw) 
through 540 . The full 1000 range of the test was obtained by reorienting the 
model relative to the balance at the 450 yaw point. An internal mounting plug 
was required at the midpoint of the cylinders because the wall thickness was 
not sufficient to carry the steady and unsteady air loads at all dynamic pressures 
of the test. The plug was designed with six 0.25-in. diameter holes drilled 
parallel to the cylinder axis of rotation in order to allow internal flow when 
-the end caps were removed. End on (4i 0°), it probably represented some 
impediment to the internal flow through the open cylinder but at higher angles 
of yaw this flow is diminished and the plug has little effect. A view of the 
schedule 40 pipe model mounted in the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 3-3. 
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Fig. 3-3. 	 Installation of 12 in., schedule 40 pipe model in 
GALCIT wind tunnel 
The model 	of the plank which had the shape of a rectangular parallelepiped 
with the dimensions 2 x 6 x 72 in. (half-scale) was constructed in three sections 
in order to meet strength requirements without excessive weight. The two end­
sections were constructed of plywood faced with Formica and fitted to an alumi­
num center section by means of a 2-in. wide tongue and groove joint. The sec­
tions were joined with five flush bolts on each side. Figure 3-4 shows the model 
installed in the tunnel. The aluminum center section provided a metal-to-metal 
fit to the wind tunnel balance as well as an attachment point for adapters which 
° provided settings of 0 , 300, 600, and 900 in roll about the longitudinal axis of 
the plank. 
The car and van models were constructed from clear sugar pine, using 
a hollow box-like interior to reduce weight and provide space for the aluminum 
support structure. The support was made from 2-in. square tubing and welded 
such that a support opening was provided in the roof, side, and rear. To this 
was bolted the inside bottom of the car or van and the shape built up around it. 
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Fig. 3-4. Installation of plank model in GALCIT wind tunnel 
Figures 3-5, 3-6, and 3-7 show the car and van installed in the GALCIT wind 
tunnel with examples of the three mount positions. Both models were approxi­
mately 0. 20-scale. This scale was chosen as the largest at which tunnel 
blockage effects could be acceptably removed from the data. 
To determine the effects on the aerodynamic coefficients of the presence 
of the ground, some configurations were tested at various distances above a 
ground plane which was installed in the test section of the tunnel. This so­
called "ground effect" results from the constraining effects of a solid boundary 
on the flow. The effect decreases as distance from the solid boundary 
increases. In the ground-plane tests the ground plane spanned the test section 
and was about 10 ft long. The leading edge was shaped so as to insure smooth 
flow over the surface. Three-quarter inch plywood arranged in from 9 to 16 
panels, necessary to span the circular cross-section at different heights, made 
up the surface. A substructure supported on four adjustable-length struts cradled 
the panels. Two screw jacks attached to the ground plane centerline at 
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Fig. 3-5. Installation of test automobile model in GALCIT 
wind tunnel; top mount 
Fig, 3-6. 	 Installation of test automobile model in GALCIT 
wind tunnel; side mount 
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Fig. 3-7. 	 Installation of test van model in GALCIT wind tunnel; 
rear mount 
approximately the 20% and 80% chord positions assisted in adjusting the various 
heights. Ground-plane height was varied manually and only specific height posi­
tions could be used readily. A view of the ground plane with the pipe model at 
'P= 00 and a tunnel survey probe (not present during data runs) is shown in Fig. 
3-8, a side view of the ground plane with the plank at 0. 25 in. above it is shown 
in Fig. 3-9. 
Data from GALCIT tests are reported in Section III-C along with data from 
full-scale tests described below. 
B. FULL-SCALE WIND TUNNEL TESTS 
1. Steel 	Pipe- 12 in. dia by 15 ft long 
a. Test 	Conditions 
and tunnel performance constraints in the GALCITBecause of geometric 
Wind Tunnel, it was not possible to test the cylindrical configurations in their 
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Fig. 3-8. Installation of cylinder model ( = 00) and ground plane in 
GALCIT wind tunnel, looking downstream 
Fig. 3-9. 	 Side view of ground plane installation showing plank 
model and support with fairing 
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supercritical Reynolds number regime, i.e., Re d > 0.4 x 10 . Since the drag of 
a cylinder with its longitudinal axis normal to the flow is known to be dependent 
on the Reynolds number regime, it was deemed expedient to carry out a short 
test on a full-scale pipe at a supercritical Reynolds number. By using an actual 
pipe, surface roughness, which exerts a small but significant effect on drag, 
was also matched exactly. 
The model was a 15-ft length of 12-in diameter schedule-40 steel pipe in 
field condition, i.e. , the ends were flame cut and the cylindrical surface of the 
pipe was tested as it came from an outdoor storage area. Only the open-end 
pipe and a few runs with the ends closed were tested because the effects of 
Reynolds number on blunt or sharp-edged configurations, such as the beam and 
car, are usually small or nonexistent in the range of Reynolds number which 
will occur during a tornado. 
Eleven runs (total) were made at the Lockheed-Georgia Low-Speed Wind 
Tunnel in the 16. 25 x 23. 25 ft test section. Most of the runs were made at a 
nominal free stream velocity of 130 mph (q = 40 lb/ft 2 ) which results in a Reynolds 
6 
number, based on diameter, of 1. 17 x 10 . Test data at higher velocities 
were unreliable because the large unsteady forces resulting from asymmetric 
vortex shedding caused large shifts in the balance air-off zero readings. 
b. Installation 
The 12-inch pipe was supported in the wind tunnel as shown in Fig. 3-10 
by a 57-in. length of 5-in. OD by 0.5-in. wall Shelby tube, which was butt­
welded to the midpoint of the pipe. When the pipe was in test position in the 
test section, this tube extended through the floor, without contact, into a 17-in. 
length of 5-in. ID pipe, which was mounted to the wind tunnel balance. Attach­
ment of the Shelby tube to the balance support pipe permitted testing of the model 
at four heights above the test section floor. The support tube was shielded from 
air loads by means of a symmetric airfoil-shaped fairing (4-in. thickness by 24­
in. chord), which was mounted to the floor but did not touch the model or its 
support. The fairing (see Fig. 3-11) was constructed of a series of vertical 
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Fig. 3-10. 	 Prototype 15-ft, 12-in. diameter, schedule 40 pipe being in­
stalled in Lockheed-Georgia Low Speed Wind tunnel 
tow S-M Ift~ 
ffiiii 
Fig. 3-11. 	 Prototype 15-ft, 12 -in. diameter, schedule 40 pipe during 
testing. Note tufts (used only during flow-visualization 
run)- and support fairing 
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sections to accommodate the various heights of the model above the wind tunnel 
floor. At the support position nearest the floor (0. 069 diameter or 0. 875-in. 
distance between floor and lowest point on pipe), no fairing was used. The 
model, together with the support and balance to which it was rigidly attached, 
could be remotely rotated through the yaw range from -5 to 950, over which 
data were taken while the fairing remained aligned with the airstream. 
2. Automobile - 1974 Dodge Dart 
a. Test Conditions 
Wind tunnel tests were performed on a 1974 Dodge Dart 4-door sedan with 
dimensions approximately 16.7 ft long, 5.8 ft wide and 4.3 ft hiah. The 30 ft by 
30 ft Wind Tunnel in the Low Speed Laboratory of the National Research Council, 
Ottawa, Canada was used for the tests which included measurements both in 
free air and in the presence of a ground plane. 
The following tests were performed: 
1. Vehicle in Free Air (Center of tunnel) - 50 and 70 mph 
a. Roll angle, 00; yaw angle, -50 to 950 
2. Vehicle on Tunnel Floor (Ground plane) - 50 and 	70 mph) 
Roll 	angle, 00; yaw angle, -50 to 950; pitch angle, 00 
-50 to 150;. 50 
-50 to 15'; 100 
Note: Rotation about rear 	bumper for pitch angle. 
3. Reynolds Number Runs - 30 - 120 mph 
Vehicle 	in center of tunnel: roll angle, 00; yaw angle, 00 
900 
0 ° : roll angle, 00; yaw angle,Vehicle on floor 
°
 
90
 
The listed free air and ground plane tests were sufficient to provide data for 
comparison with the GALCIT sub-scale model car tests. 
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Both wind-on tares (support structures) and static tares have been 
subtracted from the reported forces and moments. The flow interference 
effects between the vehicle and the support structures were ignored. 
b. Installation 
For the free air tests the vehicle was mounted on the two main struts 
which are normally used for aircraft testing. Bayonets made from 4 in. 0. D. 
tubing positioned the car on tunnel centerline and connected the car to the struts. 
See Figure 3-12.
 
The engine, transmission and gas tank were removed from the vehicle and 
replaced with styrofoam to simulate original shape. Channels and struts were 
installed on the frame of the car for the bayonet connections and the suspension 
system was "locked" so that no changes of the vehicle attitude in relation to its 
wheels could occur during the tests. 
The fairings which covered the two main struts always remained aligned 
with the windstream during the yaw tests. No fairings were used on the bayonet 
connections. 
Special mounting pads and fairings were designed for the ground plane 
tests to hold the vehicle at the desired angles of attack (50 and 100 rotated about 
the rear bumper). See Figure 3-13. The vehicle was positioned on the pads, 
using 4" high wood chocks behind each wheel, and the pads were bolted to the 
turntable. The pads and fairings were 6 in. wide and the heights were 4.Z7 in. 
and 8.61 in. rear and 14.0 in. and 27. 9 in. front respectively for the 50 and 
100 angle of attack tests. See Figure 3-14. The fairings were not designed to 
maintain wind alignment because of the limited yaw angle (150) for the tests. 
C. WIND TUNNEL TEST RESULTS 
1. Definition of Aerodynamic Coefficients 
The tabulated and plotted data from both sub-scale and full-scale wind 
tunnel tests are presented in the next subsection in terms of wind-axis coeffi­
cients. The wind-axis system is one which remains aligned with the relative 
wind, independent of the attitude of the body. The sign conventions (Fig. 3-15), 
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Fig. 3-12. 	 Installation of 1974 Dodge Dart for free air test 
in the 30 ft by 30 ft Wind Tunnel at National 
Research Council, Ottawa, Canada 
Fig. 3-13. 	 Installation of 1974 Dodge Dart for ground plane 
tests in the 30 ft by 30 ft Wind Tunnel at National 
Research Council Ottawa, Canada 
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Fig. 3-14. Installation of 1974 Dodge Dart for ground plane 
tests at angle of attack in the 30 ft by 30 ft Wind 
Thnnel at National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada 
are as follows: left side up is positive rotation about the X- (or longitudinal) 
axis; nose to the right is positive rotation about the Z- (or vertical transverse) 
axis; and nose up is positive rotation about the Y- (or horizonatal transverse) axis. 
The angle of attack a is the angle between the wind vector and the body 
centerline projected on a vertical plane through the wind vector. The yaw 
angle LP is the projection of that angle on a horizontal plane through the wind 
vector. The roll angle 4* is the angle between the initially horizontal lateral 
axis of the body and the horizon. 
Forces are defined as positive to the rear, to the right, and upward, for 
the X-, Y- and Z-axis, respectively. 
Given below are definitions for the six wind-axis coefficients as used in 
this section and Appendix C. These are the definitions commonly used in wind 
tunnel testing; however, for convenience in writing the trajectory program some 
of the coefficients have been defined with opposite signs. These changes are 
explained in Section II. 
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Fig. 3-15. Sign conventions used with aerodynamic coefficients 
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F or M 0 is the aerodynamic force or moment about the axis indicated 0 0 1in the subscript; S is the reference area ; L is the reference length; and q is 
the dynamic pressure, given by the expression 
2I/ZpVq = 
where p is the density of the air, and V is the relative velocity between air and 
the center of gravity of the body. 
The moment reference center is the cylinder centerline at the nose for 
the cylindrical configurations and is the corner formed by the nose and bottom 
of the body in the vertical plane of symmetry for the motor vehicles. 
In addition to the six wind-axis coefficients, three body-axis coefficients 
(Cy, CN and C p) are used to obtain the center of pressure locations. These 
coefficients are related to the body-axis system, which is tied to the body and 
moves with it. In the body-axis system, the X-axis is the longitudinal axis of 
the body and, the Y- and Z-axes are, respectively, those which are transverse 
horizontal and transverse vertical to the X-axis when the body is at zero angle 
of roll, attack and yaw. The center of pressure is the point through which the 
aerodynamic forces on the body pass. The expression used to obtain the center 
of pressure (Xcp ), non-dimensionalized by the body length, is 
cpc 
IC C
- __ P 
L C N
 
where Cp and CN are, respectively, coefficients of the moment about, and the 
force along, the Y-body axis. At yaw angles near zero, C becomes small andp 
the ratio method of obtaining center of pressure becomes unreliable, especially 
if support-interference effects are present. nterference effects which are 
usually not troublesome in determining the individual coefficients may become 
so due to the small value of the denominator in the ratio. This appeared to be 
IReference areas and lengths as well as moment center locations for the various 
test configurations are given in Table C-i (Appendix C). 
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the case for the cylindrical configurations, but not for the shapes with corners, 
such as the plank. For more reliable values for the location of the cylindrical 
centers of pressure, minor supplemental tests were conducted using 17-in. and 
18-in. long cylinders (of varying diameters) for the L/d = 14. 1 and the L/d = 
36. 0 configurations, respectively, in a small, low-speed JPL wind tunnel at sub­
critical Reynolds number. In these test the center of pressure was determined as 
the pivot point farthest aft from the nose at which the small cylindrical models 
would weathervane into the flow with the flat circular face forward. Data was 
obtained in this fashion for yaw angles of 00 and 130 for the L/d = 14.1 cylinder, 
and at 00 only for the L/d = 36.0 configuration (Fig. 3-16). Since these data 
points are considered more reliable at small yaw angles than those obtained by 
forming the ratio of the moment and force coefficients (or their slopes), the 
fairings were extended to them, and the faired values, included in the tabula­
tions. In Fig. 3-16 the points which decrease sharply as the zero yaw angle is 
approached were obtained by the ratio method while the flagged points in the 
vicinity of Xcp/L = 0.45 through which the fairings pass were obtained from the 
supplemental test. 
Although the moment center used in reducing the coefficients is, in the 
cases of the cylinders and the plank, the center of the body along the longitudinal 
axis, the values given-in the tables in Appendix C have for convenience been refer 
enced to the nose for all configurations. 
2. Interpretation of Test Results 
Before proceeding to a detailed discussion of the results it will be useful 
to mention the limitations of the data and the rationale used in fairing the plotted 
data and tabulating the smoothed results. The models were sized to the tunnel 
test sections so that standard wind tunnel corrections for blockage and horizontal 
buoyancy could be and were used in reducing the data. One of the conventional 
support systems available in each of the tunnels was used throughout these 
tests, along with external, six-component balance systems. It is well 
known by experienced aerodynamicists that this support system introduces 
an interference effect to the flow over the model which varies *ith the attitude 
of the model. Indeed, any system of physical support for the model will intro­
duce interference effects, although the magnitude of each system mary 
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vary at a given model attitude. Even a model which spans the tunnel can be 
said to suffer from a form of interference because of the tunnel wall boundary 
layer and because end effects dlue to a finite length are not present. Through 
the design of specialized supports and by testing the same model with alternate 
support systems it should be possible to evaluate the support interference and 
to correct it to a limited degree, but a great deal of wind tunnel time and fiscal 
resources would be needed since each configuration would require a separate 
evaluation. No such course of action was attempted in this test program because 
the use for which the data are intended does not require the level of accuracy 
which would be needed to proceed with a detailed analysis of the flow field in 
the vicinity of each model. Instead, engineering judgment was a guide in the 
generation of the faired curves used to produce the ta~bulated data. For example, 
where coefficients Were known to be zero because of flow field symmetry, the 
faired curves were forced through the zero points. In other cases where support 
interference was suspected but siot demonstrable, judgment was used in the con­
struction of the fairing. 
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Summary plots are presented in Figs. 3-14 through 3-17 and discussed 
in detail below. Tabulated smoothed data which were used in the trajectory 
calculations are given in Tables C-2 through C-34, Appendix C. All orientations 
of all models were not tested because of balance mounting points, physical 
-interference with the ground plane, and limited test time. 
a. Cylindrical Body Results 
Figure 3-17 shows the effect of variation in Reynolds number 
due to change in the velocity of the air flow on the full-scale pipe free air drag
 
coefficient at LP = 90 . The upper limit of velocity (and Reynolds number) was
 
determined to be that beyond which good data could not be obtained because the
 
fluctuating forces normal to the flow caused by unsteady wake effects led to
 
unreliable results. The lower limit was set by the reduced level of the steady 
drag force and the balance system sensitivity (accuracy of data reached the 
limits of acceptability). It is clearly evident that the test Reynolds number of 
the Lockheed-Georgia full-scale test is in-the supercritical regime, which, in 
this case, occurs for Red > 0.4 x 106. However, even in the supercritical 
regime the drag coefficient is shown to be a function of Reynolds number. The 
shape of the curve in the supercritical region is similar to two-dimensional results 
obtained by Achenbach, 1971. The Reynolds number range- for the 12-in 
pipe (neglecting gusts) which can occur in a tornado having 225 mph rotational 
and a 70 mph translational velocity at its center is shown in Fig. 3-17. The 
maximum value can occur only when the pipe is stationary relative to the ground 
and is less at all other points in the trajectory because the pipe is moving with 
the wind. Because of the uncertainty and variability of the Reynolds number of 
a pipe missile during its trajectory in the tornado and because the Reynolds 
number effect is smaller or nonexistent at lower values of yaw angle, it appears 
reasonable that data as obtained from the maximum Reynolds number of the full­
scale test be directly used for the 12- and 6-in. pipes in trajectory calculations. 
Also shown in Fig. 3-17 are two subcritical values of CD at 4j = 900 for a smooth 
pipe of the same length-to-diameter ratio obtained during the GALCIT wind 
tunnel test. Because of its smaller diameter, the Reynolds number of rein­
forcement rod will fall in this range during its entire trajectory. 
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Fig. 3-17. 	 Drag coefficient as a function of Reynolds Number for open 
circular cylinder, axis normal to flow, length-to-diameter 
ratio of 14. 1, from shb- to supercritical regimes 
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Fig. 3-18. 	 Significant aerodynamic coefficients of open circular
 
cylinder (length/diameter- = 14. 1) in subcritical"
 
and supercritical Reynolds Number regimes 
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Fig. 3-1-9. -Effe-ct of distance from ground plane on the drag and lift coef­
ficients of open circular cylinder (length/diameter = 14. 1) 
normal to flow (4' 909) in supercritical Reynolds Number 
regime 
In Fig. 3-18 this comparison between the GALCIT test at subcritical 
Reynolds number and the Lockheed-Georgia test at supercritical Reynolds 
number is extended to three wind-axis coefficients over a full quadrant in yaw 
for an open-ended pipe having a length-to-diameter ratio of 14. 1 (the 12-in., 
schedule-40 pipe). The most important effect of the Reynolds number regime 
is on CD, and even there is significant only for 4>600 although the effect on 
Cn is also important. In the trajectory calculations the supercritical aero­
dynamics coefficients were used for the 1Z-in, and 6-in. pipes and the sub­
critical values were used with the reinforcement rod. 
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Fig. 3-20. 	 Effect of distance from ground on the aerodynamic coefficients 
of an open circular cylinder (length/diameter = 14. 1) as a 
function of yaw angle in the supercritical Reynolds Number 
regime. 
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The effect of the presence of the ground on the lift and drag 
coefficients of the pipe at kP = 90 where the effect is greatest for the super­
critical Reynolds number regime is shown in Fig. 3-19 and tabulated in Tables 
C-11 through C-13. The shapes of the curves are similar to those shown in 
Roshko, Steinolfson, and Chattoorgoon (1975), but the levels are lower because 
in the cited work the cylinder was two-dimensional and the Reynolds number 
subcritical. In both cases, the boundary layer thickness was approximately 
half the diameter of the cylinder. The most significant difference is the fact 
that in the three-dimensional case, the drag coefficient did not drop abruptly at 
a ground clearance of 0. 5 diameter, as occurred in the two-dimensional case 
just cited but instead remains slightly above the free stream value, to the 
smallest value of h/d tested. The test values of h/d were 0. 07, 0. 29, 0.75 and 
Z. 98. In the two-dimensional case (Roshko, Steinolfson, and Chattoorgoon 
1975), free stream values of CL and CD were measured for h/d >2. 0; therefore, 
the h/d value at 2. 98 may be considered as free of ground effects. The small 
positive value of CL remaining at that height may be regarded as a support­
interference effect. 
In Fig. 3-20, the ground effect on the full-scale pipe as a function of yaw 
angle is shown for the six wind-axis coefficients. The drag coefficient CD 
° shows no ground effect up to a yaw angle of 35 . At higher angles the effect 
gradually increases up to the values at P = 900 shown in the previous figure. 
The ground effects on the side force coefficient CS are relatively minor but 
appear to be greatest in the vicinity of 'l= 450, where the force is greatest. 
Some points at the higher ground clearances are missing in the LP= 450 region 
because the unsteady forces were greatest there and considered dangerous to 
the wind tunnel balance system. Variation in the lift coefficient curves begins 
at yaw angles as low as d = 100 and the ground effect increases to its first 
maximum at LP= 400; it then decreases up to '4= 650 where it again increases 
° to the second maximum from LP = 75 to 900. In the case of the pitching moment 
C the steady state free-air value should be zero over the entire quadrant duein 
to the symmetry of the configuration. The small values measured are believed 
to be support interference effects. The ground effects are greatest at 200 
-P700. For yawing moment Cn, the ground effects are largest in the same 
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mid range of yaw angles as they were for side force. This is not surprising 
since C is the sum of the moments induced by the side force and drag. The 
n 
ground effect is not large for LP near 900 even though the effect on drag is 
greatest in that region because the moment-arm approaches zero as P approaches 
900. Again with the rolling moment C , the free-air value should be zero due 
to symmetry, and the values shown are a cbibination of support interference and 
ground effects. The shape of the C2 curve at h/d = 0. 07 is quite different from 
all the others in the mid portion of the yaw range; this indicates that the ground 
6ffect on this coefficient is quite pronounced near the ground. 
b. Full-scale Autombbile Results 
Figure 3-21 shows a comparison of the full-scale auto wind 
tunnel data with the sub-scale test data on the model automobile from the 
GALCIT test. This model had the overall proportions of the full-scale Dodge 
Dart but was in no sense a model of the actual vehicle. While the CD, C and 
C curves show quite close agreement, the CL, CS and Ce curves show a wider 
variation. These variations are believed to be due principally to differences in 
the two configurations but may also be caused partially by differences in support­
interference effects. The many differences in details between the model (Figs. 
3-5 and 3-6) and the full-scale car Fig. 3-12, 3-13, and 3-14 have apparently 
led to the sizeable differences in CL in the middle range of yaw angles where 
the value for the model is near zero and in the vicinity of 0. 6 for the full-scale 
car. The model support on the roof of the model may also have contributed 
to the difference by spoiling part of the flow over the roof of the model. In 
the case of CS, the difference between model and full-scale results is in the 
opposite direction. No significant Reynold number-effects were observed in 
either the full scale or sub-scale tests. 
Additional ground-effect data were obtained during the wind tunnel test of 
the full-scale Dodge Dart. Tables C-28 through C-31 present smoothed data 
for the vehicle with wheels on the tunnel floor (a = 00) and at five and ten degrees 
angle of attack. 
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D. SCALE MODEL DROP TESTS 
Analysis of motion picture data from 31 drops made from the roof of 
JPL Building 183 to the ground, a distance of 126 ft, produced the following 
results: 
A circular cylinder, L/d = 14. 1, was determined to have a tumbling 
resistance coefficient of 0.4Z based on the reference area (length times diam­
eter), with the variation of 7%. This coefficient represents the effective aero­
dynamic resistance of a tumbling body.* This variation is based on estimated 
equilibrium velocities for three drops, one each with initial axes of rotation 
at 0 , 45 , and 90 ° relative to horizontal. The initial rotational rate was 
about 108°/sec. The initial rotational mode (about a transverse axis) damped 
to a falling-leaf mode before returning to the rotational mode. The equilibrium 
velocity measured, therefore, resulted from motion in a combination of rotating 
and oscillating modes. In spite of this, the equilibrium velocity varied only 
from 29. 0 to 30.0 ft/sec for the three drops with the various initial conditions 
described above. 
No useful tumbling data were obtained from those cylinders having an L/d 
greater than 14. 1 because rotational damping was too great. Even though 
moment of inertia was maximized by constructing the cylinders of styrofoam 
with weights at the tips, it was limited by the maximum weight which could 
reach equilibrium for an appreciable part of the 126-ft drop distance. The 
reduction of nonequilibrium data from the film was not feasible in these tests 
because the velocity did not vary smoothly with time due to its functional 
dependence on model attitude. herefc ce, acceleration could not be determined 
with sufficient accuracy to be of use in determining the tumbling coefficient. 
In the case of the car and van models which have only a single plane of 
symmetry, an additional complication occurred. The equilibrium velocity was 
a function of the angle between the longitudinal axis of the vehicle and the direc­
tion of motion. Models were launched with initial rotational velocity about the 
longitudinal axis which was horizontal. The axis of rotation would slowly pre­
cess, toward a nose downward direction, due mainly to the location of the cen­
ter of gravity approximately 42% aft of the vehicle nose. Referenced to frontal 
Similar measurements on full-scale 12-in. pipes have been made by Costello and
 
Stephenson 1978.
 
area, values of CD = 3.18 and 2.49 were obtained (two drops) for the car and 
CD = Z. 74 for the van. An approximate value of 2. 8 might be used for both 
vehicles. These coefficients are based on frontal area of the vehicles. 
Although some drops were made with beam models, the photographic data 
were not reduced because all the models went into an autorotational mode of 
motion during the drop. As previously discussed by Billingsley and Brunk 1975 
and in earlier work by Zipfel, it can be showh that dynamically similar motion 
for a scaled rotor can exist in the presence of a gravitational field only when 
ML = 1, and, in the presence of gyroscopic coupling (i.e. , nonplane trajectory), 
only when M = 1, where i is the mass ratio between prototype and model, and 
L is the ratio of comparable linear dimensions. Since both of the above scaling 
laws can be satisfied only when L = 1, completely general scaling cannot be 
accomplished. Even for planar flight which occasionally occurred, the product 
of IM and L can be made equal to unity only by making the model of material that is 
much more dense than the wood of the full-scale plank. In that case, equilibrium 
velocity would not have occurred within the drop distance of the test. Although 
no quantitative data could be obtained on the plank configuration, the tests were 
useful in that they indicated the possibility of an autorotational mode of motion 
for the plank configuration, with resultant gliding flight characteristics which 
are quite different from those usually assumed in the literature. 
The drag coefficients obtained for the L/d = 14. 1 cylinder and the motor 
vehicles are compared to values obtained by other methods in the "results" 
section (IV). 
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F. NOMENCLATURE FOR SECTION III 
A ...... reference area 
. .. drag coefficient (wind axis) 
... lift coefficient (wind axis)S 
Ce 
. . . . . .  
rolling moment coefficient (wind axis) 
C ... pitching moment coefficient (wind axis) 
"C .*. normal force coefficient (body axis)N 
C ... yawing momeht coefficient (wind axis)n 
C 	 . . pitching moment coefficient (body axis) 
SS .. side force coefficient (wind axis) 
y .. side force coefficient (body axis) 
d ........ body diameter 
h ........ distance from ground to bottom of body 
L ...... body length 
dynamic pressure (1/ZPV2 q ....... 
p Vd 
ReD ... Reynolds number, 7' 
V ...... free stream air velocity 
w ...... weight 
Xcp ... center of pressure 
a....... angle of attack 
...... air viscosity 
p ...... free stream air density 
...... roll angle 
...... angle of yaw 
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SECTION IV
 
APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS, OF TRAJECTORY MODEL
 
A. INJECTION MODES AND INITIAL CONDITIONS
 
Injection modes are defined as the physical phenomena by which objects 
enter into the flow field of a tornado. It is the injection modes which determine 
the initial conditions of the tornado-missile flight. In the 6-D. 0. F. trajectory 
program it is necessary to specify the initial values of the missile attitude and 
rotational velocity in addition to those which are also required for. 3-D. 0. F. 
trajectories, i. e. , elevation, initial velocity of the center of gravity, and 
location relative to the storm center. Specification of the initial conditions in 
a rational manner is an important step toward predicting realistic missile 
trajectories for use in nuclear plant design. In this section a wide variety of 
injection modes is discussed and the rationale used to prescribe initial con­
ditions for subsequent trajectory calculations is described. 
In general, an object will become airborne when the net vertical force 
acting on the object is upward. The widely accepted characterization of the 
modes of missile injection as ramp, aerodynamic, or explosive appears to 
be adequate. However, recognition should be given to the fact that in many, 
if not most, instances a combination of the various modes may contribute to 
the initial conditions of injection. For the purposes of this report the three 
modes of injection are defined as follows. 
1. Modes of Injection 
In the ramp mode a part of the kinetic energy generated by the hori­
zontal portion of the wind velocity vector, i. e. , the radial and azimuthal 
components of the tornadic wind, is converted to a vertical orientation by 
means of a slope or ramp, up which a tumbling or rolling missile is propelled 
by the horizontal wind components until the end is reached and the missile is 
launched into the tornado flow field at some initial height with initial vertical, 
horizontal and rotational velocity components. The forces exerted on many 
of the missile configurations due to the horizontal components of the flow field 
can be considerable even for missiles which are initially at rest at ground level. 
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Injection from an above ground location such as from an elevated platform or 
truck or crane can be included under this mode of injection as a special case. 
The principal force in the aerodynamic injection mode is lift; i. e. , the 
aerodynamic force normal to the wind velocity resulting from the reduced 
pressure due to higher velocities over the upper surface. The pressure 
difference is the result of body shape or of proximity to the ground. 
Another contributor to injection of the missile into the main flow field of 
the tornado is the aerodynamic force due to the vertical component of the wind. 
However, although this component is significant over much of the trajectory of 
some of the missile configurations, it must be zero at the ground and is negli­
gible for any missile of concern here which is initially at rest on the ground. 
The explosive mode of injection is related to the aerodynamic mode in that 
the vertical motion is imparted by a pressure differential; it differs in terms 
of the physical phenomenon imposing the differential. In the older concept of 
the "explosive" mode, the force was thought to be produced by the very rapid 
decrease in atmospheric pressure as a tornado moves across a hollow structure 
such as a building. The external pressure drop was believed to be sufficiently 
rapid so that the internal pressure of the structure was unable to remain in 
equilibrium, and a pressure differential was thereby created which led to disin­
tegration of flimsy structures into numerous pieces, some of which resembled 
the missile configurations under consideration. Because many structures such as 
buildings have an appreciable leak rate to atmosphere, either by design or due to 
the nature of the construction, the full pressure differential between normal atmo­
spheric pressure and the reduced"atmospheric pressure of a point in the 
tornado is seldom realizec. Bates and Swanson (1967) suggest that a pressure 
impulse equal to 0. 1 of the full pressure differential may be an appropriate 
value for use in computing the effects of explosive injection. More recent 
work (Minor et. al. , 1976) suggests that wind-induced forces are the principal 
cause of the "explosion effect" since outward acting forces exist on four of 
the five sides of a rectangular structure exposed to a linear 'wind. The follow­
ing paragraphs explain how these injection modes are treated in trajectory 
calculations made in this program. 
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In both the explosive and aerodynamic injection modes the effective
 
upward force acts only for a very short period of time and can be considered
 
as an impulsive force. If one neglects any structural retaining forces, the
 
vertical force balance can be written. 
W dw -(Vi 
go dw = F(t) - W (IV-l)
90dt 
where W is the weight; w, the vertical velocity; and go the constant in Newton's 
second law. Equation (IV-l) can be solved for the resulting vertical velocity: 
w(t) = f0, F(t)dt - gt (IV-Z) 
After the missile has risen from the ground, a vertical component of the tornadc 
wind field which varies with height, and therefore time, acts and the expression 
for the total impulse can be expanded toJ t rt
 
F(t)dt = j FI(t)dt + FZ(t)dt (IV-3) 
0 
where the vertical wind force is 
1 CDA (IV-4) 
where pa is atmospheric density, CD is coefficient of drag, Vz is the vertical 
component of velocity, A is the reference area, and F 1 represents either 
the impulsive force due to the rapid pressure reduction (explosive injection 
mode) or the impulsive lift due to the horizontal wind (aerodynamic injection 
mode). In the former case, 
F 1 Ap(t)A (IV-5) 
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and in the latter, 
ZF1I 1a(U + v2 ) CLA (IV-6) 
where CL is the coefficient of lift. 
The aerodynamic coefficients, CD in eq (IV-4) and CL in eq (IV-6) are, 
ingeneral, functions of the missile attitude but are usually approximated as con­
stants in injection calculations in the literature because of the short times 
involved. However, because the details of the near-ground flow field are 
included in this fluid-dynamic model of the tornado and because the aerodynamic 
coefficients for the configurations have been experimentally measured, it is not 
necessary to approximate the integrals of eq (IV-3) for aerodynamic injection 
by a constant force acting over some arbitrary effective time as was necessary 
in the past (Paddleford 1969 and Lee 1973). Instead, they can be numerically 
evaluated within the computer program and the appropriate variation of force 
components used in the trajectory computation. In the aerodynamic mode the 
initial conditions are those which immediately precede the onset of the tornado. 
For cases which consider the ramp or explosive mode of injection some­
what more arbitrary assumptions for the injection velocity components based 
loosely on the geometric and inertial characteristics of the missile configuration 
must be used. In the explosive ejection cases, the method presented by Paddleford, 
1969 is used to estimate an equivalent injection height. This approach analyzes 
the mode in terms of two processes acting in parallel to reduce the pressure differ­
ential applied by the tornado; namely, the flow of air out through openings created 
by the building reaction and secondly, the increase in contained volume due 
to building reaction i. e. , the movement of the roof and walls. To reduce the 
degree of approximation, and for greater consistency with the aerodynamic 
mode of injection, the injection height, which was computed as the result of an 
impulsive force, is converted to an initial velocity which would result in that 
height by assuming uniform deceleration due to gravity: 
w = "V-gz (I'V'-7) 
where z is the injection height and w is the initial vertical velocity. The use 
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of this simple approach may not be overly realistic but can be expected to pro­
duce conservative results (i. e. , injection heights or velocities are greater than 
the real case). For the initial conditions of this report the explosive effect 
caused an insignificant initial velocity and explosive injection runs are therefore 
not included in the results. 
2. Rationale for Selection of Initial Conditions 
The following rationale was used to develop the initial conditions and 
injection modes for each of the missile configurations. These conditions and 
modes are consistent with current design criteria. Physical characteristics 
and initial conditions are given for each configuration in Tables 4-Z through 4-6. 
a. Utility Pole 
The maximum initial height of 40 ft is assumed to occur while the 
pole is being carried by a crane prior to emplacement in the ground. The maxi­
mum horizontal velocity of 30 mph is taken to be that of a truck.carrying the 
pole. 	 The maximum vertical velocity is taken as the velocity of a pole bouncing 
°along the ground end over end. In terms of orientation, a = 0 , = 90 is a 
rolling pole or pole on a truck in a cross wind while a ='450 , P = 00 is a pole 
bounding along the ground end over end. The variation of center of gravity 
offsets allows for the possibility of attachments and simulates to some extent 
the effects of asymmetric aerodynamics. The offset is assumed to be produced 
by a point mass located at one end of the configuration which added to the total 
weight. 
In addition to the initial conditions developed for this work, runs 
were made using the-initial conditions of Simiu and Covdes 1967 for purposes of 
comparison. In those runs the initial height of 40 m (131. Z ft) was greater than 
what is referred to as maximum initial height in this section. 
b. 12-in. Pipe 
Initial height could be as high as the top floor of the highest structure 
in the plant (taken as 100 ft). The initial assumed maximum angular velocity of 
10 rpm could be generated either by tumbling end for end in the manner of the 
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utility pole, or by a wind-assisted flip as it rolls off an upper floor. The maximum 
initial conditions for the horizontal and vertical velocity comnonents of 40 and 20 mph, 
respectively occur in bouncing along the ground with a center of gravity offset of 10%. 
c. 6-in. Pipe 
The same rationale for initial height and velocity components developed 
for the 1Z-in. pipe applies. The initial angular velocity was increased to 15 rpm 
because of the smaller moment of inertia in tumbling. 
d. Reinforcement Rod 
Again, the same rationale for initial height and velocity components as 
was used for the 12-in. pipe applies. No offset of the center of gravity is consider­
ed, and angular velocity as great as 30 rpm may occur, because of the much smaller 
moment of inertia in tumbling. 
A few preliminary runs using the explosive injection equations and a 
pressure differential well beyond what would be expected in even the most 
severe tornado produced an effect equivalent to an initial height of only 15 feet 
which had a negligible effect on the trajectory so the explosive injection mode 
was not considered further in the results section. 
e. Wood Plank 
For the aerodynamic injection cases the same rationale for height, 
linear velocities and center of gravity offset used for the 12-in, pipe is again 
employed. The higher rotational velocity results from the lower moment of 
inertia. Explosive injection was also considered for this configuration under 
the assumption that the plank was part of the structural support for the roof of 
a warehouse type of building having linear dimensions of 90-ft and experienc­
ing a pressure differential of 0. 15 pis. By use of the method of Lee 1973, the 
explosive injection height proved to be on the order of one foot, as would occur 
with an initial vertical velocity of 5 mph. Again, the effect on the trajectory 
was negligible and explosive modes are not included in the results. 
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f. Automobile 
For purposes of comparison with Simiu and Cordes 1976, an initial 
height of 40 m (131. 2 ft) and zero initial velocity is used for some of the automo­
bile trajectories. In other trajectories we have chosen to assume the case 
of a car on the ground running away from the tornado at 30 and 60 mph as well 
as a stationary case. 
Some consistent sets of initial conditions which result from the 
above rationales have been used as initial conditions in the trajectories con­
taingd in this section. These cases may not always represent worst cases­
but they are at least self-consistent and have been logically evolved. Many 
other scenarios could be postulated which would lead to other sets of self­
consistent initial conditions but the resultant trajectories should not differ 
greatly from those computed in this report. This approach avoids the problem 
which can arise in a more systematic variation of initial parameters; namely., 
that the worst case trajectories may result from logically inconsistent sets of 
initial conditions, For example, a car at a 130 ft. initial height which might 
,represent a multi-story parking structure would not logically also be moving 
at 60 mph. 
Detailed results of trajectory calcilations are given below using 
both the initial conditions of Simiu and Cordes and the initial conditions discussed 
in Section IVA for each of the Spectrum II missile types. 
B. SIX-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM MISSILE TRAJECTORIES 
Because the missile trajectory characteristics derived in Simiu and Cordes 
1976 have been used as the basis for the Spectrum Il missiles in the N. R. C. 
Standard Review Plan, Revision I (NUREG-75/087), a detailed comparison of 
their findings with results using the data and methods of this report has been 
conducted. Comparisons are made between Simiu and Cordes' results and the 
results obtained using the methods of this report with the Simiu and Cordes 
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tornado types 1I, 2, and 3, henceforth referred to as the Region I, II and III 
2
tornadoes and the JPL tornado . The results in terms of maximum horizontal 
velocity are summarized in Table 4-1. 
In general, the comparison shows that the JPL values for-maximum velocity 
for the 6 D. 0. F. trajectories which use experimental values of aerodynamic 
coefficients varying with attitude are considerably less than the 3 D. 0. F. 
trajectory values of Simiu and Cordes. Of special importance are the com­
parisons for the 1Z-inch pipe and automobile. For the 12-inch pipe the JPL 
results give maximum horizontal velocities which are 53%, 540 and 57% of 
those obtained by Simiu and Cordes for the Region I, II, and III design tornadoes, 
respectively. For the automobile, initially perpendicular to the storm center 
direction, the JPL values are 54%/, 38%, and 15% of the Simiu and Cordes 
values. 3 The last two columns of Table 4-1 give results for the JPL tornado 
with 3 D. 0. F. trajectories based on the flight parameter values of Simniu and 
Cordes and with 6 D. 0. F. trajectories. Comparison of these columns with 
results for the Region II tornado, which is closest in swirl velocity to the 
JPL tornado, shows that they are approximately equal or less in all cases. 
1. Cylindrical Shapes 
Effects of the release mechanisms which were postulated in Part A of 
this section are given in Tables 4-Z through 4-5 which summarize a large 
number of computer runs. The dimensions and weights of the missiles are 
given in the respective table headings. All runs presented in this section use 
the default values of wind field eddy viscosity parameters (v=l ft2/sec, a=3.5 ft, 
fl=?70 ft). 
These tables also include the cylindrical configurations of the Spectrum II 
missiles which were run for comparison with Simiu and Cordes using Region I, 
II and III tornadoes and the same initial conditions except for specification of an 
I These correspond to the interim regional design tornadoes as given by Markee, 
Beckerly and Sanders 1974 for Regions I, II and III, respectively. 
2 5PL maximum probable tornado: Vmax= 225 mph, Utc = 30 mph, R1 = 0. 1 
mile.
 
For an initial orientation parallel to the storm direction the JPL values are
 
41%, 29%, and 24% of the Simiu and Cordes values.
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Table 4-1. Comparison of maximum horizontal velocity between the results of Simiu 
and Cordes and of this report for Spectrum II missiles. Initial height 
of 131. Z3 ft (40 m) and initial velocity of zero. Initial orientation 
long axis perpendicular to storm direction 
Maximum Horizontal Velocity (m/s) 
Missile Mass Dimensions (in) Region I Region II Region III JPL Tornado(kg) 
S&C JPL S&C JPL S&C JPL S&C JPL
 
A. 	 Wood Plank 52 JPL: 0. 102 x 0. 305 x 3. 66 83 63 70 58 58 51 70 55 
S&G: 0. 09Z x 0. 289 x 3.66 
B. 6-in Sch. 40 Pipe 130 	 0. 168D x 4.57 52 24 42 15 10 5 35 17 
C. I-in. Steel Rod 	 0. 0254D x 0.914 51 51 40 40 38 6 33 18 
D. Utility Pole 510 	 0. 343D x i0.62 55 53 48 44 26 14 39 21 
E. 12-in Sch 40 Pipe 340 	 0. 324D x 4.57 47 Z5 28 15 7 4 29 13 
F. 	 Automobile 1 1810 JPL: 5. 15 x i. 77 x 1. 37 59 32 4Z 20 41 7 46 23 
S C: 5,00 x Z. 01 x 1.31 
Proportions taken from an actual automobile were used for the JPL test model. 
C
0­
Table 4-2. Utility Pole, 35 ft x 1. 12 ft 0. D. , 1495 lb (1124 lb runs 8-12), super critical Re 
Run 
COGOffset 
%', 
Total 
Length 
Height 
a It 
Velocity u0 
mph 
Velocity w0 
mph 
Angular 
Velocity v 0 
rpm V0 
Pitch 
Deg 
Yaw 
Deg 
Roll 
Dog Injection Mode mem ph utop r~il xtoo l Ytoll 
max 
It 
Speed max 
fps 
Height @ 
ma. speed 
Range 
It 
1 0 40 0 0 0 0 90 0 crane, acre ZZ5 30 0. 1 0 0.0999 40.0 113.0 0.0 106 
z 0 40 0 0 0 45 180 0 crane, acre 225 30 0. 1 0 0.0999 44.8 128.0 0.0 151, 
3 0 10 30 20 10 45 180 0 bouncing, acro 225 30 0. 1 0 0.0999 36.4 129.6 0.0 26 
-. 
c 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
+10 
-10 
+15 
-15 
0 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
30 
30 
30 
30 
60 
20 
z0 
z0 
z0 
0 
10 
10 
10 
10 
0 
45 
45 
45 
45 
0 
180 
180 
180 
180 
90 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
bouncing, aero 
bouncing, acre 
bouncing, aoro 
buun.ng, aeru 
truck, core 
225 
225 
225 
ZZ5 
290 
30 
30 
30 
30 
70 
0. 1 
0. I 
0. 1 
0. 1 
0.0284 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.0284 
0.0999 
0.0999 
0.0999 
0.0999 
0 
35.5 
30.0 
34.1 
28.7 
288.2 
120.7 
103.4 
114.3 
96. 1 
196.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
Z.9 
250 
163 
232 
153 
948 
9 0 131.2 0 0 0 0 90 0 aero S&C 240 60 0.0284 0.0284 0 149.3 168.7 1.3 429 
10 0 131.2 0 0 0 0 90 0 acroe SC 190 50 0.0284 0.0284 0 132.0 73.5 0.0 51 
I 
12 
0 
0 
131.2 
131,2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3DOF 
19o 
0 
0 
arreS&C 
a s&C 
ZZ5 
225 
30 
30 
0.1 
01 
0.0999 
0.0999 
0 
0 
131.2 
131.2 
146.3 
108.3 
0.8 
0.0 
334 
148 
Note- The 1124-1b weight is used by Simo and Cordes who took at from (NUREG-75/087).
The 1495-lb weight was common in the literature at the time runs 1-7 were made 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
Table 4-3. 12-inch pipe, 15 ft x 1. 06 ft 0. D., 743 ibs, super critical Re 
Run 
CO Offset Height 
I t 
Velocity u0
mph 
Velocity W0 
mph 
Angular 
Velocity 4 
rpm 
0 Pitch 
Dog 
Yaw 
Dog 
Roll 
Dog Injection Mode mixmp 0 ci rfle t~~l 
mile ft 
Iti 
ps 
ps m 
HIcight 
ft 
It 
ft 
ItpedRag 
1 0 6 0 0 0 45180 0 acre, pile ZZ5 30 0. 1 0 0.0999 6.4 54.9 0 29 
2 0 20 0 0 0 45 180 0 acre, pile Z25 30 0. 1 0 0.0999 20.9 82.z 0 58 
3 0 40 0 0 0 45 110 0 are. pile 225 30 0. 1 0 0.0999 41.1 106.2 0 89 
4 0 100 0 0 0 45 180 0 acre, pile Z25 30 0.1 0 0.0999 101.6 135.6 0 201 
0 6 0 0 -10 45 180 0 acre, ple 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 6.1 47.5 0 20 
6 0 20 0 0 -10 45 180 0 acre, pile 225 30 0. 1 0 0.0999 20.3 73.9 0 43 
7 0 100 0 0 -10 45 80 0 acre, pile 225 30 0. 1 0 0.0999 100.5 128.7 0 160 
8 0 6 0 40 0 45 180 0 acre, bouncing 225 30 0. 1 0 0.0999 62.7 134.6 0 281 
9 0 20 0 40 0 45 880 0 acre, bouncing 225 30 0. 1 0 0.0999 86.0 143.4 0 3ZI 
0 100 0 40 0 45 180 0 acre, bouncing 225 30 0.1 0 O.0999 166.9 175.3 0 477 
18 0 100 40 0 -10 45 180 0 acre, bouncing 25 30 0.1 0 0.0999 100.0 157.5 0 269 
12 0 100 40 0 -10 45 90 0 acre, rolling ZZ5 30 0. 8 0 0.0999 100.0 157.4 0 263 
13 80 100 40 20 -10 45 180 0 acre, bouncing 225 30 0. 1 0 0.0999 118.2 157.6 0 365 
14 0 80 0 0 0 45 180 0 acre, pllc 225 50 0.1 0 +0.0999 8z. 5 139.8 0 186 
0 60 0 0 0 45 880 0 acre, pic. 225 50 0.1 0 +0.0999 62.2 131.6 0 141 
16 0 30 0 0 0 45 180 0 aore.,pil 225 50 0.1 0 +0.0999 31.8 106.5 0 84 
17 0 60 0 0 -80 45 180 0 acre, pile ZZ5 50 0. 1 0 +0.0999 60.8 124.0 0 108 
18 0 80 0 0 -80 45 80 0 acre, pile 225 50 0.1 0 +0.0999 80.9 132.8 0 144 
19 0 40 0 0 -10 45 I80 0 acre, pile ZZ5 50 0.1 0 +0.0999 40.7 107.1 0 77 
0 30 0 0 -10 45 180 0 acre, pile 225 50 0.1 0 +0.0999 30.7 95.0 0 63 
21 0 32 0 0 0 45180 0 acre, pile 225 50 0.1 0 +0.0999 33.9 180.8 0 88 
22 0 35 0 0 0 45 180 0 ae., pile 225 50 0.1 0 +0.0999 36.9 112.3 0 93 
23 0 60 0 0 -10 45 180 0 acre. pile 225 30 0.1 0 t0.0999 60.4 113.8 0 95 
24 0 80 0 0 -80 45 180 acre, pile 225 30 0.1 0 +0.0999 80.5 123.5 0 126 0 
0 40 0 0 -10 45 080 0 acre, ptle 225 30 0.1 0 +0.0999 40.4 97.0 0 69 
C, 
26 0 30 0 0 -10 45 180 0 acre, pile 225 30 0.1 0 +0.0999 30.3 56 0 86 
27 0 60 0 0 0 45 180 0 acre, polo 2Z5 30 0. 1 0 +0.0999 61.3 121 0 122 
28 0 80 0 0 0 45 180 0 are, pole 225 30 0.1 0 +0.0999 81,5 829.6 0 159 
29 0 30 0 0 0 45 180 0 acre. pile 225 30 0.1 0 +0.0999 31.0 95. Z 0 74 
0 33 0 0 0 45 180 0 acre, plo 225 30 0.1 0 +0.0999 34.0 88.8 0 78 
31 0 35 0 0 0 45 180 0 aets, plo 225 30 0.1 0 40.0999 36.0 101.1 0 81 
32 0 6 0 0 0 45180 0 aero, pi. 225 30 0.1 0 0 6.4 54.8 0 29 
33 0 131.2 0 0 0 0 90 0 a.ro S&C 290 70 0.0284 0.0284 0 136.6 118.2 0 156 
34 0 131.2 0 0 0 0 90 0 acro SC 240 60 0.0284 0.0284 0 131.2 80.2 0 66 
0 11.2 0 0 0 0 90 0 aero S&C 190 50 0.0284 0.0284 0 131.2 78.2 0 38 
36 0 131.2 0 0 0 3DOF acro S-C 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 1312 123 8 0 217 
37 0 131.2 0 0 0 0 1 90 1 0 aeroS&C 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 131 2 97.4 0 81 
Table 4-4. 6-inch pipe, 15 ft x 0. 521 ft 0. D. , Z85 ib, super critical Re 
Run 
GG Offset% 
Total 
Length 
Height 
ft 
Velocity u0 
mph 
Velocity w 0 
mph 
Angular 
Velocity a 
rpn yo 
Piteh 
Deg 
Yaw 
flg 
Roll 
Deg Injection Mode 
Vth 
maxmP utcr 
h Imiler l ax 
1mle i 
z 
ft 
Speed max 
fps 
Range 
ft 
2 
0 
0 
100 40 0 -15 
-15 
45 
0 
180 
90 
0 
0 
aero, 
aero, 
bouncing 
rolling 
ZZ5 
225 
30 
30 
0.1 
0.1 
0 
0 
0,0999 
0.0999 
iO. 6 
100 
173.6 
187.0 
432 
393 
3 10 100 40 20 -15 45 180 0 aexo, bouncing ZZ5 30 0. 1 0 0.0999 130.6 170.6 505 
4 -10 100 40 20 -15 45 180 0 aero, bouncing 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 118.7 163.4 397 
5 15 100 40 20 -15 45 180 0 aexo, bouncing Z25 30 0.1 0 0.0999 128.5 162. z 479 
ht, 
6 
7 
-15 
0 
100 
131.2 
40 
0 
20 
0 
-15 
0 
43 
0 
180 
90 
0 
0 
aero, bouncing 
aero S&C 
2Z5 
290 
30 
70 
0.1 
0.0284 
0 
0.0284 
0.0999 
0 
117.4 
143.5 
159.6 
120.2 
363 
135 
N 8 0 131.2 0 0 0 0 90 0 aero S&C 240 60 0.0284 0.0284 0 134.5 86.3 72 
9 0 131.2 0 0 0 0 90 0 aero S&C 190 50 0.0284 0.0284 0 131.2 74.6 52 
10 0 131.2 0 0 0 3DOF aeo S&C 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 131.2 136.8 282 
11 0 131.2 0 0 0 0 90 0 aeroS&C 225 30 6.1 0 0.0999 131.2 99.7 114 
Table 4-5. Reinforcement Rod, 3 ft x 0. 0833 ft 0. D. , 8 ib, subcritical Re 
SAngular Height @ 
Run 
Total 
Length 
Height 
ft 
Velocity no 
mph 
Velocity w 0 
mph 
Velocity w 
rpm yo 
Pitch 
Dog 
Yaw 
Dog 
Roll 
Deg Injection Mode 
V4mp 
max h 
ph 
tmh 
rhmile 
rI t 0 m10 y 0 mole fA 
s emd 
£ps it ft 
1 0 100 40 0 -30 45 180 0 bouncing, aeo 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 100.3 182.3 0 314 
2 0 100 40 0 -30 9 90 0 rolling, aeo 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 100.0 228.4 0.2 497 
4 0 45 0 0 -30 0 90 0 roling, aeo 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 45.0 158.0 0.4 Z06 
5 +10 45 0 0 -30 0 90 0 rolling, acr. 2Z5 30 0.1 0 0.0999 45.0 128.5 0 138 
6 -10 45 0 0 -30 0 90 0 rolling, aero 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 45.0 131. 7 0 176 
7 0 10 40 0 0 0 90 0 rolling, acre 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 10.0 116.9 0 70 
8 +15 45 0 0 -30 0 90 0 rolling, acre 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 45.0 122.3 0 12Z 
9 -15 45 0 40 -30 0 90 0 rolling, aeo 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 45.0 112.3 0 122 
10 0 131.2 0 0 0 0 90 0 Aero SIC 290 70 0.0284 0.0284 0 164.9 187.0 0 571 
II 0 131.2 0 0 0 0 90 0 ero S&C 240 60 0.0284 0. 0284 0 135.7 149.3 0 171 
12 0 131.2 0 0 0 0 90 0 eroS&C 190 50 0.0284 0.0284 0 131.2 68.0 0 65 
13 0 1312 0 0 0 3DO aero S&C 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 131.2 131.7 0 255 
14 0 131.2 0 0 0 0 90 0 aero S&C 225 30 0 1 0 0.0999 131.2 107.5 0 113 
'0 
C )s 
initial orientation (worst case) not required by the 3 DOF of Simiu and 
Cordes. Table 4-I shows the direct comparisons in terms of maximum hori­
zontal velocity. The difference is greatest for the weaker tornadoes. An 
interesting exception to the general rule is the 1 in. dia. steel-rod where 
identical results were obtained for the Region I and IUtornadoes. In both bodies 
of work this configuration was considered to fly at subcritical Reynolds number. 
All other cylindrical configurations were considered to be in the super-critical 
regime throughout their trajectories by both groups. 
a. Utility Pole 
Utility pole trajectories are tabulated in Table 4-2. The bouncing/ 
aerodynamic cases have the greatest range (268 ft) and velocity (130 fps). 
Although the crane cases, runs 1 and 2, have the greatest initial height and the 
truck case, runs 3-7 have the greatest initial horizontal velocity, a combination 
of initial horizontal and vertical velocity seems to be most effective in producing 
speed and range. In all cases examined, the effect of offsetting the center-of­
gravity of the pole by adding weight at one end is to reduce the speed and range. 
Orientation is seen to be important for the same shift in c.g.. 
b. 1Z-inch Pipe 
Twelve'inch schedule 40 pipe trajectories are collected in Table 4-3 
for the initial conditions postulated in Part A of this section. Three types of 
aerodynamic injection mechanisms are represented: 1) injection from a pile, 
2) bouncing injection, and 3) rolling injection. The greatest ranges and speeds 
were attained by bouncing cases injected from a 100 ft structure. Initial angu­
lar velocity, which was evaluated in a number of cases appears to reduce both 
impact speed and range.
 
c. 6-inch Pipe
 
Six-inch pipe trajectories are summarized in: Table 4-4. Th6 six­
inch pipe generally flies farther aiid fisver than the,12-in. pipe, as has been 
stated above, 'butsince the l-Z-in, pipe ismore than twice as heaVy.,'it has a 
much larger terminal momentum for the same impact spee1. , The bouncing/ 
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aerodynamic injection cases are interesting because of the large difference in 
the range of the 10 percent offset initial conditions for opposite orientation 
although the speed is only slightly affected. 
d. Reinforcement Rod 
Reinforcing rod trajectories are summarized in Table 4-5. The 
speeds and ranges are generally less for the reinforcing rod than for the 6-in. 
pipe (the other small cylindrical missile) for the same wind field and initial 
conditions. Because of the small diameter of the bar, subcritical Reynolds 
number aerodynamic coefficients were used in these computations making the 
difference smaller than it would have been if both missiles had the same Rey­
nolds number range. Note that~as in other missiles considered above the ini­
tial orientation of an asymmetric missile has an important effect on its speed 
and range. 
Z. Plank
 
Plank trajectories are summarized in Table 4-6 where the dimensions 
and weight are given. The computations for the plank missle are unique because 
the plank is the only noncylindrical shape for which a complete set of aerodynamic 
° coefficients is available at roll angles of 300 and 600 as well as 0 and 90 . This 
is important because some of the coefficients peak at intermediate values of roll 
angle. 
Trajectories for the plank exhibit the longest ranges and highest velocities 
of any of the trajectories considered. Examination of the complete output (not 
given in this report) for run 3 which shows the longest range (818 ft) shows higher 
angular velocities about the long axis (about 4 revolutions per second) during 
most of the trajectory. Autorotational effects are a function of this angular 
velocity but were not considered in this run. The speed also oscillates during most 
of the time of the trajectories. This missile was considered because it was in­
cluded in the NRC 'list, however, the speed and range are probably academic 
because the wooden missile can be expected to disintegrate into splinters on impact. 
3. Automobile 
Because of the attention drawn to the automobile as a potential critical 
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Table 4-6. Plank, 12ft x 1 ftx 0.333 ft, Z00lb (runs 13-17 115 lb) 
I 
CG Offset 
Run 
% 
Total 
Length 
Height 
a ft 
Velocity u,, 
mph 
Velocity W,, 
mph 
Angular 
Velocity,.W 
rpm y 
Pitch 
Dog 
Yaw 
Dog 
Roll 
Dog Injection Mode 
V p 
Vmaxmph 
p 
Utomph 
ml 
rlmile 
x ieyml 
xtcomile Ytc m il e  
max 
ft 
Speed max 
fps 
Height @ 
max speed 
Range 
ft 
1 0 100 40 0 -15 45 180 0 bouncing, acre 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 102.9 243.3 4.3 642 
2 0 100 40 0 -15 45 180 60 bouncing, aets 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 101.9 224.3 21.0 486 
3 A0 100 40 0 -15 45 180 90 bouncing, acre 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 102.5 232.7 66.4 818 
4 0 100 0 0 0 45 180 0 acre 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 106.4 208.0 10.5 573 
5 0 100 0 0 0 45 180 60 acre 225 30 0. 1 0 0.0999 104.8 215.4 1.2 408 
6 0 100 0 0 0 45 180 90 acre 225 30 0. 1 0 0.0999 104.9 237.2 7.0 678 
7 0 100 0 0 -15 45 180 0 acre 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 102.0 215.2 2.5 550 
8 0 100 0 0 -15 45 180 60 acre 225 30 0. 1 0 0.0999 103.3 215.3 I. 8 447 
9 0 100 0 0 -15 45 180 90 acre 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 129.9 259.7 118.2 1175 
10 .30 100 0 0 -15 45 180 0 acre 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 102.5 162.3 0 279 
11 -30 100 0 0 -15 45 180 60 acre ZZ5 30 0.1 0 0.0999 104.9 192.5 1.8 447 
12 -30 100 0 0 -15 45 180 90 acre 225 30 0.1 0 0.0999 101.1 172.7 0.3 462 
13 0 131.2 0 0 0 0 90 90 aeo S&C z90 70 0.0284 0.0284 0 504.5 227.1 301.3 1800 
14 0 131.2 0 0 0 0 90 90 c"o S&C 240 60 0.0284 0.0284 0 361.7 197.0 327 1142 
15 0 131. Z 0 0 0 0 90 90 acre S&C 190 50 0.0284 0.0284 0 232.9 170.2 215 651 
16 0 131. 2 0 0 0 3DOF S&C 3DOF 225 30 0. 1 0 0.0999 138.4 228.3 135. 2 985 
17 0 131, 2 0 0 0 0 1 90 90 S&C 6DOF ZZ5 30 0.1 0 0.0999 131.2 187.5 0.6 532 
Note: The 
The 
115 lb weight as used by Samlu and Cordes who took it from (NUREG-75/087). 
200 lb weight was common in the literature at the time runs 1-12 were made. 
missile configuration in Simiu and Cordes, 1976, special consideration has 
been given to the configuration. In the current work the availability of experimental 
measurements and the use of an improved wind field model together make 
possible more realistic trajectory computations. 
The capability of the trajectory program to handle non-cylindrical bodies 
is illustrated by the following computation of the trajectory of a compact car. 
The trajectory program treats objects which have three perpendicular planes 
of symmetry. In reality, the car has only one plane of symmetry, but since 
the wind tunnel data are available in only one octant of the unit sphere, sym­
metry has been specified to approximate the unavailable data. In order to 
enforce the symmetry, the wind tunnel data had to be modified on the boundar­
ies of symmetry. For example, CL was made to pass through zero at zero pitch 
angle so that positive pitch angle data could be mapped into negative pitch angles. 
The pitching moment was also set zero at zero pitch for the same reason. 
Aerodynamic coefficients tabulated for the car in Appendix C are refer­
enced to the three sting (mount) orientations. These Were mapped into one 
consistent coordinate system for use in the computer program and transformed 
to a set of axes through the centroid of the volume. The orientations are speci­
fied relative to the wind vector by a pitch angle a followed by a roll angle . 
The transformed modified coefficients are given in Table 4-7. The moments 
and products of inertia of the car were estimated by assuming it to be made up 
of seven pieces: chassis and wheels, two sides, top, engine and transmission, 
gas tank, and differential. The properties of these components are given in 
Table 4-8 and the resulting inertia matrix in the Table 4-9. The center of 
gravity is 0.2 ft in front of the centroid of the volume and 0. 9 ft below. Note 
from Table 4-9 that there are nonzero products of inertia terms. 
As discussed in Section III, full-scale car aerodynamic data were obtained, 
but only for a sweep on yaw angle. Therefore, the pitch angle sweep data had 
to be supplied from the subscale wind tunnel tests. The lift coefficient displayed 
the greatest difference between the full scale and model data. However, the lift 
coefficient in the yaw sweep data is not used in the computer program due to 
the symmetry requirements enforced by mapping aerodynamic data from one 
octant of the unit sphere onto the whole sphere. The neglected lift force is per­
pendicular to the plane formed by the wind vector and the car longitudinal axis 
and would not increase the tumbling rate. 
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Table 4-7. Transformed Aerodynamic Coefficients for Car from Subscale Data 
(deg 0 CD CS CL C1 c C
 
a (deg) n m
 
0. 0.4970 
5. 0.5400 

10. 0.6900 

15. 0.8830 

20. 1.1690 
25. 1.4700 

30. 1.8300 

35. 2.Z640 

.40. 2.6410 

45. 3.0300 

50. 3.3180 

55. 3.6150 

60. 3.6040 

65. 3.9450 

70. 4.5420 
75. 4.8840 

80. 5.0220 
85. 5.0400 

90. 5. 0500 
0. 0000 
0.0000 

0. 0000 
0.1840 

0.5670 

1.0160 

1.4120 

1.7630 

1.9960 

2.1760 

2.3500 

2.4510 

2.4340 

2.3450 

Z.2100 
Z.0280 

1.9980 

1.8950 

1.3600 

0.7630 

0. 0000 
0.0000 
1 
0.0000 

0. 0000 0. 0000 
0.1109 
0. 1983 
0. Z646 
0.3473 
0.4096 
0.4369 
0.5682 
0.5103 
0.5497 
0.5562 
0.5649 
0.5768 
0.5357 
0.4666 
0.4732 
0.3954 
0.2750 
0. 0000 0. 0000 
(deg) =90 C D 
a (deg) 
0. 0.4970 
5. 0.5220 
10. 0.6300 
15. 0.7500 

20. 0.9100 

25. 1.0830 

30. 1.Z100 

35. 1.3800 

40. 1.5700 

45. 1.9190 

50. 2.2360 

55. 2.3530 

60. 2.3700 

65. 2.3800 

70. 2.3700 

75. 2.3600 

80. 2.3500 
85. 2.3400 

90. 2.3300 

CS 
0.0000 

0.0000 

CL 
0.0000 

0.1600 

0.2940 

0.4550 

0.5800 

0.6820 

0.7650 

0.8480 

0.9780 

1.2090 

1.3340 

1.3600 

1.2790 

1.1660 

1.0340 

0.8750 

0.6880 

0.4880 

0.0000 

C1 
0.0000 

| 

0.0000 

C C 
n
 
0. 0000 0.0000 
0.0010 
0.0300 
0.0734
 
0. 1041 
0. 1274 
0. 1291 
0.1326 
0. 1384 
0.1861
 
0.2044
 
0.2595
 
0.2797
 
0.2811
 
0.Z624
 
0.2339
 
0.1986
 
0.1558
 
0.0000 0.0000
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Table 4-8. Inertial Properties of Car Components 
Comp. I about own CG 
Part 
N6. 
1, 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Component Name 
Chassis: and Wheels 
Side 
Side 
Top 
Engine and Trans. 
Gas Tank and Diff 
Weight 
lb, 
1130. 
870. 
870. 
348. 
2Z. 
261. 
todation 
x 
ft 
-0.8 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5.7 
-4.8 
Comp. 
y
ft 
0.0 
2.9 
-Z.9 
0.0, 
0.0 
0.0 
CG 
z 
ft 
-1.5 
-1,; 0 
-1.0 
1.1 
-0.7 
-1.5 
xx z 
lb ft 2 
m 
2355. 
609. 
609. 
464. 
0. 
0. 
yyZ
lb ft, 
r 
24116,. 
19160. 
19160. 
725. 
0.-
0. 
zblb -
m 
26470. 
18550. 
18550. 
1188. 
0. 
0. 
Tble 4-9. Inertia natrix lbm-ftZ 
Z4Z934 
0. 
-1099. 
0. 
92224. 
0. 
-1099. 
0. 
103225.., 
The flight parameter, (CDA/W), which is also occasionally called the 
inverse ballistic coefficient, is the most important of the missile configuration 
parameters used as inputs in the trajectory program. In the 6-DOF trajec­
tories which make up most of the cases presented in this report, the flight 
parameter is a function of time since the drag and the effective area change 
with the attitude of the missile relative to the wind as it tumbles during its 
flight. In the 3-DOF approximation, the flight parameter remains constant 
during the entire trajectory. The literature is replete with empirical methods 
of either averaging the drag coefficient to obtain a "random tumbling coefficient" 
as discussed in Section III of this report or of obtaining some average area for 
use with a drag coefficient based on flow normal to a surface. 
In this report two independent methods, both based on experimental 
results, have been used to obtain values of the flight parameter for use in 
comparison with equivalent 6-DOF trajectories and to compare with other 
3-DOF trajectory results in the literature such as those in Simiu and Cordes, 
1976. In the first method, the value obtained for CDA from analysis of motion 
pictures made during the drop tests on a tumbling automobile model as described 
in Section III is used directly. In the second, the drag coefficient values of a 
6-DOF trajectory were averaged over the time of flight. These values 
result from tables of experimentally obtained static coefficients that have been 
an input to the 6-DOF trajectory program. They are functions of the mis­
sile attitude as described in Section III. The reference area used with this 
averaged drag coefficient is the frontal cross-section area of an actual automo­
bile having the proportions of the wind tunnel model from which the drag coef­
ficients were obtained. Table 4-10 shows the values of the flight parameter 
obtained from the two methods just described along with equivalent values from 
Simiu and Cordes 1976, Iotta 1974, and Beech and Hobbs 1975. Note that the 
two independent experimental methods used in this report are in good agree­
ment with each other and result in values whith are less than half of that given 
for the flight parameter by Simiu and Cordes. (A smaller value of the flight 
parameter results in a shorter trajectory. ) The reason for this discrepancy 
is two-fold. Measured values of drag coefficient and area are used in this 
report. Simiu and Cordes used a very high drag coefficient of 2. 0 and additionally 
assumed that this CD acted on the average of the rectangular areas defined by 
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Table 4-10. Comparison of Flight Parameter (CDA/W) for automobiles 
Source 	 Height Width Length Weight Remarksft /ib ft ft ft lb 
Sub-scale 0.012 4.5 5.8 16.9 4000 	 Avg. CDfrom 6-D.O.F. 
data 	 trajectoryActual A = Z1. 7 ft Z 
Full-scale "0. 015 4. 5 5.8 16.9 4000 Avg. CD from 6-D. 0. F.
 
data trajectory 

Actual A = 20 ft 2
 
Drop tests 0.015 4.5 5.8 16.9 4000 	 CDA from drop tests 
Simiu and 0.0343 4.3 6.6 16.4 4000 	 Max C Max A 
Cordes
 
lotta 0.018 4.0 7. 0 17. 0 4000 	 Equation from Bates and
 
Swanson, 1967
 
Beech and 0. 0099 4.0 5.0 15.0 4000 	 Average of CDA on all 
[Hobbs 	 surfaces
 
the overall dimensions of the vehicle rather than on actual vehicle areas. This 
leads to a maximum value for CDA/W which we believe to be less realistic than 
the results obtained in this report. The values.from lotta and Beech and Hobbs 
are included as examples of other empirical values in the literature. The equa­
tions used in these references are somewhat similar to that used by Simiu and 
Cordes but the assumptions for CD are less conservative, i.e., smaller. The 
car dimensions used are also included in the table. Although not identical they 
are quite similar and have little effect on the. relative magnitudes of the flight 
parameter except in the case of Beech and Hobbs where an increase in the 
dimensions would serve to-move the value into closer agreement with this 
report. The dimensions used in this report are those of a real American auto­
mobile and are consistent with the weight of 4,000 lbs. 
Three series of automobile trajectory runs were conducted. As indicated 
in Table 4-11-, the first series, runs 1 through 9 and 26 through 28, used the 
same initial conditions as in Simiu and Cordes and the same tornado parameters 
*Overall dimensions and weight are given in the table header. 
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Table 4-11. Automobile, 16.7 ft x 5. 21 ft x 3. 58 ft, 4000 lb 
Maxima 
Initial Conditions Tornado Final Conditions (ifdiferent from final) 
Run Ml.le Z(0) ft U(0)
mph 
v(0)
mph 
Yw 
dog 
Roll 
dog 
DA 
£±/lb 
Vmax 
mph 
u It 
mph ft. 
Xi 
ft. 
Ytc 
ft. 
t 
sec 
R 
ft 
Speed 
ft/sec 
Vxy 
ft/see 
Va zma. 
ft/sic ft. 
max 
ft. 
ma 
ft/see 
xy 
ft/sec 
I CAR 131.23 0' 0 90 0 - 290 70 150 -149.4 0 6.3 213 137.0 106.1 86.6 147.8 - - -
z CAR 131.23 0 0 90 0 240 60 150 -149,4 0 5.2 6Z 101.8 66 9 76.7 .37.7 63 - -
3 CAR 131.23 0 0 90 0 0 190 S0 150 -149.4 0 4.1 59 79.Z 19.1 76.8 131.8 - - zz.2 
4 CAR 131.Z3 0 0 3 DOF 0.0131 290 70 150 -149.4 0 5.2 55 110.0 77.6 78.1 132.2 80 - -
5 CAR 131.23 0 0 3 DOr 0.0119 240 60 160 -149.4 0 4.2 51 79.9 37.4 70.6 131.2 72 - -
6 CAR 131.23 0 0 3 DO 0.0123 190 50 150 -149.4 0 3.6 69 76.6 7.0 70 6 131.2 26 - -
7 CAR 131.23 0 0 3 DOF 0,0345 290 70 150 -149.4 0 8.0 335 142.9 105.7 96.2 242.6 - - 105.8 
8 CAR 131.23 0 0 3 DOE 0.0343 240 60 150 -149.4 0 7.Z 197 123.5 87.0 87.6 187.4 - - 87.2 
9 CAR 131.23 0 0 3 DOF 0,0343 190 50 150 -149.4 0 6.0 86 100.1 66.8 74 5 134.z 124 . 66.9 
10 CAR 3. 0 0 0 0 . 225 30 528 -527.5 0 0.44 3 17.6 II.Z 13.6 3.0 - -
11 CAR 3. 0 0. 0 0 - 225 50 528 -527.5 0 0.44 3 16.9 9.9 13.6 3.0 - -
12 CAR 3. 0 0 0 0 - 225 70 528 -527.5 0 0.44 3 16.3 8.9 13.6 3.0 - - -
13 CAR 3. 0 0 0 1 0 - 225 30 528 0 -527.5 0.44 2 16.1 8.6 13.6 3.0 
14 CAR 3. 0 0 0 0 - 225 30 528 +527.5 0 0.44 ,4 19.9 14.5 13.6 3.0 - - -
N 15 CAR 3. 0 0 0 0 - 225 30 528 0 -527.5 0.44 2 16.9 10.0 13 6 3.0 -
N 16 CAR 3. 0 0 90 90 - 225 30 528 -527.5 0 0.44 3 18.0 11.8 13.5 3.0 -
17 CAR 3. 0 0 90 90 225 70 528 -527 5 0 0.44 1 14.9 6.3 13.5 3.0 - -
Is CAR 3. 0 0 3DCr 0.0100 Z25 30 528 -527.5 0 0-14 2 16.3 8.8 13.7 3.0 - - -
19 CAR 3. 0 0 3 DOF 0.0066 25 70 528 -527 5 0 0.43 1 14.6 4.8 13.8 3.0 - - -
20 CAR 3. 30 0 0 0 - 225 30 528 -527.5 0 0.44 19 46.0 43.9 13.5 3.0! . - 44.1 
21 CAR 3. 30 0 0 0 - 225 70 528 -5Z7. 5 0 0.44 19 46.6 44.6 13.6 3.0 - 44.9 
20 CAR 3. 60 0 0 0 - 225 30 528 -527.5 0 0.44 38 86.6 85.5 13.5 3.0 - 88.0 88.0 
Z3 CAR 3., 60 0 0 0 - 225 70 528 -527.5 0 0.44 38 87.8 86.8 13.5 3.0 - 88 0 .88.0 
24 CAR 131.23 0 0 3 DOF 0.0343 225 30 528 -527.5 0 4.0 443 161.5 147.5 65.6 131.2 - - 149.4 
2S CAR 131.23 0 0 90 0 - 225 30 548 -527.5 0 3.6 160 111.0 74.1 82 7 131.2 - - 74 3 
26 CAR 131.23 0 0 0 0 - 425 103 150 149.0 0 6.0 96 119.2 78.9 89.3 143.1 - -
27 CAR 131.23 0 0 0 0 - 352 88 150 -149.0 0 5.0 26 90.0 49.8 75.0 131.2 84.2 - -
28 CAR 131.23 0 0 0 0 - 279 73 150 -149.0 0 4.1 78 69.4 13.4 68.1 131.2 80.5 - 32.1 
Z9 CAR* 131.23 0 0 0 0 - 425 103 150 -149.0 0 6.1 176 130.4 97.8 86.2 147.2 -
C 30 CAR* 131.23 0 0 0 0 - 352 88 150 -149.0 0 5.1 56 99.4 63.8 76.2 137.5 63.9 
31 CAR* 131.23 0 0 0 0 279 73 150 -149.0 0 4.1 59 77.9 17.5 75.9 131.7 - - 22.0 
32 CAR* 131.23 0 0 0 0 - 425 103 150 -149.0 0 5.9 78 113.0 71.9 87,2 140.5 86.8 -
33 CAR* 131.23 0 0 0 0 352 88 150 -149.0 0 5.0 31 86.8 45.1 74.1 131.2 83.3 -
34 CAR, 131.23 0 0 0 0 - 279 73 IS0 -149.0 0 4.0 78 70.4 9.6 69.8 131.2 79.9 31.6 
35 CAR* 131.23 0 0 0 0 225 44 528 -527.5 0 3.6 144 106.7 66.8 83.2 131.2 
36 CAR* 131.23 0 0 0 0 225 44 528 -527.5 0 3.3 168 11.7 81.0 76.9 131.2 81.2 
37 CAR 131.23 0 0 0 285 44 528 -527.5 0 3.4 178 114.1 84.0 77.2 131.2 
37 CAR 131y23 0 0 0 0t 1 -s 22 5 I 
Fall scale aerodynamic data complemented with sub-scale data. 
(i. e. , maximum tangential velocity, eye radius, and storm center speed) 
although the wind fields still differed because the tornado models were different. 
In the second series, runs 10 through 23 and 37, the JPL tornado parameters 
were used to study sensitivity of trajectory parameters to variations in some 
of the initial conditions. The initial orientation of the car was specified as 
wheels down, car long axis perpendicular to the direction of storm center travel 
(P' = 90). 
Runs 26, 27, and 28 were made with the long axis of the car parallel to 
the direction of the storm center travel (4''= 0 deg). The runs with P' = 90 deg 
resulted in somewhat larger maximum horizontal velocities for the stronger tor­
nados (Regions I and II), and runs with 41 = 0 resulted in larger horizontal velo­
city for the region III tornado and the JPL tornado. In order to have a consistent 
set, ' = 90-deg runs were used in Table 4-1. The initial orientation condition 
does not exist in the 3 DOF trajectory of Simiu and Cordes but is required 
for the 6 DOF representation of this report. In the third series, runs 29-36, 
full-scale car data (complemented with subscale data) were tsed for comparison 
with 6 DOF runs made with subscale wind tunnel data. Results for both 
initial orientations, 4' , are shown (4' = 0 parallel to storm center direction 
= 900 perpendicular to storm center direction). The full-scale results are 
close to the subscale results for both orientations and for all the sets of tornado 
parameters; maximum difference is 15 percent. 
The small difference between the trajectories based on aerodynamic data 
for the model and the full-scale car, which were similar in general configuration, 
but different in detail, leads to the conclusion that the model data should be 
adequate for any standard passenger car shape. Part of this effect was probably 
caused by the symmetry assumptions required by the incomplete data set. 
An important difference between the 6 DOF trajectories in this report 
and 3 DOF trajectories is Simiu and Cordes is that in the 6 DOF case the 
flight parameter varies with the missile attitude; it is therefore a function of 
time and cannot be specified as a constant as in a 3 DOF program. Another 
significant point of difference between the two bodies of work is that the aero­
dynamic inputs'used in the trajectory calculations of this report are based on 
experimental wihdit nnel results as described in Section I1. 
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In the case of the automobile configuration this leads to considerably lower 
values of aerodynamic resistance (and therefore of the flight parameter) than 
the conservative approximate values of both drag coefficient and area used by 
Siniu and Cordes. This subject is discussed in greater detail elsewhere in 
this section. The comparative results, as presented in Table 4-12, show that for 
similar initial conditions the results from this report (Runs 1, 2, and 3) indicate 
maximum horizontal velocities which are 54%, 38% and is% of those obtained by 
Sirniu and Cordes for the Regions I, II and III design tornadoes, respectively. 
Runs 3Z, 33, and 34, are included in Table 4-11 to reiterate the small 
difference between results with subscale and full-scale aerodynamic coefficients. 
Runs 4, 5 and 6 of Table 4-11 are a 3-DOF version of runs 1, 2 and 3 
respectively using the method of time averaging the drag coefficients over the 
6-DOF trajectory as described elsewhere in this section. The resuits,..-as 
shown in Table 4-12, are even lower than for the 6-DOF runs. Note that 
JPL values for the flight parameter as given in Table 4-10 average out to 36% 
of the value of 0. 0343 used by Simiu and Cordes. These runs are the most 
direct comparison between the two sets of results; however, the 6-DOF 
results of runs 1, 2 and 3 are believed to be the more accurate than the 
3-DOF version. 
Table 4-1Z. Comparison of maximum horizontal velocities, V (m/s), of 
an automobile under matching initial conditions between Simiu Ed Cordes 
results and those of this report. Initial height was 131.23 ft (40 m) and 
initial velocity was zero. 
M~odel Regions of 
Design Tornados Run 
Numbe r 
Wind Model Flight Trajectory I 
Parameter Model 
S&C S&C S&C 3DOF 59 52 41 -
JPL JPL 6DOr JPL 6 DOF 32 20 7 1,2, 3 
(Subscale) 
JPL JPL 6 DOF aPL 6DOF 30 19 7 32, 33, 34 
(Eull scale) 
JPL JPL 3DOF JPL 3DOF 24 11 2 4,5,6 
JPL S&C JPL 3DOF 3Z 27 20 7,8,9 
S&C JPL 3DOF S&C 3DOF 37 12 5 -
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Runs 7, 8 and 9 are identical to runs 4, 5 and 6 except that the flight 
parameter value used by Simiu and Cordes was substituted for the JPL values 
used in the earlier runs in order to investigate the sensitivity of horizontal 
velocity (Vxy) to this parameter. The comparison indicates the larger flight 
parameter values result in values for V that are 1. 36, 2.33 and 9. 54 timesxy 
the values obtained in runs 4, 5 and 6 for the Region I, I and III design torna­
does. The effect of the larger flight parameter appears to be much greater 
for the weaker tornadoes. Also noteworthy are the effects of the larger flight 
parameter on maximum height (Z max) and range (R). Using the JPL aerodyna­
mic coefficients, the automobile does rise as much as six feet above the height 
of origin during the trajectory for the Region I tornado (Table 4-11, run 1) but 
when the drag coefficient and areas of Simiu and Cordes are used with the JPL 
wind field model the effect is to cause the car to rise by more than I1 feet 
above the injection point. This causes the range to be increased by 122 feet or
 
57% over that in run 1.
 
The final comparison of results shown in Table 4-12 was made to investi­
gate the effect of using the Simiu and Cordes tornado wind field model in place 
of the JPL wind field model. This was accomplished by using the flight param­
eter values of runs 4, 5 and 6 together with Figure 3 of Simiu and Cordes which 
is a plot of maximum horizontal speed as a function of flight parameter for the 
various tornadoes. Comparisons with runs 4, 5 and 6 show that the differences 
in the wind field models, rather than the tornado parameters, was important for 
both the Type I and Type III tornadoes. 
In summary, the detailed comparison of the results from Simiu and 
Cordes with the results from this report for the automobile trajectory indicates 
that the use of experimentally determined aerodynamic coefficients and realis­
tic areas instead of the conservative approximations to both quantities used in 
Simiu and Cordes leads to considerably smaller values of maximum horizontal 
velocity. The effect is greater for the weaker tornadoes but significant in all 
cases. 
In a second series with the automobile runs 10 through 23 in Table 4-11, 
the sensitivity of the trajectory parameters to variations in some of the initial 
conditions are presented. The JPL tornado parameters were used throughout 
this series (Vmax = 225 mph; r1 = 528 ft) and the automobile was assumed to be 
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at ground level (Z(o) = 3 ft) initially. The following initial conditions and their 
ranges were investigated: tornado linear velocity, Utc(0 
, 30, 50, 70 mps); 
initial position relative to the center of the tornado, Xtc and Yyc (east, west, 
north and south 1/2 foot inside the radius of Vmax); vehicle orientation (side 
to wind and bottom to wind for 6 D. 0. F. and 3 D.O.F. programs; and car 
speed (0, 30 and 60 mph with the wind). Because of the fact that the car was 
initially on the ground and never lifted off in any of the cases studied, the 
variations in the trajectory parameters should not be considered as significant. 
(The program terminates when the height of the center of gravity reaches 
ground level. ) The result that the car never lifted from the ground in any of 
the runs is, itself, of considerable significance. 
Run number Z in Table 4-11 was used as the sample run to illustrate the 
details of a car trajectory which will be discussed below. The car was injected 
into a Z60 mph tornado of 150 ft radius which was moving East at 60 mph. This 
storm, except for its direction which is arbitrary along the positive x-axis, is 
the intermediate of the three storms (Region II) "studied by Simiu and Cordes 
1976 and is closest to the storm used in this report for much of the sensitivity 
analysis. The injection point is chosen infinitesimally inside the radius of 
maximum velocity of the storm (eye) such that the missile is directly in the 
path of the storm. Initial elevation is 40 meters (131.23 ft) with zero initial 
horizontal and vertical velocity components of the car "missile". Initial orienta­
tion of the car is with its long axis perpendicular to the direction of the storm 
and wheels on the ground. 
The trajectory of the car during its 5. 16-second flight is described by 
Fig. 4-1 where three components of displacement, range, velocity, Euler 
angles, angular velocities, absolute and relative wind velocity components, and 
aerodynamic coefficients are shown. From the first part of the figure, the car 
can be seen to climb a few feet due to its favorable orientation and high relative 
velocity during the first second before it begins to fall. The y-component of 
the range first increases then decreases as the relative position of the "missile" 
moves around the center toward the rear of the tornado. Speed has a plateau 
between 1 and 3 seconds corresponding to the x and y components of the wind 
velocity passing through zero. 
Euler angles, yaw, pitch and roll are somewhat difficult to follow because 
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the first and last are defined to be in the range +180 degrees and the second to 
be in the range +90 degrees. Attitude is more easily understood by simultaneous 
reference to angular velocity and Euler angles. Roll velocity, w x, oscillates 
about a steadily increasing trend whereas the pitch velocity, Wy, and the yaw 
velocity, wz, oscillate about nearly zero means. 
Wind velocity z-component is seen to change discontinuously at about 
3. 5 seconds corresponding to the missile passing out of the eye of the storm. 
Reference to section I shows that the formulas for wind velocity change at
 
radius r 1 . The change in wind velocity at r1 causes a sharp change in the lift
 
and moment coefficients, but the sudden change in the drag coefficient is less
 
noticeable because the coefficient is already changing rapidly.
 
The drag coefficient (based on frontal area) oscillates over a range from 0. 5 
to 5. 0 with a period between one and two seconds. Ihe peaks of the oscillations 
are very narrow as only a small portion of the total time is spent near the 
extremes. There are approximately five cycles in the drag coefficient oscil­
lation so that the average value Z. 808 of the coefficient may be expected to be 
meaningful. The use of averaged coefficients will be discussed in subsection C, 
below. 
4. Sensitivity Analysis 
In this subsection, the sensitivity of missile trajectories to tornado 
parameters, initial conditions, and aerodynamic parameters will be examined. 
That is, the effects of variation of individual parameters will be examined with 
other parameters held constant. We attempt to understand the relative impor­
tance of various factors in influencing missile trajectories and to understand 
how we may infer trajectories for sets of parameters which are close to ones 
for which we have solutions. To the extent that the dependence on the individual 
parameters is largely decoupled, that is, that the speed, range, etc., are 
approximately products of functions of single variables the sensitivities will 
have broad utility. 
The sensitivity analyses of this section are based primarily on runs assum­
ing a ramp injection mode which are not included in the tables. However, the 
magnitude of the sensitivities are believed to be applicable to a wide class of 
initial conditions. 
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Parameters to be varied for the sensitivity analysis are divided into three 
classes: wind field, initial condition, and aerodynamics. The wind field param­
eters are maximum tangential velocity, V, radius of maximum tangential 
velocity, rl, storm center velocity, uto, and azimuth of storm center from 
release point. The initial condition parameters are injection height and 
initial rotation rate wy o . The aerodynamic parameter is the Reynolds number 
range (sub-or supercritical). 
The 12-in, diameter, schedule 40, 15-ft long pipe (referred to below as 
the 12-in. pipe missile) appears to be the most important of the postulated 
missiles from the standpoint of penetration of reinforced concrete walls 
(Stephenson, 1976). The sensitivity analysis of a number of parameters used 
in determining missile trajectories has been concentrated on this mis­
sile and some data for the 6-in. pipe (15 ft. in length) has been included for 
comparison. 
The base from which variations are made for sensitivity to tornado 
parameters is Vmax = 225 mph, r1 = 0. 1 mile, utc = 30 mph, h 0 = 10 ft, = 
90 0, = = 40 mph, Y0 = %0 00. The release point is just inside the radius ofw 0 
maximum tangential velocity at the azimuth from the center where the tangential 
velocity and storm center velocity have the maximum vector sum. This would 
be due south of an eastward-moving storm or a storm center azimuth of 00. 
'Aerodynamic coefficients for a supercritical Reynold's number have been used 
for these sensitivity calculations. 
The sensitivity of maximum speed and range of the IZ-in. and 6-in. pipes 
to maximn' tangential wind velocity is shown in Figs. 4-Z. The speed ranges 
from 90 fps at 50 mph to 235 fps at 300 mph with a slope of 0.64 fps/mph at 
V = 225 mph for the i2-in, pipe. Range varies from 233 feet at 50 mph tomax 
630 feet at 300 mph with a slope of 1. 8 feet range per mile per hour of tangential 
velocity at 225 mph. The speed and range curves for the 6-in. pipe are slightly 
above and nearly parallel to those for the IZ-in. pipe. 
Sensitivity of maximum speed and range to radius of maximum tangential 
wind velocity (eye wall radius) is shown in Fig. 4-3 for the same configurations. 
Speed ranges from 170 fps at 0. 05 mile radius to 177 fps at 0. 2 mile radius. 
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Range varies from 484 ft at 0. 05 mile radius to 444 ft at 0. 2 mile radius with 
a negative slope. Neither the speed or the range are strongly influenced by 
the radius of the storm. (The fact that range decreases with storm size is a 
little surprising. This appears to be due to two factors: first, the vertical 
wind velocity is higher for the smaller storm, second, the yaw angle decreases 
more rapidly for the missile in the larger storm decreasing the drag in the 
downrange direction. ) The 6-in. pipe curves are again above the 12-in, pipe 
curves.
 
Sensitivity of maximum speed and range to the translational speed of the 
tornado center is shown in Fig. 4-4 over a range of 15 mph to 90 mph. At 
30 mph the slopes are 1.46 fps per mph and 1.80 ft per mph. As would be 
expected, each mph of storm speed adds approximately one mph of missile 
speed over most of the range. 
Azimuth of the storm center from the release point affects the maximum 
speed along the trajectory and the range as shown in Fig. 4-5. The indepen­
dent variable is cyclic so the left and right edges of the plots are coincident. 
The minimum range occurs near 1800 where the tangential velocity of the storm 
is reduced by the colinear translational velocity vector. The speed has two 
distinct local minima: one near 1800 and the other near 900 where the wind 
velocity vector makes a small angle with the pipe axis at release so the initial 
acceleration is small. Later the pipe yaws in the wind so the drag force 
increases and the range is not as strongly affected as the maximum speed. 
The sensitivity plots (Fig. 4-6) show the effect of initial height on maxi­
mum speed and range as well as the effect of initial rotation; i. e. , curves are 
shown for conditions of no initial rotation and -10 rpm about the y axis. The 
base case for this comparison differs from the others in this section in that the 
pipe is initially pitched up 45 degrees into the wind and there is no initial linear 
velocity. This is the worst case for no initial velocity. The rate of increase of 
speed with height decreases rapidly, reflecting the exponential decay in the 
model wind velocity as the ground is approached. Initial rotation of the pipe 
missile results in a small reduction in maximum speed and a larger percentage 
reduction in range. These reductions are due to the pipe spending a shorter 
period of time in a favorable orientation for lift-and hence having a shorter time 
of flight. 
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Another type of sensitivity is that due to Reynolds number range. Sub­
and super-critical Reynolds number effects on a typical trajectory are com­
pared in Fig. 4-7. The use of subcritical Reynolds number data can be seen 
to be conservative because the speed and the component distances of the trajec­
tory are all larger for the subcritical case (curves labeled 2) than for the 
supercritical case (curves labeled 1). Refering to Fig. 4-7 shows that 
although the rotation inidicated by yaw, pitch, and roll occurs sooner in the 
trajectory for the supercritical case the attitude at impact is nearly the same 
for the two cases. The greater range and speed in the subcritical case is due 
principally to higher drag at large angles of attack, represented by large pitch 
and yaw in the 0.5 to 1. 0 sec region of the plots. A comparison of the instan­
taneous drag coefficients along the trajectory is shown in Fig. 4-8. 
C. THREE-DEGREE OF FREEDOM MISSILE TRAJECTORIES 
1. Coefficient Development 
For making engineering estimates of tornado missile velocities for 
nuclear plant design, a simplified method of computation is desirable. An 
obvious question is: How may acceptable results be obtained from a simplified 
method in light of the results of more complete solutions? An approach to 
simplification is to reduce the 6-DOF solution to an appropriate 3-DOF solution 
in which the actual orientation of a missile is neglected. Instead, an effective 
value of drag coefficient is derived from a typical 6-DOF solution that yields 
nearly the same speeds and ranges given by 3-DOF solutions. The distance 
traveled in the cross-wind direction can not be computed from the 3-DOF 
model because there will be no lift or aerodynamic side force acting on the 
assumed spherical mass and the accufacy of the range may be affected by the 
absence of lift. 
The method consists in-rnning a few typical trajectories with representa­
tive sets of initial conditions using the 6-DOF program. Instantaneous values of 
the drag coefficient are recorded as a function of time as is shown' in Fig. 4-8 
for 12 inch pipe trajectories using subcritical and supercritical aerodynamic 
coefficients (c.f. Fig., 4-1 for the car). An average value is computed for the 
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drag coefficient over the run. This average value is then used for 3-DOF 
computations. The assumption underlying the method is that each missile 
configuration has a quasi stable orientation or cyclic mode which is approxi­
mated by an average drag coefficient and which is independent of initial con­
ditions if the trajectory is sufficiently long. In addition to using better aero­
dynamic data than previous investigators, the averaging carried out here uses 
better weights for the different orientations. Note that this average drag coef­
ficient would be difficult to obtain by any means other than the 6-DOF computer 
program or the drop tests described in section 10IC above. Values derived by 
the current method will be compared with the results of these scale-model drop 
tests below. 
2. Trajectory Comparisons 
Figure 4-9 compares the speed along:the trajectories of the 12-inch pipe 
for the 6-DOF supercritical solution and the approximating 3-DOF trajectory. 
Note that the speed is fairly well approximated except that the time of flight 
for the 6-DOF model is longer due to positive lift in the initial part of the 
trajectory. 
For a blunt shape such as the compact car model the use of a 3-DOF 
model with an average drag coefficient is a slightly better approximation than 
for the 12-in, pipe. For the initial conditions considered in Section IVBl, the 
average of the instantaneous drag coefficient in Fig. 4-1 is Z. 5. The 3-DOF 
trajectory speed run with this drag coefficient Fig. 4-10 differs by 22 fps in 
102 fps or 22 percent and the range differs by about 11 ft in 62 ft or 13 per­
cent. These results for compact shapes suggest that the 3-DOF approximation 
is probably adequate for design purposes, particularly if used with a small 
safety factor (e.g., 1.5). 
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E. NOMENCLATURE FOR SECTION IV 
A area of "missile" 
CD .. drag coefficient (wind axis) 
L ... lift coefficient (wind axis) 
C1 ... rolling moment coefficient (wind axis) 
m ... pitching moment coefficient (wind axis) 
C n .. yawing moment coefficient (wind axis) 
n 
C S ... side forde coefficient (wind axis) 
F(t) ... structural force function restraining injection 
FI ... impulsive force due to rapid pressure drop in injection formulas 
F2 ... vertical wind force in injection formulas 
g ... accel'eration of gravity 
90 ... constant of proportionality in Newton's second law 
h .. initial height of "missile" 
I , 
I , ... moments of inertia in x, y, and z directions 
I 
zz 
p ... pressure 
Re ... Reynolds number 
r I . .. radius of maximum azimuthal velocity in tornado 
t time 
u ... horizontal velocity component of missile 
utc ... speed of storm center 
V .. Vertical velocity of injection, missile ground velocity 
V max ... maximum azimuthal velocity of tornado 
V 
xy .. horizontal velocity 
v ... azimuthal component of velocity 
W .. weight of "missile" 
w ... vertical velocity of "missile" 
x .. distance in direction of storm center velocity 
y . distance transverse to storm direction 
z ...height above ground 
... • angle of attack, scale height in wind field model 
• scale height in wind field model 
V .. eddy (kinematic) viscosity 
Pa ... density of air 
... roll angle 
.. • yaw angle 
... initial yaw angle relative to storm center direction 
... rotational velocity components of missile 
Y,
 
Subscripts 
rel ... relative (to missile) 
tc ... tornado center 
w ... wind 
o ... injection condition 
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A PPENDIX A 
ANALYSIS OF THE NEAR-GROUND WIND FIELD OF A TORNADO

WITH STEADY AND SPATIALLY VARYING
 
EDDY VISCOSITY*
 
A. INTRODUCTION
 
The near-ground flow in a tornado vortex is of primary engineering 
concern, because it is the portion of the whirlwind to which structures and 
objects are subjected. The low-level pressure deficit and wind field present 
a hazard to structures directly, and indirectly through the potential injection 
and transport of missiles of sundry conceivable shapes, weights, and sizes. 
Thus, one major motivation for improved low-level tornado modeling is to 
furnish a more realistic wind field for use in trajectory calculations, which in 
turn can be used to establish design criteria for structures. Also, 
from a meteorological point of view, the low-level wind field places 
a major constraint on the secondary flow field, hence on the entire 
-structure of a tornado, and thus merits close study, especially in the absence 
of extensive field data. Existing detailed field data ,concerns particle or cloud 
tracking on cinematographic records of a few whirlwinds (Hoecker 1960; Golden 
and Purcell 1975; Golden 1976). These data raise questions of discrepancy 
between solid particle motion and air motion (Morton 1966), of inconsistencies 
as a result of the time-compositing of data taken over the lifetime of the whirl­
wind (Redmann et al. 1976), and of problems with condensation, dust, and 
debris that often preclude inspection of the interesting central portion of the 
swirl. More importantly, the field data currently cannot furnish the detail of 
all three velocity components required for trajectory calculations and for 
physical insight. 
This Appendix is extracted from the final report prepared by TRW for JPL 
under JPL Contract 954533. The authors were George F. Carrier, Harvard 
University, Consultant to TRW, and Francis E. Fendell, TRW, Principal
Investigator. The report was published as TRW Document 29584-6001-RU-00, 
21 May 1976 - 21 January 1977. 
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Thus the need for modeling persists. The modeling undertaken here is 
intended to be along an intermediate path between the overly simplified and the 
overly elaborate. In particular, the turbulent transport of momentum is 
represented by an explicit, spatially varying eddy viscosity, within a gradient­
diffusion representation; such a phenomenology has been shown to be of value 
in subsonic aerodynamic shear layers near smooth and rough walls under 
accelerating (favorable) pressure gradients at large Reynolds number (Smith and 
Cebeci 1968; White 1974), conditions which hold in the geophysical flow of 
interest. While a constant eddy viscosity has been studied as a preliminary 
case, the above emphasis on a spatially-varying eddy viscosity seems well 
warranted and within aerodynamic experience.. Also included in the model is a 
distinction of a wall layer (viscous sublayer) from an outer defect layer. 
The use of elaborate simulation appears further unwarranted in that the 
computation appears overly refined within the limitations of the formulation. 
The mature intense tornado is invariably idealized as quasi-steady and axisym­
metric in modeling. In fact, the maximum swirl speed of the mature tornado 
changes appreciably and nonmonotonically in time, from interpr etation of 
available funnel-cloud photography (Ferrel 1893; Glaser 1960; Dergarabedian 
and Fendell 1971a, 1971b, 1973). Also, just as in many turbulent shear flows 
once believed to be characterized adequately by inhomogeneous small-scale 
randomness, so also closer inspection of the tornado (Fujita 1975; Forbes 
1976; Fujita and Forbes 1976) reveals the apparent existence of recurring 
large-scale coherent vortical substructure (Davies and Yule 1975; Roshko 
1976). The substructure consists of so-called satellite or suction vortices that 
persist for a few seconds within the confines of the larger identity referred to 
as a tornado; the suction vortices are sometimes conceived of as symmetrically 
positioned within an annulus circumscribed by the large tornado. Time­
averaged modeling has not, and perhaps inherently cannot, recover such 
transient nonaxisymmetric substructure; of course, the significance of such sub­
structure to any mean description of the tornado for many engineering purposes 
is moot, though clearly other departures from the mean (such as gustiness) 
are probably significant for injection of missiles into the vortical flow field. 
It should be noted that Coriolis effects and translational wind speeds often 
interject nonaxisymmetric properties in the outer portions of the tornado wind 
field, but suction vortices introduce nonaxisymmetric properties into the 
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whirlwind core. Due to these considerations, the present approach is considered 
to be more appropriate to the problem. 
Here, not only is the mature intense vortex taken as axisymmetric and 
steady in those portions of interest, but the axis of rotation is taken as vertical. 
Highly tilted and irregular axes are often indications of a weak (incipient or 
decaying) vortex (Morton 1966), but exceptions have been cited. Nevertheless, 
a conventional cylindrical polar coordinate system is adopted here, since the 
simpler cases deserve treatment before the more complicated cases are 
undertaken. 
B. STRUCTURE OF A TORNADO 
The model for the surface inflow layer, in which frictional effects balance 
with pressure-gradient and inertial effects, may be clarified by first presenting 
an idealized four-part subdivision (Barcilon 1967; Carrier 1970; Dergarabedian 
and Fendell 1970) of the entire intense quasi-steady axisymmetric vortex 
(Figure A- i). In region I there is rapidly swirling air, in which the radial 
pressure gradient inward is virtually in equilibrium with the centrifugal force 
(so-called cyclostrophic balance). (The Coriolis acceleration enters at larger 
radial distances at which the swirl decreases to translational and other ambient 
wind speeds, such that a gradient wind balance approximates the conservation 
of radial momentum. However, interest here is on the high-swirl regions in 
which the Coriolis acceleration, important as it may be during spin-up, plays 
little role in the intase mature vortex.) In region I there is very little 
variability with altitude of the dependent variables (aside from hydrostatic 
stratification); there is virtually no radial inflow, and only a weak downdraft 
into the surface inflow layer II. The radial profile of the swirl in I is taken to 
be that of a potential vortex; this is particularly appropriate in the high-speed 
region if one views spin-up as involving convectively induced advection of 
(particlewise conserved) ambient angular momentum. The potential vortex 
is an adequate, if less accurate; profile at'larger radial positions. 
In region I1, the no-slip boundary condition retards the centrifugal force, 
such that the "favorable" radial pressure gradient of I drives an appreciable 
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radial influx of swirling air toward the axis of symmetry. The frictional 
effects at the surface dissipate some of the angular momentum of inflowing 
air; i. e., in II angular momentum is not conserved. In II, the classical thin­
layer approximation of Prandtl is valid, such that parabolic partial differential 
equations describe the conservation of radial and azimuthal momentum, the 
radial velocity being comparable to, and even possibly exceeding, the swirl 
in some limited parts of region II. The (relatively small) vertical velocity 
component is obtained from continuity, once the swirl and radial velocity 
components are known. 
In region III, there is an eruption of the boundary layer upward, virtually 
to the tropopause, in an annulus around the central region IV. In region II the 
hydrostatic approximation may be locally invalid very near the ground owing to 
rapid upward acceleration, even though the hydrostatic approximation suffices in 
general. At the inner edge of region III the swirl increases very rapidly with 
radius, rising from virtually zero at the inner edge to its maximum value. 
Fluid particles rise rapidly, such that the moist adiabat furnishes a rough 
approximation to the locus of thermodynamic states. The low-level flow 
in III may well overshoot its equilibrium, such that the fluid particles move 
radially inward, then radially outward as they rise; with increasing radial 
distance from the axis, under conservation of angular momentum, swirl 
decreases, such that relative to an observer in a noninertial frame of reference, 
the upper-tropospheric swirl at large radial distances may appear to be reversed 
in sense from that in the lower troposphere. Thus, the tornado has low-level 
inflow, inner updraft, and high-level outflow, Region III may well warrant fur­
thur subdivision, but since it is not the matter of principal concern here, the 
subject is deferred; it seems likely that an adequate treatment of region II, 
attempted here, must precede treatment of region III, because II furnishes start­
ing spatial conditions for ITT. 
Region IV is a central downdraft of dry Artually nonrotating upper­
tropospheric,. or, more likely, lower-stratospheric air, that undergoes com­
pressional heating on a dry adiabat as it descends. Thermohydrostatic calcula­
tions for tornado-spawning ambient (Dergarabedian and Fendell 1976) indicate 
that the 100 mb pressure deficits from ambient, compatible with 200 mph peak 
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swirls implicit in funnel-cloud behavior, are realizable only if there is a 
two-cell structure to severe tornadoes (Dergarabedian and Fendell 1973). Thus 
the severe tornado has a nonrotating central core analogous to the eye of a 
hurricane or typhoon (Carrier, Hammond, and George 1971; Fendell 1974). 
Because of the smaller radial spatial scale of a tornado, the updraft. of the 
"eyewall" of a tornado (region IIl) so shears the "eye" (region IV) that a 
significant recirculation (although still no rotation) can be established in the 
"eye." This recirculation helps explain how an "eye" may form within a 
tornado on the order of 10 nmn, the scale on which a tornado can go from 
100 mph to 200 mph. The"eye" may be an oscillatory or transient tornado 
property that recurringly is established and decays. Finally the existence of 
a significant "eye" recirculation suggests that absolute upper bounds on 
achievable pressure deficits cannot be obtained by thermohydrostatic calcula­
tions using idealized atmospheric processes; minor corrections owing to addi­
tional pressure deficit from ambient from nonhydrostatic effects may need 
consideration. However, estimation that the thermohydrostatically computed 
bounds are 100% in error (Lewellen 1976), such that peak swirls may reach 
450 mph, seems unsubstantiated. 
C. THE FRICTIONAL INFLOWLAYER FORMULATION 
Because it is of primary interest here, further attention is now focused 
on the frictional inflow layer. 
Because of the current lack of detailed understanding of how friction 
occurs in a spinning fluid at large Reynolds number, one introduces eddy 
viscosity concepts. Such an approximate formulation warrants only an approxi­
mate solution, which presents the key information in convenient, readily 
usable form. Thus, in addition to the already discussed model of an incom­
pressible axisymmetric flow under a potential vortex, with negligible role for 
Coriolis acceleration, further convenient simplifications of consistent 
character are introduced. For example, selfsimilar concepts are to be 
developed as far as possible, so ordinary differential equations, rather than 
parabolic partial differential equations, require treatment (Burggraf, Stewartson, 
and Belcher 1971). 
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A closed system of finite radial extent ro, is adopted, so there is no 
radial flow across the outer boundary. Typically, r 0 = 10 r1 , where r I is the 
radius of maximum winds. The boundary layer grows monotonically, but 
relatively slowly in thickness as one proceeds radially inward from the outer 
edge of the vortex. Near the outer edge, friction plays a role across the entire 
vertical extent of the surface inflow layer. However, closer to the axis, the 
bulk of the radial inflow is described by inviscid analysis; only in a thin layer 
immediately adjacent to the ground does friction alter the radial velocity com­
ponent significantly (for enforcement of the no-slip surface boundary condition) 
(Carrier 1971; McWilliams 1971; Burggraf, Stewartson and Belcher 1971). 
On the other hand, the azimuthal velocity component profile is shaped signifi­
cantly by friction across the entire extent of the surface inflow layer, at all 
radial positions. The precise details of the flow, but not its qualitative charac­
ter, depend upon the eddy viscosity model. For example, one anticipates a 
nonoscillatory vertical profile for both the radial and azimuthal velocity com­
ponents. Whereas the radial velocity component has a larger maximum at 
smaller radial positions -(a maximum that can become as large as the swirl 
speed above the surface inflow layer), at fixed altitude within the inflow layer 
the circulation becomes smaller at smaller radial positions. In any case, 
the assertion (Chi 1975; Lewellen 1976) that the swirl within the inflow layer 
may appreciably exceed its asympotkh value outside the inflow layer, at fixed 
radial position, is regarded as unlikely. 
Under previously discussed approximations, if in cylindrical polar coor­
dinates (r, 8, z) the corresponding velocity components are denoted (u, v, w), 
the conservation of mass, radial momentum, and angular momentum may be 
expressed as follows (with subscript r, z denoting partial differentiation): 
(ru)r + (rw)z = 0 ; (A-1) 
(rV)2 - (rv), -(ru)2 V [ - u(ru)r - w(ru) ; (A-2) 
r z 
[v(rv)] - u(rv)r - w(rv)z = 0 ; (A-3) 
z 
A-6 
the boundary conditions are 
z - Mo: v-- q/r const. ; u - 0 ;(A-4) 
z 0: u v w = 0; (A-5) 
r = r0: u 0, v specified (_4/r 0 ) (A-6) 
Here, r 0 is a given const., and signifies the outer extent. It is anticipated 
that the formulation is to be applied only in the range r I < r < r 0 , where r I is 
the (finite) radius of maximum winds. Also, 
= rV, const. (A-7) 
It may be noted that the cyclostrophic balance has been used to identify the 
radial pressure gradient in (A-2): 
1 = V (A-8) 
D. CONSTANT VISCOSITY SOLUTION 
If v is const., either because a laminar flow is under investigation, or 
because the eddy visocosity is crudely approximated as a constant in turbulent 
flow, then solution to (A-i) - (A-Z) is sought in the form 
ru = -i p(r) g'(T), rv = 4 f(r), w = W(T), (A-9) 
where 
sr) 
 (A- 10) 
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Here, s(r) and P(r) are functions to be identified in solution. One does not 
expect (A-9) - (A-10) to give an exact solution, but to capture the essence of 
the functional behavior in a very useful form. 
Substitution of (AL9) - (A-10) in (A-i) gives 
TI=(VL)1/2 [ i/zs/ (ig' - g)tl 
[(r ______T1 
I /_r ZrIs 
w-- (V ) 1/ 2 °1/¥ + - S s I9(A- 11) 
where by (A-5) 
g(0) = 0. (A-iZ) 
Substitution of (A-9) - (A-10) in (A-2) and (A-3) gives, respectively, 
2(- f - g) _2' 2 F ( +P s-- ) ggt]2,gi2_ 
22 (1f rpg Sq[-f- g'j.~pg r2---Y 
r 
(A- 13) 
2s [\_ ']Psi)
LZ + - gf 0 (A-14) 
The terms in (A-13) derive, from left to right, from si nilarly positioned terms 
in (A-2). For self-consistency, one must take 
s t S ­ (A-15)Zr 
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say; also, it is necessary, but not sufficient, to take 
g = 1-f 2 	 (A-16) 
TPP i -P 	 (Ai? 
(A- 17)r 
r 
From (A-6), p(r 0 ) = 0; hence, from (A-17), 
2 2 
P 0 - (A- 18) 
r0
 
Equation (A- 15) may be written 
aS~ 	 2 2 Zai/a(13s) = -2rp =>s rr 0 (r 0 _ r) 	 (A-19) 
by use of (A-18). 
The term in square brackets in (A-13) is 0(PT /s), while the other terms 
are 0(Oi2/r2); substitution of (A-18) and (A-19) shows that the ratio of the 
bracketed to unbracketed terms is 0(3r 2/Zr2), so that for r << r 0 , the bracketed 
term is negligible. The neglect of the bracketed term gives an inaccurate 
result where the motion is slow [i. e.C, ner v = O), u -'%tVma/lO)],* 	 ONVmax/ 
fast. From (A-19), s 2 (r 0 - r) ,and an accurate result where the motion is 

as r -. ro; this is consistent with the more meticulous analysis of Stewartson,
 
Burggraf, and Belcher (1971). It may be noted that such physical insights into
 
flow details remain totally unexposed in most accounts (Kuo 1971).
 
The radial momentum equation for r 0 > r , so that p - 1, becomes a 02 2 zstatement that the left-hand side of (A-Z) vanishes; i.e., V = u + v , such 
that the radial velocity component is inviscidly controlled. The two-point 
nonlinear third-order boundary-value problem, from (A-13) - (A-18), becomes 
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fIt +gf t = 0 ; (AZ0) 
'= (1 - fZ)1/Z ; (A-Z) 
f(0) = g(0) = 0, f()- 1. (A-2Z) 
The boundary conditions follow from (A-4), (A-5), (A-7), (A-9), (A-10), and 
(A-lZ). The problem is readily solved numerically by shooting; one finds 
f (0) " 0.7456, g(w) - 1.941. (A-Z3) 
Results are graphed in Fig. A-Z, where it is evident that f monotonically 
increases (so g' monotonically decreases). 
Of course, the reduction to third order results from dropping of the 
frictional term in the conservation of radial momentum (A-13), which has been 
taken in the inviscid form (A-16). Enforcement of all of (A-5), specifically 
g' (q= 0) = 0 so that u(x, z = 0) = 0, requires restoration of the frictional term 
in a thin near-ground sublayer of the inflow layer. 
For completeness, a brief sketch of the near-wall sublayer, in which u 
falls to zero, is developed now. If 
ru= Jp(r)h' (a-), r- = Z 1 -. , (A-24)
M ) (A04 
then from continuity 
(rw)U = m(I/) [P4h' P 4 h'Tj~a (A-25) 
or 
rw = m()l/2 jp'h - P4 (A (a ' - h) (A-26) 
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From the radial momentum equation, 
hl- I. ( uh'z [P(+ + Pm' h 
rr 
assigned by demanding 
1 (A--ZS8) 
If attention is concentrated on (r/r 0 ) << i, such that j-I, pt -0(l), then 
m - r (A-29) 
and 
- h'II + (hh')' 1 (A-30) 
where all neglected terms are 0(r Z/r 0 ) or smaller. The boundary conditions 
are 
h(0) = 0, h' (0) = 0, h' (cc)-.i (A-31) 
these enforce w(x, z = 0) = 0, u(x, z = 0) = 0, and matching of the sublayer and 
outer-layer solutions, respectively. One arrives at a Riccati equation 
22 
- h' + h a- h 1(0) T, h(---a)-a (A-32) 
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where the boundary conditions have been used to assign a constant of integration. 
The results of Burggraf, Stewartson, and Belcher (1971) assure that a solution 
exists, and for present purposes 
h(0-) I a-+ exp(--) - l= h'(T) = 1 - exp (-o-) , (A-a3) 
captures its-behavior adequately (see Fig. A-3). Hence, a uniformly valid 
2 2.
 
expression for r << r 0 is
 
ru "- 43(r) [h' (-) + h' (q) - 1] (A-34) 
where h' (ar) is given by (A-32), or, facilely, by (A-33Y, and h' (-9) is given by
 
(A-ZO) - (A-22).
 
This modification is regarded here as a detail from an engineering point 
- of view; the solution to (A-20) - (A-ZZ) would normally furnish an adequate 
approximation by itself. 
E. THE FLAT-PLATE TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER 
The purpose of this section is to establish concepts and procedures for 
Section F, in which the ground frictional layer under a tornado vortex is 
studied for a spatially varying eddy viscosity. Here, a mean description of the 
downstream-asymptotic turbulent boundary layer on a smooth flat plate is 
developed for two-dimensional isobaric constant- density constant- property 
flow. The initial goal is to develop a simple method leading to simply inter­
preted results. Explicitly, a uniformly valid representation of the solution 
is sought for a plausible eddy-viscosity model: a Prandtl mixing-length theory 
(without the van Driest correction factor) for the viscous sublayer, is patched, 
at the local transverse position of equal magnitude, to a Clauser form (without 
the Elebanoff intermittency correction factor) for the defect layer (Smith and 
Cebeci 1968; Fendell 1972; Bush and Fendell 1972; White 1974). The total 
viscosity is the sum of the molecular and eddy viscosities. 
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If (x, z) are the streamwise and transverse coordinates, respectively, 
and (u, w) are the corresponding velocity components, then continuity and 
momentum conservation requi-re (subscripts x, z denote partial differentiation): 
ux +w = 0 , (A-35) 
(vu z -uu -wu = 0, (A-36) 
where the no-slip boundary conditions and outer condition are (0 Z z; M): 
u(x, 0) = w(x, 0) = 0; u(x, z-cn)--u 0 , const. (given). (A-37) 
The total viscosity is taken as 
V= V0 + Ve (A-38) 
where v0 is the molecular viscosity and ve is the eddy viscosity. Explicitly, 
then, 
k I z uz in the viscous sublayer 
Ve= i (A-39) 
k2 u0 6(x) in the defect layer, 
where the velocity displacement thickness 
6*(x) = 0 dz (A-40) 
2 
The factor k1 = 2 , where the von Karman constant K= 0.41; the Clauser constant 
k2 = 0.016. 
A-13 
The following change of coordinates is introduced: 
(x, z) - (x,TI) where x = x, Ti = z/s(x) , (A-41) 
and s(x) is to be identified. The motivation behind this change of independent 
variable is that the solution may be profitably sought initially as a function of 
n only, i. e., in selfsinilar form. This selfsirnilar form may then be simply 
modified to account for the non -selfsimilar character of the solution. 
Accordingly, if subscript 9i denotes partial differentiation, 
u(x, z) - u0 fT(x, P, (A-42) 
and fromcontinuity (A-35), 
W71-
- x 
_- su 0 f -- t f (A-43) 
or, from (A-37), 
w = -su 0 (f x) + sI u 0 (f - f). (A-44) 
Use of (A-41) and (A-42) in (A-39) gives 
2u s(x) k 1 1 f,1](x,-q), in the viscous sublayer 
Ve (A-45) 
u 0 s(x) k 2&-(x), in the defect layer, 
where 
5 (x) = f [I - f(xOi)dn. (A-46) 
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At any fixed x, the transition between functional forms for v occurs ate 
(x), where 
k I [1 1 (x)] Z fTin [x, 11(x)] = k 2 5*(x) . (A-47) 
Hence it is convenient to write 
v6 = u0 s(x) {klln f19 (x, Ij")}: (A-48) 
where, with jl(x) defined by (A-47), 
{kli3 2 f1 1 (x, 1 9?), O1 (x)Z Clx {H(xrB 3 kl 1rifxr} = -(A-49)

klr z fgg (X, T1), 1-11 )N I- -Z
 
If the inverse of the Reynolds number based on streamwise distance is 
introduced: 
0 0< E << , (A-S0) 
then (A-37) may be written 
{[c(x) + IH(x~qr0J I f£rITi} + sIf f 1 q s(f 11f 11- f xf 71 (A-51) 
Tentatively it is taken that 
S= 1 --> s -x. (A-52) 
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It will later be shown that this is an inadequate representation for s; but it 
seems advisable for exposition to adopt this simple form, demonstrate the 
need.or improvement, and thus motivate better representation. 
One may now write, if E L-n E , 
I [e(x) + IH(xT)JfillI + tf 1 I = f E f1fE (A-53) 
f(x, 0) = f1q(x, 0) = f1](x,q -c) - 1 = 0 . (A-54) 
Clearly the source of explicit x dependence in f is owing to E (x), so one may 
write 
f(x, i) - f [E (x),] (A-55) 
Again, 0 < E(x) << 1 is of interest in a downwind-asymptotic theory. For 
the tractability of selfsimilarity, it is tempting to seek a solution for f which is 
only parametrically dependent on c (x), in the hope that f varies little with E(x) 
for small E (x). Thus, (A-53) is approximated as 
{[Ecx+H I)1~ } 0 
x]fUf ]+ 0, = - (A-56) 
subject to (A-54). In solving (A-56), one may assign a sequence of small 
numerical values to E(x), and obtain f( ;E). Hence, 
k q 
(A-57) 
k I l <q (ql; E), nI (E) ZE TIA 
A- 16 
where 
2k [r)l E)] frn l; E ) = kZo(e) , (A-58) 
where, in turn, a- is a special designation for 6*: 
0-(E) = [1 - f dq (A-59)J 
In fact, it will turn out that substitution of the solution to (A-56), subject 
to (A-54), into (A-53) reveals that the discarded terms on the right-hand side 
may not be justifiably ignored relative to terms that are retained. The differ­
ential dependence on the streamwise coordinate cannot be treated as a purely 
parametric dependence; i. eo, the "local similarity" approximatim does not 
yield high accuracy. 
As presently stated, for fixed given E, in numerically soliing (A-56) , 
with (A-57) - (A-59), under (A-54), one must apparently guess, say f' (q = 0; E) 
and rJl(E) to obtain f(I- M; E) andou. When the obtained f(T-w; E )--I and the 
obtained a- is compatible with (A-58), one has a solution for that E. In fact, 
there is a standard procedure to reduce this two-degree-of-freedom shooting­
type boundary-value problem to a simpler one-degree-of-f-Teedom problem. 
For this purpose, consider a boundary-value problem for F(a; E'), where 
0 : , 0 >0: 
+ lkf tB g1F*IFg} + FF g 0, (A-60){E I 
where (A chosen) 
F(= 0; E') = F(= 0; E') = F ( =0;E')-A = 0, (A-61) 
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and is chosen, where
 
Sk1 Z OF0Z 
{kla2e( F (A-6Z);EI)} 
k, IfF g E'), a~o1 
One may now readily calculate F(a; 1), where for convenience the notation 
F ( -w; E) - B (A-63) 
is introduced. For relation of (A-60) - (A-63) to (A-56) - (A-59), one lets 
Z
T = ag, f(q;e) = c F(a;'), c = c , (A-64) 
where a, c are constants to be identified. The two boundary-value problems 
are equivalent with respect to boundary conditions at the origin and infinity, and 
with respect to differentiad equation if 
a = 1 >q =1 c = 1 f(-; ) = B- IF(1;B-2E) (A-65) 
However, the ql, E, f, and a- so obtained will not, in general, satisfy (A-58) ­
(A-59). Thus one must select another trial value for the transition point in the 
problem, denoted here this new trial yields B' , hence cI (EI' conveniently 
being held fixed). Thenew F1 ('9; Et) implies a new function f' (I; E), and hence 
a new integral value a-'. The procedure of selecting transition points in the 
problem is continued until results compatible with the requirement of (A-58) 
are obtained. Thus a one-degree-of-freedom iteration has been identified, 
albeit an iteration in which one cannot preselect e. 
Numerical results for the boundary-value problems posed by (A-54) and 
(A-56), obtained by use of (A-60) - (A-65), are displayed in Figs. A-4 to A-6 
for a physically interesting range of e; the initial data required to "shoot" 
(A-54) and (A-56) are summarized in Table A-l. 
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One now considers the value of the right-hand side of (A-53), and the 
value of the nonlinear convective term of the left-hand side of (A-53), for 
C 
several values of 1] for each value of E studied. Simple finite differences 
between results for a given E under scrutiny, and the results for the next larger 
value of E for which computations were undertaken, are used to constitute 
derivatives with respect to E = Cn(E). Inspection of the numerical results reveals 
that the neglected right-hand side is adequately approximated for current pur­
poses as a constant multiple of the left-hand side. In short, in (A-52), 
s(f f - f f -stA ffn, A - 1/2. (A-66) 
If now 
S = s' (1 +A) (A-67) 
then (A-51) ,may be written as (A-56) if S = 1, so that 
s' = f/(l +A) . (A-68) 
Hence, selfsimilar results presented in Figures A-4 to A-6 and Table A-1 as­
solutions to (A-54) and (A-56) are satisfactory solutions to the nonselfsimilar 
problem (A-53) and (A-54) if one merely reinterprets s, such that in (A-41), 
(A-44), (A-45); and (A-50) 
s = Zx. (A-69) 
The convenience of the selfsirnilar form makes the present development pre­
ferable to a direct numerical solution of the partial differential equation. 
Ultimately a more adequate accounting for the contribution of the nonselfsinilar 
terms is warranted; of course, a comparison with experimental results is also 
planned. 
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F. THE TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER UNDER A TORNADO VORTEX 
Solution to (A-1) - (A-6) is again sought in the selfsimilar form (A-9): 
ru = -¢P(r)g' (r), rv = 4f(1 ), w = W(p), (A-70) 
where now 
Z (A-71) 
The functions p(r), s(r) will not be those appropriate to the constant-viscosity 
problem, but must be determined by an analysis of the same character as that 
used in the constant-viscosity problem. Specifically, in contrast to the 
representation in paragraph C, here 
v = s H(q) (A-72)
r 
where H(q) is to be specified. From the results of paragraph E, it is clear that 
selfsirnilarity is not entirely adequate, and in future investigations, the authors 
anticipate improvinig the tentative results which will be given in the following. 
Substitution of (A-70) into (A.-1) yields, under (A-5), 
W(q) = ip [ g- ig] (A-73) 
Substitution of (A-70) into (A-3) gives 
sr ()f - (ps)' gft} = 0 (A-74) 
consistency leads to the choice 
(s)'= - 1 s = r 0 - r (A-75) 
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where (A-6)has been used. Hence,
 
(Hf') + gf' = 0. (A-76) 
Substitution of (A-70)into (A-2)gives
 
P- [(g'rs + ggj PI- (g') = 1 - 2 . (A-77) 
It is generally expected, and it is appropriate to anticipate here also, that the 
boundary layer associated with the azimuthal velocity component v thickens 
faster in the turbulent case than in the laminar case. It may be noted that the 
pressure gradient plays no role in the conservation of angular momentum 
(A-76), and hence does not directly enter into considerations concerning the 
thickness of the swirl boundary layer. One may also expect that the radial­
velocity- component "sublayer", in which friction enters as a significant, factor, 
will occupy even less of the swirl-boundary-layer thickness than in the laminar 
case (paragraph C). Thus, in most of radial-velocity-component boundary 
layer, especially that portion in which the radial inflow plays a significant 
convective role, (A-77) degenerates to a balance between acceleration and 
pressure gradient, without friction; i. e., (A-77) may be approximated 
- g'(g= _.1 I- 2 2(g,) 2] (A-78)2 _ 
r 
For self-consistency on the right-hand side 
(g,) = 1 - fA (A-79) 
then for self-consistency on the left-hand side 
fPp - 1- , (A-80) 
r r2 
from (A-6). 
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From (A-75) and (A-80), tentatively, 
( - i 
s ro0 ; ;r) l/ 2 (A-81)s = r 0c ( :0 
From the results of the flat-plate boundary layer study of paragraph D, it is 
anticipated that ultimately the definition of s must be modified from that given 
in (A.-81)to account for the nonnegligible contributions from nonselfsirnilar 
terms in the conservation of radial and angular momentum. 
Hence the boundary-value problem becomes (A-76) and (A-79), with the 
boundary conditions analogous to (A-ZZ): 
f(0) = g(0) = 0; f(T ) . (A-82) 
By analogy again, this time with the flat-plate turbulent boundary layer 
studied in paragraph E, v = v 0 + Ve. 
klz? (Z +v2)1/2 in the wall layer 
Ve = .(A- 83) 
e kZ( r) 6* in the defect layer 
where v0 is the molecular viscosity; k1 is the square of the von Karman const., 
or (0.41)2; k2 is the Clauser const., 0. 016; and 6" is the angular-momentum­
defect thickness. Again a van Driest-type wall layer correction and an 
intermittancy-type defect layer correction (Fendell 1972; Bush and Fendell 
197Z; White 1974) have been omitted as nonessential. In similarity variables, 
in view of (A 79), (A-83) becomes 
-V2)k f!I [+fZ(pZ i/Z 
Ve = (A-84) 
tThe notation 6* is used for this quantity for the remainder of the appendix 
because it is analogous to the displacement thickness defined in eq. A-40. 
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in the corresponding regions. In the defect layer, use is made of the fact, if 
a- denotes a constant (to be determined), 
= iI -- dz = s (I - f) d - so- (A-85) 
Hence, from (A-72), since the molecular viscosity is taken as everywhere 
additive to the eddy viscosity, in conventional manner, for r << r 0 so 
v LH(Y0) H(ij)= E + [ff11O /2j (A-86){P 

Here, as before, ] F(r), = IF(-) t for 0 q j1 and IF(n)V = F(-q) for 
n1 r Z w, and since s- r 0 for r << ro, 
VO_) r )rin mv (A-87.) 
= G--) r0 
For consistency with the similarity treatment, r has been taken uniformly 
constant at its smallest value within the range of interest. At Tj = Ti, the eddy 
viscosity switches from its mixing-length form appropriate to the wall layer 
(viscou; sublayer) 0 z r : rIi, to its Clauser form appropriate to the defect layer 
" l 1 w The eddy viscosity is made continous by defining -1 such that 
=kl i/ k (A-88) 
-i1 f (n )] 
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In summary, the solution for the functions of (A-70) - (A-71), with 
identified in (A-80), s in (A-81), and W in (A-73), is given by 
(HF') + gf' = 0; (g') = 1 - f 
S+k 2 ' 1 
= 
H() 
2k- 1 f, (l 2 
where E(<<1) is given, k1 = (0.41) 2, and q is given by (k 2 = 0. 016) 
- f2(0l)]
1g 1f (i )11- ko 
in which 
f- [l -fcnjii.J 
The boundary conditions are-
f(O) = g(0) = 0, f'(-o)-- 1. 
This is a two degree-'of-freedom iteration in that, for example, one must 
anticipate both fD (0) and i, and confirm the validity of the guesses by obtaining 
a- compatible with (A-88) and f(q -.- w) compatible with (A-82), in a shooting­
type method of solution. Reduction to a one-degree-of-freedom iteration is 
not readily executed. Nevertheless, solution for various values of E is 
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straightforward, and presented in Figs. A-7 to A-i, with the values required 
for "shooting" tabulated in Table A-2. 
Clearly g'(0) = 1, so there exists a very thin near-wall sublayer through 
which friction acts to enforce the no-slip ground boundary condition on the radial 
velocity component. The analogy to the sublayer developed in (A-24) - (A-34) 
for the constant-viscosity model could be developed for the variable viscosity 
model; pending that development, one may adopt the constant-viscosity results 
given in (A-Z4) - (A-34). 
G. PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION OF THE TURNAROUND 
The eruption of the low-level inflow in region II into the annular updraft 
of region III (Fig. A-1) is now given very brief consideration. 
First, it is recalled from Paragraphs D and F that the boundary layer under 
an intense vortex has a two-part structure (Fig. A-lZ). If z again denotes 
distance normal to the solid bounding surface, z = a(r) denotes the thickness of 
that portion of the boundary layer in which intense frictional stresses arise. 
This portion becomes thinner at smaller radial distances from the axis of 
symmetry, because of acceleration under the positive radial pressure gradient. 
Conversely, the thickness of the larger layer z = b(r) - a(r) - b(r), in which 
the defect in the azimuthal velocity component is balanced by an increase in the 
radial velocity component as the boundary is approached, increases slowly 
in thickness at smaller radial distances from the axis. Thus, under the most 
intense part of the vortex, there is a spiral, almost inviscid flow pattern 
separated from the boundary by a thin (and thinning) viscous layer, in which the 
motion is almost purely radial. If one very reasonably neglects the sublayer 
between z = 0 and z = a(r), which will lie in the innermost portion of the 
updraft annulus III, an inviscid theory suffices for III; the gain in tractability 
far outweighs the small loss in accuracy engendered by such an approximation. 
The influx of fluid across a symmetrically situated cylindrical surface 
in the region where Fig. A-lZ applies, is (if, again, r denotes the cylindrical 
radial coordinate and u, the radial inflow component) 
Q = Zirr f u dz. (A-89) 
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The angular momentum of that batch of fluid is 
M = 2rpr Z f uv dz, (A-90) 
where, again, v denotes the azimuthal velocity component. The angular momen­
tum per unit mass of the "extruded" fluid, 
-M = dz u dz, (A-91) 
where qp characterizes the potential vortex strength in region I (Fig. A-i). 
Furthermore, when the boundary layer flow becomes a more nearly vertical 
flow, the fluid that was in 0 < z < a(r), and that possesses very little angular 
momentum, must occupy the inner portion of the upflow annulus III. Thus, 
there is either little or no torque exerted by the updraft fluid on the slowly 
moving fluid in the core, region IV (Fig. A-l). 
What are the dynamic balances whichpermit the radial influx of fluid to 
accelerate into a nearly vertical annular flow; what is the geometry of the con­
figuration in which this occurs? A very primitive answer may be sought as 
follows. 
In constant-density inviscid axisymmetric steady flow, angular momentum 
is conserved along the streamlines defined by the secondary (radial and axial) 
velocity components. The core, region IV, is taken as motionless and isobaric 
(for the altitudes of interest); the flow just outside the inflow-updraft "channel" 
has circulation ', with radial and axial velocity components effectively zero. 
The flow in the boundary layer II under the vortex I is specified in simplistic 
terms, and this permits the geometry of the annulus III to be determined. More 
particularly, the shape of the streamlines constituting the inner and outer limits 
of ITT may be obtained from the conservation of radial and of total momentum. 
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(An integral of the latter is, of course, Bernoulli's equation. ) Especially, 
the radial distances, atwhichthe streamlines bounding IIl becomes vertical, 
so both radial flow and also changes with altitude are small, may be determined. 
Details are not developed in this preliminary outline, however they will 
be further treated in the next phase of the program. 
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Table A-i. 	 Properties of the Approximate Selfsimilarity Solution
 
for the Flat-Plate Turbulent-Boundary- Layer
 
Boundary-Value Problem
 
__ 	 f "(0) II 
4 	 - 3 - 21.2295 - 7. 3768+1 9.3522	 1.9036 
- 2
 
- 5 	 1.18533.2145	 1.9287+2 6.4557 - 3 
8.6645-6 5.1987+2 4.8239- 3 7.8603-
3
 
-6 5i 4872 - 3
 2. 3825	 1.4295+3 3.8131-3 
-6 	 3.5820-3 4.9671-3
1.6200	 1.9441+3 

- 3 
6.6447 -7 3.9868+3 3.1345 3.9956-
3
 
-3
 
-7 	 3.0136
1.8740 1.1244+4 2.6506-
3 

1.2826 -7  1.5392+4 2.5313 -3 2.7849
-3
 
-8 -3 2.3407 -3
 5.3360	 3.2016+4 2.2897

-3
 
-
1.5333 8 9.1998+4 2.0113-
3 1.8635

- 3 

-9 	 1.5131- 3 4.6010 2.7606+5 1.7713
 
-9 1.2498
1.3300 7.9798+5 1.5591-3 	
-3
 
Exponents denote the power of ten. Results for the two smallest values 
of e are less accurate than entries for larger values of e. 
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Table A-2. 	 Properties of the Approximate Selfs imilarity 
Solution for the Turbulent Boundary Layer 
Under a Tornado Vortex 
E (I 	 I f (0) 
10-
- 4 	 - 6. 18 1. 17868 102
 10	 1. 35. 10

- 5 -3 3. 85 10-3 6. 24682' 102
10	 6. 90 10

-
- 7 	 - 3 2. 395 10 2. 56536" 104
 10	 2.88 10
 
3

- 9 	 1. 637" 10- 3 l.'805 10- 1. 36583" 106
L0

10- 1I .03410 - 3 1.436" 10
- 3 9.72465" 107
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-0 (0.1 ml-- DISTANCE FROM CENTER, r 
-- 0(1 m" 
Fig. A- i. A schematic diagram, not to scale, of the postulated four-part 
structure of an idealized mature severe tornado, here taken conveniently as a 
vertical closed axisymmetric two-cell system extending from ground to tropo­
pause. Region I is the potential vortex; II, the surface inflow layer; III, the 
turnaround, slightly sloped updraft, and outflow; IV, the recirculation core, 
or "eye". In the absence of an "eye", such that III extends to the axis of rota­
tion, the peak swirl is appreciably reduced. The arrows suggest the secondary 
flow (radial and axial velocity component streamlines). The radius of maximum 
winds is r1 and the outer radius is r 0 . 
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0.20 	 0.10
 
0 
 0 450 5000 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 0 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 
Fig. A-2. For spatially constant viscosity, similarity results for the outer, preponderant portion
of the boundary layer under the high-speed portion of an impressed vortex. Left, results related 
to the radial and axial flow components. Right, results related to the swirl velocity component.
The similarity independent variable Y is large for large distances normal to the ground or for 
small radial distances from the outer edge of the vortex system. 
1.00 10 0 
0.90 9.00 
060 8.00 
0.70 7 00 
0.60 6.00 
h 0.50 h 5.00 
0,40 400 
Ln1 
030 3.00 
020 200 
0.10 1.00 
00 I F I I 1.00 2.00 300 400 5.00 6.00 0 00 2.00 3.00 4.00 500 6.00 
Fig. A-3. For spatially constant viscosity, similarity results related to
 
the radial inflow in the thin, effectively nonrotating sublayer under the
 
high-speed portion of an impressed swirl. Left,-h'(a), as computed numer­
ically,; right, a comparison of numerically,computed (dotted line) and
 
approximate analytic (solid line) results for h(a). The similarity inde­
pendent variable a is large for large distances normal to the ground or for
 
small radial distances from the axis of rotation.
 
0.1 1.0- 80 
0.09 0.9- 72 
0.08 0.8- 64	 
- 3i 	 E= 0.123 x 10
0.07 0.7- 56 
0.06 0.6- 48 
-0.05 - 0.5 - 0 
0.04 0.4- 32 
0.03- 0.3-24 
0.02- 0.2-16­
0.01 0.1- 8f/ 
0 0 00 
0 	 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 .08 0.09 0.1 
17 
Fig. A-4. Results of flow field computation for the turbulent flat-plate boundary 
layer with no pressure gradient. Results are based on an approximate self­
similarity treatment of an eddy-viscosity model of turbulent diffusion. The 
value of the inverse Reynolds number E is noted, f' denotes the dimhensionless 
streamwise velocity component, and il is a similarity independent variable 
that is large for large distance normal to the ground or for short distance 
downstream. 
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0.10 1.0 400 
0.09 0.9- 360 
0.08 0.8 - 320 
0.07 0.7L- 280 
0.06 0.61- 240 
-0.05 _-0.5 -­2 
0.04 -0.4 - 160 
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0.02- 0.2 -- 80 
0.01- 0.1- 40 
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Fig. A-5. Results, for smaller inverse Reynolds number, for the turbulent 
flat-plate boundary layer. 
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0.1 1.0 	 200 
0.09 0.9 	 180 
10..5 0.08 0.8 -	 160 0.238 x 
0.07 	 0.7 14
 
12 0
 0.06 0.6 ­
0.05 - 0.5 -	 10' 
0.04 0.4 
0.03 - 0.3- 6 
0.02 - 0.2 - 4 
0.01 - 0.1 - 2 
0 -0 -,0 0 0.01 0.02 	 0.03 . 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 -. 0 
Fig. A-6. Results, for still smaller inverse Reynolds number, for the 
turbulent flat-plate boundary layer. 
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1.0- 200, 0.40- 1.0 
0.9- 180- 0.36- 0.9 
0.8- 160- 0.32- 0.8­
0.7- 1401 0.28- 0.7­
0.6- 120- 0.24- 0.6
- /,

0.5- 100i × 0.20- 0.5 
0.4 80 0.16 0.4 1C-4 
0.3- 60- 0.12 0.3­
0.2 401 0.08- 0.2 9/ 
0.1 20- 0.04- 0.1 f/ 
o 0i o0- oo 
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1 
Fig. A-7. Results for the flow field computation for the turbulent boundary 
layer under the high-speed portion of a tornado vortex. Results are based on 
an approximate selfsimilarity treatment of an eddy-viscosity model of turbulent 
diffusion. The value of the inverse Reynolds number E is noted. The variable 
f is related to the swirl, and the variable g is related to the radial and axial 
velocity components. The similarity independent variable ii is large for large 
distance normal to the wall or for small radial distance from the outer edge 
of the vortex system. 
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Fig. A-8. Results, for smaller inverse Reynolds number, for the turbulent boundary
layer under a tornado vortex. 
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J. NOMENCLATURE FOR APPENDIX A 
r .... radius to edge of system 
rr .... radius of maximum winds 
u .... radial velocity component in tornado or streamwise 
velocity component on flat plate 
v ... azimuthal velocity component 
w ... axial velocity component in tornado or transverse (to 
stream) component on flat plate 
.... rotational velocity 
z .... height above ground 
p .... atmospheric density 
p .... atmospheric pressure 
V .... azimuthal velocity component far from ground 
V .... total viscosity 
vo .... molecular viscosity 
.... eddy viscosity 
k I .... square of von Karman constant 
k2 .... Clauser constant 
u .... transverse velocity component far from surface of 
flat plate 
6 .. velocity displacement thickness, angular-momentum-defect 
thickness 
E .... inverse Reynolds number 
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APPENDIX B 
TRANSFORMATION OF COORDINATES 
Transformation from Body t6 Inertial Coordinates 
The transformation matrix T from body to inertial coordinates is given 
in terms of the roll, pitch and yaw rotation matrices X, Y, Z by 
T = ZYX (B-i) 
where 
cOfl
o
 
sin CO 0os0 
0! 0
 
c s o 
-sine\) 
0 sin*=Cos 

0 -sint cost
 
so that 
/costjcos6 -cost sin esint +sinpcos4 -cospsinecos, -sintPsin&\ 
T f -sin jcos sin LPsin 0 sin + cosi cos4. sin t sin e cos -cos i sin ) 
(sine cos 8 sine cos 6 cos4 
(B-3) 
B-I 
Quaternion Representation of Transformation 
Quaternion components are initialized from the elements of the transfor­
mation matrix T from body to space coordinates. The components are usually 
subscripted 0-3, but they will be subscripted 1-4 below to be consistent with 
FORTRAN subscripting practice. 
q 1 (I + T1 1 + T22 + T 33)12/Z 
qZ (T 3 2 - Z3)/4q, 
(B-4) 
q3= (TI3 - 31)/4q, 
q = (T 2 1 -TIZ)/4q 
Reference to the expanded form of the transformation matrix from body 
to inertial coordinates, Eq. Z-8, shows that the relations just given for initial­
izing q cannot be used when yaw is 180 and roll is 0 because ql is zero. 
Instead, components 2-4 are determined directly from the position of the axis 
of rotation: 
q= 0 
q = sin (8/2) 
q= 0 
q = -cos (9/Z) 
The derivatives with respect to time of the quaternion components q, 
are computed from the current values of the quaternion components and the 
angular velocity components wi: 
B-2
 
ql = (q2 W1 + q3wZ + q4w3)/Z
 
qz = (-q 1 W, - q42 + q33 )/Z
 
(B-5) 
q3 = (q4 1 - qlZ - qzw3 )/2
 
q 4 =(-q 3 '1 + q2+ 2 - ql'3 )/Z
 
Starting with the initial values, one computes the derivatives.of the com­
ponents by integrating to time t, at which the new transformation matrix compo­
nents are obtained from 
q4 )
Tll--1 -2 3 

*T21= 2(q~q 3 + qlq4)
T =2 - _ 
T31 = Z(qZq 4 qlq-
 3 )
 
1Iz = 2(q w 3 qlq 4 )-
T22 1-2 4
 
T32 = Z(q 3 q4 + q1 q2 )
 
=1 2(q?+q2) (B-6) 
T13 = Z(q2 q4 - qlq 3 )
 
T23 = 2(q 3 q4 - qlq 2 )
 
IZ(2 + q3.
 
T33 i-2 
 2 ) 
B-3
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C. NOMENCLATURE FOR APPENDIX B 
ql$q2, q31 q4 ...... components of quaternion 
T ............. transformation matrix 
T ' T12 -........ elements of transformation matrix 
t ........... time 
............. yaw dependent factor (matrix) of transformation matrix
 
Y ............. pitch dependent factor (matrix) of transformation matrix
 
Z ............. roll dependent factor (matrix) of transformation matrix
 
GREEK
 
e ........... pitch angle (2nd Euler angle)
 
........... roll angle (3rd Euler angle) 
........... yaw angle (Ist Euler angle) 
IW2$' 3 . .components of angular velocity 
SUPERSCRIPTS 
time derivative (eg. q, = dql/dt) 
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APPENDIX C 
TABLES OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS 
The tabulated coefficients contained in this appendix are those which have 
been used in the trajectory model program to obtain the results presented in 
that section. The coefficients in these tables have been smoothed by plotting the 
experimentally determined values and fairing with a best fit smooth curve from 
which the smoothed values were read. Where coefficients were known to be 
zero because of flow field symmetry, the curves were forced through the zero 
points. For a further discussion of the aerodynamic coefficients, see 
Section III. 
C-i 
Table C-1. Coefficient Reference Quantities 
Configuration Area Length Moment Center 
Cylinders Length x Diameter Axial Length Mid-point on Axis 
Plank 
Car 
Van 
Length x Width 
Frontal,* = 00 
Frontal, = 00 
Long Dimension 
Overall Length 
Overall Length 
Mid-poiht on Long Center 
Line 
Lower Front Corner on 
Lateral Center Line 
Lower Front Corner on 
Lateral Center Line 
Table C-2. 	 Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients in the sub- Table C-3. Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients in the sub­
critical Reynolds Number regime for open-end critical Reynolds Number regime for open-end 
circular (len./dia = 14.1) in free air. circular cylinder (len./dia = 14.10, h/d = 1.6. 
(C 	 C C,
CD (M CL CD C C x
 
Deg s n cp/L Deg L D a n cp/L
 
0 .049 .000 .000 .440 	 0
 
5 .060 .022 .007 .441 	 5
 
10 	 .076 .050 .012 .442 10
 
15 	 .098 .083 .016 .444 15
 
20 	 .124 .134 .019 .446 20
 
25 	 .162 .185 .022 .447 25
 
30 	 .218 .243 .025 .449 30
 
35 	 .295 .312 .027 .450 35
 
40 	 .385 .377 .029 .452 40
 
45 	 .487 .430 .031 .454 45 .085 .570 .455 .044 .439
 
50 	 .598 .451 .033 .456 50 .125 .700 .488 .049 .443
 
55 	 .724 .495 .034 .459 55 .170 .815 .496 .054 .443
 
60 	 .800 .422 .035 .461 60 .170 .907 .471 .058 .444
 
65 	 .857 .366 .034 .463 65 .135 .970 .420 .059 .444
 
70 	 .902 .288 .032 .466 70 .105 1.000 .338 .055 .448
 
75 	 .937 .212 .028 .472 75 .085 1.100 .293 .049 .455
 
80 	 .967 .137 .021 .479 80 .070 1.100 .155 .039 .464
 
85 	 .992 .066 .011 .489 85 .055 1.100 .071 .026 .476
 
90 	 .997 .000 .000 .500 90 .042 1.100 .000 .000 .500
 
Table C-4. 	 Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients in the sub- Table C-5. Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients in the sub­
critical Reynolds Number regime for open-end critical Reynolds Number regime for open-end
circular cylinder (len./dia = 14.1), h/d = 1.0 circular cylinder (len./dia = 14.1), h/d = 0.1 
C CD 0 Cn 	 (MCV C C C x
Deg L 	 s n cp/L Deg L B s n cp/L
 
0 .065 .049 .000 
 .000 .425 	 0 .010 .049 .000 .000 .370
 
5 .006 .06k .030 .005 .427 	 5 .013 .052 .031 .010 .371
 
10 .010 .073 .060 .010 .430 	 10 .023 .073 .081 .018 .372
 
15 .015 .095 .100 .016 .43Z 	 15 .031 .109 .170 .028 .373
 
20 .024 .127 .150 .022 .433 
 20 .044 .157 .215 .036 .375
 
25 .035 .179 .210 .028 .k35 	 25 .059 .209 .275 .030 .376
 
30 .050 .230 .272 .033 .436 	 30 .078 .270 .325 .053 .377
 
35 .070 .310 .335 .037 1437 
 35 .105 .339 .388 .061 .378
 
40 .092 .410 .400 .041 t438 	 40 .139 .410 .400 .069 .381 
45 .120 .520 .445 .044 .440 	 45 .183 .470 .415 .076 .382
 
50 .165 .670 .470 .047 .444 	 50 .227 .560 .407 .085 .383
 
55 .200 .780 .475 .049 .445 	 55 .269 .610 .385 .086 .385
 
60 .210 .850 .455 .051 .447 	 60 .305 .635 .340 .077 .393
 
65 .165 .910 .390 .051 .450 	 65 .340 .645 .275 .065 .405
 
70 .135 .950 .300 .045 .455 	 70 .369 .650 .215 .053 .421
 
75 .115 .970 .215 
 .038 .462 	 75 .394 .653 .155 .040 .438
 
80 .100 .980 .135 .030 .470 	 80 
 .412 .656 .100 .027 .457
 
85 .090 .980 .065 .015 .485 	 85 .423 .658 .043 .014 .478
 
90 .080 .980 .000 .000 .500 	 90 .425 .660 .000 .000 .500
 
Table C-6. 	 Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients in the sub- Table C-7. Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients in the sub­
critical Reynolds Number regime for open-end critical Reynolds Number regime for open-end 
circular cylinder (len./dia. = 36.0) in free air. circular cylinder (len./dia. - 36.0), h/d=l.6 
(M C C C, (M CL CD C 
Deg D s n cp/L Deg L D s n cpA 
0 .025 .000 .000 .455 	 0 0 .025 .000 .000 .455
 
5 .027 .013 .002 .456 	 5 0 .029 .017 .003 .456
 
10 .030 .029 .005 .456 	 10 0 .043 .035 .006 .456
 
15 .049 .050 .007 .457 	 15 0 .057 .063 .008 .457
 
20 .072 .081 .010 .458 	 20 0 .081 .100 .012 .458
 
25 .114 .125 .012 .459 	 25 0 .120 .160 .015 .459
 
30 .168 .187 .015 .466 0 30 .007 .190 .265 .005 .460 
35 .243 .275 .017 .461' - 35 .025 .290 .357, .006 .461 
40 .332 .35w .020 .462" 	 40 .055 .392 .413 .011 .462
 
45 .434 .1 	 45 .085 .495 .465 .014 .463
 
50 .550 .417 .024 .465 O 50
 
55 .652 .422 .026 .466 a 55 
60 .744 .412 .028 .466 	 60
 
65 .816 .366 .030 .467e 	 65
 
70 .879 .289 .030 .468 	 70
 
75 .937 .211 .027 .472 	 75
 
80 .973 .136 .021 .479 	 80
 
85 	 1.014 .067 .011 .489 85
 
90 	 1.025 .000 .000 .500 90
 
Table C-8. 	 Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients in the sub- Table C-9. Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients in the sub­
critical Reynolds Number regime for open-end critical Reynolds Number regime for open-end 
circular cylinder (len./dia. = 36.0), h/d = 1.0 circular cylinder (len/dia 36.0), h/d=0.1 
(@	 C C ,x M C C C
L CD 	 CL 

Deg 	 L D s n cp/L Deg Ls m Xp/L
 
0 .000 .025 .000 .000 .455 	 0 .006 .025 .000 .000 .384
 
5 .000 .029 .020 .003 .456 	 5 .013 .029 .020 .002 .385
 
10 .000 .043 .042 .004 .456 	 10 .020 .643 .047 .007 .386
 
15 .000 .052 .070 .007 .457 	 15 .027 .054 .088 .010 .387
 
20 .005 .076 .105 .010 .458 	 20 .040 .083 .130 .016 .388
 
25 .024 .120 .160 .014 .459 	 25 .056 .120 .175 .022 .389
 
30 .065 .185 .250 .012 .460 	 30 .079 .165 .215 .028 .391
 
O 35 .100 .260 .320 .015 .461 35 .107 .210 .248 .036 .394 
C 40 .135 .355 .375 .019 .462 40 .139 .260 .273 .041 .395 
45 .165 .460 .417 .023 .463 	 45 .150 .315 .285 .043 .400
 
50 .185 .565 .439 .027 .465 50 .210 .370 .280 .042 .407
 
55 ,195 .672 .447 .030 .466 55 .250 .420 .269 .040 .418
 
60 .153 .790 .440 .032 .466 	 60 .294 .455 .240 .035 .430
 
65 .120 .885 .416 .033 .467 	 65 .335 .485 .207 .028 .445
 
70 .085 .868 .376 .033 .468 	 70 .375 .505 .171 .022 .460
 
75 .068 1,030 .320 .031 .472 	 75 .406 .527 .125 .016 .473
 
80 .055 1,075 .235 026 .479 	 80 .425 .541 .080 .010 .485
 
85 .055 1.100 .135 .016 .489 	 85 
 .433 .558 .037 .005 .493
 
90 .060 1.105 .000 .000 .500 	 90 .434 .560 .000 .000 .500
 
Table C-10. Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients in the super- Table C-LI. Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients in the super­
critical Reynolds Number regime for open-end cir- critical Reynolds Number regime for open-end cir­
cular cylinder (len/dia =14.1), in free air. cular cylinder (len/dia 14.1), h/d = 0.74. 
C
(*) CD Cs n x(Ip) CD Cs5 Cn 
Deg (CL) (CM ) cp/L Deg D (CL) (Cm) cp/L 
0 .023 .00Q .000 .358 0 .023 .000 .000 .358
 
5 .026 .027 .009 .358 5 .026 .030 .010 .358
 
10 .036 .065 .017 .359 10 .036 .069 .017 .359
 
15 .054 .109 .024 .360 15 .055 .113 .024 .360
 
20 .082 .156 .032 .361 00 n Z20.820 085 .165 .032 .6 
25 .125 .215 .040 .362 25 .131 .229 .039 .362
 
30 .187 .285 .047 .364 30 .193 .292 .048 .364
 
35 .251 .329 .056 .367 35 .259 .340 .057 .367
 
40 .328 .366 .063 .368 '0 "0 40 .340 .379 .064 .370
 
45 .400 .387 .070 .372 45 .420 .406 .071 .374
 
50 .462 .388 .075 .376 r 50 .475 .412 .076 .378 
55 .534 .370 .078 .380 _M_ 55 .585 .402 .078 .402
 
60 .582 .342 .076 .387 60 .638 .361 .078 .393
 
65 .615 .285 .071 .396 65 .652 .302 .070 .403
 
70 .625 .227 .060 .408 70 .664 .241 .057 .419
 
75 .632 .166 .052 .422 75 .669 .179 .047 .433
 
80 .635 .110 .037 .442 80 .674 .117 .033 .452
 
85 .637 .058 .021 .467 85 .679 .058 .017 .475
 
90 .638 .000 .000 .500 90 .680 .000 .000 .500
 
Table C-12. 	 Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients in the super- Table C-13. Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients in the super­
critical Reynolds Number regime for open-end cir- critical Reynolds Number regime for open-end cir­
cular cylinder (len/dia = 14.1) h/d.- 0.29 cular cylinder (len/dia : 14.1) .h/d=0.07-
Cs C xC	 s Cn
(W) 	 CD 
 n cp/L
Deg (CL) m 	 ) C (C (C cp/LDeg D 	 ( p
 
I 
0 .022 .000 .000 .358 	 0 .020 .000 .000 .360
 
5 .026 .026 .009 .358 	 5 .024 .030 .010 .360
 
10 .035 .063 .018 .359 	 10 .035 .068 .020 .360 
15 .055 .113 .026 .360 	 15 .055 .122 .030 .360
 
20 .087 .173 .034 .361 	 20 .091 .189 .038 .360
 
28 .135 .237 .043 .362 	 25 .142 .259 .046 .360
 
30 .198 .303 .053 .364 30 .209 .326 .054 .361 
o) 35 .264 .346 .062 .367 35 .287 .383 .066 .362 
00 40 .343 .386 .068 .368 40 .370 .423 .075 .364 
45 .450 .424 .076 
 .372 	 45 .461 .448 .086 .366
 
50 .530 .432 .082 .380 	 50 .521 .446 .094 .368
 
55 .610 .421 .085 
 .384 	 55 .555 .421 .096 .371
 
60 .637 .372 .087 .392 	 60 .584 .379 .092 .379 
65 .657 .308 .076 .406 	 65 .610 .322 .082 .395
 
70 .668 .243 .055 .422 
 70 .635 .238 .052 .416
 
75 .679 .182 .041 .441 	 75 .654 .176 .035 .449 
80 .687 .121 .027 .461 	 80 .672 .118 
 .019 .472
 
85 .693 .060 .014 .480 	 85 .687 .061 .006 .491
 
90 .694 .000 .000 .500 	 90 .692 .000 .000 .500
 
Table C-14. Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients for the Table C-15. Smoothed aerodynamxc coefficients for the plank model at 300 
plank model at 00 roll angle in free air. roll angle in free air. 
M 
Deg 
c 
D c s c n x ep/L Deg c L c c s c m cn 0£z cp/L 
0 .034 .000 .000 .375 0 .000 .034 .000 .000 .000 .000 .375 
5 .036 .009 .001 .409 5 .018 .037 .018 .001 .003 .000 .438 
10 .038 .021 .002 .426 10 .050 .044 .056 .002 .006 .000 .456 
15 .047 .037 .004 .417 15 .126 .067 .113 .003 .010 .000 .459 
20 .058 .054 .007 .401 20 .230 .105 .179 .007 .015 .000 .465 
25 .071 .071 .009 .404 25 .300 .155 .253 .020 .022 -.008 .435 
30 .088 .087 .011 .408 30 .363 .226 .330 .047 .030 -.021 .398 
35 .108 .101 .011 .424 35 .450 .322 .406 .059 .038 -.034 .383 
40 .133 .115 .012 .431 40 .590 .424 .458 .060 :047 -.045 .389 
45 .161 .127 .011 .446 45 .703 .514 .478 .061 .055 -.056 .394 
50 .195 .135 .008 .466 50 .693 .591 .477 .061 .065 -.065 .388 
55 .231 .138 .007 .474 55 .664 .664 .454 .058 .073 -.072 .383 
60 .267 .135 .005 .483 60 .650 .712 .413 .047 .077 -.071 .387 
65 .304 .125 .004 .488 65 .661 .750 .360 .036 .079 -.065 .400 
70 .337 .108 .003 .492 70 .702 .772 .297 .031 .076 -.057 .413 
75 .373 .087 .002 .495 75 .639 .788 .232 .025 .062 -.046 .428 
80 .395 .060 .001 .498 80 .582 .798 .158 .020 .042 -.033 .443 
85 .409 .030 .000 .500 85 .541 .801 .080 .010 .021 -.017 .469 
90 .415 .000 .000 .500 90 .522 .802 .000 .008 .000 .000 .500 
Table C-16. Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients for the plank model 
at 600 roll angle in free air. 
Table C-17. Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients for the 
plank model at 900 roll angle in free air. 
Deg L D s m n Xcp/L Deg CD n Xp/L 
0 .000 .034 .000 .000 .000 .000 .375 0 .034 0 0 .375 
5 .017 .037 .034 .000 .006 .000 .386 5 .035 .036 .008 .375 
10 .038 .050 .096 .001 .013 .000 .394 10 .048 .101 .017 .375 
15 .068 .083 '.174 .001 .022 .000 .403 15 .087 .194 .028 .375 
20 .111 .134 .261 .001 .033 .000 .408 20 .149 .306 .043 .375 
25 .171 .209 .354 .002 .045 -.001 .415 25 .235 .418 .059 .376 
30 .244 .316 .449 .002 .057 -.004 .416 30 .340 .532 .079 .373 
O 35 .323 .470 .578 .006 .060 -.007 .420- 35 .481 .632 .103 .370 
40 .437 .612 .667 .010 .084 -.011 .422 40 .639 .715 .121 .374 
45 .492 .722 .703 .014 .097 -.016 -.417 45 .807 , .757 .136 .377 
50 .532 .812 .693 .015 .107 -.021 -.4i2 50 .940 .763 .146 .382 
55 .580 .905 .654 .015 .115 -l.026 .410 55 1.115 .752 .153 .387 
60 .648 1.010 .600 .016 .120 -.031 .410 60 1.253 .720 .154 .393 
65 .720 1.059 .518 .016 .116 -.034 .415 65 1.360 .651 .145 .404 
70 .759 1.077 .413 .015 .097 -.035 .429 70 1.397 .537 .121 .419 
75 .760 1.084 .305 .012 .072 -.630 .439 75 1.416 .377 .083 .443 
80 .761 1.088 .209 .009 .049 .023 .458 80 1.424 .234 .053 .463 
85 .762 1.090 .104 .008 .024 -.017 .474 85 1.426 .110 .025 .482 
90 .762 1.092 .000 .008 .000 .000 .500 90 1.426 0 0 .500 
Table C-18. 	Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients for the Table G-19. Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients for 
plank model at 00 roll angle, 0.725 plank the plank model at 00 roll angle, 0.500 
widths above ground plane. plank widths above ground plane. 
M C C0 C C 	 (M C C C C
Deg L s n cp/L 	 Deg L C s n cp/L
 
0 .000 .035 .000 .000 .360 	 0 .000 .027 .000 .000 .360
 
5 .004 .037 .012 .002 .375 	 5 .004 .030 .006 .002 .375 
10 .014 .040 .025 .003 .387 0a 10 .014 .035 .019 .003 .397
 
15 .020 .050 .040 .006 .399 	 15 .020 .045 .032 .006 .399
 
20 .024 .062 .057 .008 .409 	 20 .027 .056 .050 .008 .409
 
25 .027 .078 .075 .010 .418 	 25 .040 .074 .068 .010 .418
 
o 30 .032 .103 .095 .012 .427 0 30 .050 .096 .085 .012 .427 
35 .036 .130 .118 .012 .436 r- 35 .057 .123 .106 .012 .436
 
40 .031 .162 .138 .012 .444 	 40 .057 .152 '.120 .012 .444 
45 .017 .195 .152 .011 .452 	 45 .052 .182 .135 .011 .452 
50 .000 .230 .162 .011 .458 50 .040 .215 .142 .011 .458 
55 -.025 .270 .165 .010 .465 55 .013 .250 .144 .010 .465 
60 -.052 .310 .157 .008 .473 60 -.035 .285- .138 .008 .473 
65 -.090 .350 .145 .007 .480 65 -. 110' .324 .132 .007 .480 
70 -.140 .390 .126 .005 .486 70 -.173 .360 .112 .005 .486 
75 -.205 .420 .105 .003 .492 75 -.230 .388 .090 .003 .492 
80 -.260 .443 .075 .002 .496 80 -.272 .410 .070 .002 .496 
85 -.290 .460 .040 .001 .498 	 85 -.305 .425 .040 .001 .498 
90 -.304 .465 .000 .000 .500 	 90 -.327 .430 .000 .000 .500 
°
 
Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients for the plank model at 0
 Table C-ZO. 

roll: angle, 0.083 plank widths above ground plane.
 
W C C C 
 C C X
Deg L D s Y n cp/L
 
0 .000 .028 .000 .000 .000 .357
 
5 .005 '030 .005 .010 .002 .370
 
10 .013 .035 .019 .022 .004 .382
 
15 .027 .045 .034 .044 .006 .391
 
20 .051 .055 .050 .067 .009 .400
 
25 .085 .067 .068 .090 .012 .409
 
30 .121 .086 .085 .118 .013 .416
 
35 .160 .109 .105 - .145 .014 .424 
40 .193 .135 .121& .176 .015 .430
 
45 .206 .167 .135 .210 .015 .437
 
50 .210 .200 .142--, .240 .014 .443
 
55 .205 .230 .143 .270 .013 .450
 
60 .195 .262 .138 .298 .012 .456
 
65 .177 .298 .127 .324 .011 .464
 
70 .156 .325 .112 .345 .010 .472
 
75 .135 .345 .093 .361 .008 .477
 
80 .125 .365 .070 .374 .006 .484
 
85 .115 .375 .040 .382 .003 .492
 
90 .114 .382 .000 .385 .000 .500
 
Table C-ZI. 	Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients for the plank Table C-ZZ. Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients for the plank
 
model at 300 roll angle, 2.0 plank widths above model at 300 roll angle, 0.033 plank widths
 
ground plane. above ground plane.
 
M CL CD C C C C£ 	 (xC C C C 0 xCD
Deg L 	 m n k cp/L Deg D C m n C Xp/L 
0 .000 .030 .000 .000 .000 .000 .375 	 0 .000 .030 .000 .000 .000 .000 .375 
5 .018 .033 .024 .001 .003 .000 .430 	 5 .033 .033 .037 .004 .006 .000 .376 
10 .060 .047 .065 .002 .006 .000 .450 	 10 .103 .047 .087 .011 .012 -.001 .385 
15 .130 .073 .111 .003 .010 .000 .460 - 15 .205 .075 .146 .020 .018 -.005 .387 
20 .225 .110 .170 .007 .015 -. 003 .460 *0 20 .316 .120 :225 .033 .025 -. 013 .385 
25 .320 .160 .240 .016 .021 -.010 .435 -25' 	 .442 .185 .320 .050 .033 .024 .380 
30 .400 .229 .320 .034 .028 -.020 .405 F 30 .572 .270 .415 .069 .044 -.040 .375 
35 .490 .310 .386 .050 .037 -.031 .390 0 T 35 .691 .370 .488 .086 .058 -.060 .365 
40 .580 .408 .445 .055 .045 -.042 .385 	 40 .890 .486 .540 .097 .075 -.087 .357
 
45 .700 .510 .482 .057 .052 -.055 .385 M 45 .875 .605 .560 .101 .090 -.105 .355
 
50 .695 .583 .484 .057 .058 -.064 .386 U 50 .950 .694 .556 .097 .100 -.116 .358 
55 .682 .655 .460 .053 .063 -.069 .388 	 55 .953 .754 .522 .084 .107 -.119 .367
 
60 .676 .715 .428 .046 .066 -.070 .394 	 60 .930 .790 .470 .058 .107 -.107 .381
 
65 .695 .750 .385 .035 .068 -.066 .403 	 65 .845 .817 .410 .034 .064 -.071 .395
 
70 .725 .775 .330 .026 .069 -.057 .416 	 70 .833 .840 .343 .021 .052 -.057 .414
 
75 .700 .790 .260 .019 .062 -.045 .432 	 75 .826 .850 .270 .014 .041 -.045 .432 
80 .645 .799 .182 .014 .045 -.032 .455 	 80 .823 .860 .186 .009 .029 -.032 .455
 
85 .595 .804 .095 .010 .024 -.016 .477 	 85 .819 .866 .095 .005 .015 -.016 .477
 
90 .583 .806 .000 .008 .000 .000 .500 	 90 .815 .868 .000 .004 .000 .000 .500
 
Table C-23. 	Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients for Table C-Z4. Smoothed aerodynamic coefficients for the
 
the plank model at 900 roll angle, 1.71 plank model at 900 roll angle, 0.083 plank
 
plank widths above ground plane. widths above ground plane.
 
Deg. L D s n cp/L 	 Deg CL CD Cs Cn Xcp/L
 
0 .000 .020 .000 .000 .323 	 0 .005 .018 .000 .000 .280
 
5 .004 .025 .040 .006 .342 	 5 .023 .038 .050 .012 .290
 
10 .010 .040 .110 .016 .360 	 10 .060 .075 .130 .025 .325
 
15 .020 .080 .190 .027 .368 	 15 .076 .135 .240 .038 .360
 
20 .035 .146 .290 .041 .372 	 20 .082 .213 .380 .052 .377
 
25 .047 .238 .400 .059 .372 	 25 .075 .317 .542 .068 .390
 
30 .053 .340 .503 .079 .372 	 30 .042 .459 .739 .087 .396
 
35 .054 .475 .630 .101 .372 	 35 -.022 .640 .895 .122 .393
 
40 .051 .632 .718 .122 .373 	 40 -.060 .830 .941 .155 .376
 
45 .046 .800 .770 .136 .375 	 45 -.075 .981 .940 .175 .370
 
50 .041 .990 .785 .145 .380 	 50 -.091 1.092 .900 .179 .374
 
55 .032 1.125 .770 .150 .386 	 55 -.104 1.174 .820 .170 .387
 
60 .020 1.250 .730 .151 .394 	 60 -.113 1.225 .721 .091 .425
 
65 .014 1.342 .655 .144 .407 	 65 -.120 1.265 .618 .071 .445
 
70 .007 1.405 .548 .122 .423 	 70 -.124 1.305 .505 .054 .460
 
75 .004 1.436 .400 .080 .448 	 75 -.127 1.338 .390 .040 .473
 
80 .001 1.445 .249 .049 .470 	 80 -.129 1.368 .265 .026 .483
 
85 .000 1.450 .118 .023 .487 	 85 -.131 1.386 .132 .013 .493
 
90 .000 1.450 .000 .000 .500 	 90 -.130 1.390 .000 .000 .500
 
Table C-25., Automobile model, side mounted in Table C-26. Automobile model, roof mounted in free air. 
free air. 
Deg D s n Deg CL D s Cm n k 
0 .497 -.184 .195 0 .302 .497 .000 -.238 .000 .000 
5 .540 .184 .089 5 .315 .522 .160 -.238 -.060 .011 
10 .690 .567 -.037 10 .330 .630 .294 -.238 -.123 .046 
15 .883 1.016 -.235 15 .320 .750 .455 -.236 -.194 .062 
20 1.169 1.412 -.406 20 .288 .910 .580 -.226 -.270 .078 
25 1.470 1.763 -.595 25 .256 1.083 .682 -.212 -.354 .091 
30 1.830 1.996 -.780 30 .217 1.210 .764 -.186 -.450 .101 
35 2.264 2.176 -.964 35 .167 1.380 .848 -.154 -.558 .102 
40 2.641 2.350 -1.147 40 .098 1.570 .978 -.109 -.694 .110 
45 3.030 2.451 -1.315 45 .049 1.919 1.219 -.050 -.883 .112 
50 3.318 2.434 -1.449 50 .032 2.230 1.334 -.010 -1.045 .110 
55 3.615 2.345 -1.561 55 .052 2.353 1.340 -.038 -1.068 .107 
60 3.804 2.210 -1.625 60 .072 2.370 1.279 -.052 -1.060 .100 
65 3.945 3.028 -1.711 65 .056 2.380 1.166 -.038 -1.048 .078 
70 4.542 1.9§8 -2.069 70 .014 2.370 1.034 .018 -1.040 .027 
75 4.884 1.895 -2.232 75 -.043 2.360 .874 .068 -1.038 -.037 
80 5.022 1.360 -2.279 80 -.113 2.350 .688 .102 -1.040 -.095 
85 5.040 .763 -2.326 85 -.219 2.340 .488 .120 -1.054 -.156 
90 5.050 .041 r2.376 90 -/350 2.330 .276 .114 -1.078 -.232 
Table C-27. Automobile, rear mounted in free air 
Deg CL CD Cs Cm Cn C1 
0 .435 4.932 .000 2.347 .000 .000 
5 .539 4.939 -.200 2.341 .020 .017 
10 .548 4.619 -.420 2.128 .013 -.018 
15 .425 4.512 -.569 2.126 -.005 -.034 
20 .273 4.641 -.658 2.254 -.001 -.053 
25 .147 4.653 -.742 2.225 -.009 -.184 
30 .047 4.681 -.780 2.248 -.005 -.213 
35 -.013 4.622 -.823 2.235 -.020 -.237 
40 -.042 4.488 -.835 2.147 -.022 -.259 
45 -.037 4.27,1 -.851 2.046 -.031 -.277 
50 0 4.125 -.840 1.936 -.003 -.296 
55 .033 3.815 -.826 1.806 .018 -.307 
60 .052 3.557 -.719 1.666 .044 -.285 
65 .073 3.206 -.555 1.517 .066 -.230 
70 .085 2.896 -.326 1.348 .099 -.133 
75 .104 2.564 -.001 1.188 .136 .009 
80 .199 2.233 .527 1.075 .172 .344 
85 .373 2.309 .059. 1.043 .164 .409 
90 .388 2.287 -.393 1.028 .125 .123 
Table C-Z8. Full-Scale Automobile (1974 Dodge Dart), Bottom 
Mounted in Free Air 
Pdeg C Lm DC C n n 11 
0 .420 0.54 0.020 -. 230 .018 -. 015 
5 .448 0.56 0.158 -. 240 .040 .033 
10 .588 0.68 0.272 --. 325 -. 107 .090 
15 .690 0.78 0.373 -. 390 -. 170 .143 
20 .682 0.96 0.440 -. 385 -. 224 .188 
25 .649 1.11 0.487 -. 340 -. 290 .224 
30 .578 1.25 0.533 -.282 -.362 .258 
35 .553 1.38 0.566 -.246 -.428 .290 
40 .587 1.53 0.586 -.220 -.512 .319 
45 .656 1.66 0.600 -.200 -.586 .338 
50 .710 1.78 0.007 -.164 -.654 .350 
55 .672 1.87 0.616 -.10z -.722 .353 
60 .606 1.95 0.612 -.035 -.790 .350 
65 .555 1.99 0.582 .032 -.836 .332 
70 .516 2.01 0.530 .085 -.860 .304 
75 .491 2.03 0.452 .137 -.886 .267 
80 .457 2.08 0.340 .162 -.917 .202 
85 .282 2.15 0.165 .180 -.960 .052 
90 -.317 2.28 -0.020 .182 -1.020 -. 185 
Table C-29. Full-Scale Automobile ('1974 Dodge Dart), on Ground 
a= bottom mounted 
d' cL C D C S Cm 
deg DC3 
0 0 0.58 0 -. 242 
5 .635 0.65 .203 -. 255 
10 .790 0.73 .379 -.346 
15 1.106 0.89 .454 -.527 
zo 1.100 1.09 .495 -.489 
25 1.150 1.23 .530 -.491 
30 1.264 1.64 .564 -.509 
35 1.404 1.52 .569 -.515 
40, 1.570 1.6'3 .618 -.503 
45 1.740 1.74 .640 -.476 
50 1.865 1.87 .665 -.426 
55 1.718 2.03 .679 -.329 
60 1.508 2.19 .683 -.217 
65 1.350 Z.28 .670 -.128 
70 1.255 2.37 .603 -.044 
75 1.280 2.43 .436 +.OZ7 
80 1.304 2.50 .Z70 ±.082 
85 1.Z38 2.53 .128 +.136 
90 '. Iz2 2.55 -.007 +.177 
cn C 1 
0 0 
-. 081 .045 
-.144 .100 
-.197 .168 
-.245 .236 
-.312 .314 
-.383 .393 
-.474 .475 
-.568 .57Z 
-.683 .687 
-.800 .770 
-.903 .689 
-.990 .604 
-1.048 .583 
-1.094 .608 
-1.140 .660 
-1.179 .670 
-1.Z18 .589 
-1.252 .463 
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Table C-30. 
S cdeg 
0 0.770 
5 0.834 
10 1.102 
15 1.415 
Table C-31. 
Cdeg L 
0 1.136 
5 1. Z55 
10 1.510 
15 1.800 
Full-scale Automobile (1974 Dodge Dart), on Ground, 
a= 5°bottom Mounted 
C C C C CD S rn n 1 
0.66 0. 000 .317 0.000 0.000 
0.72 0.187 .374 0. 063 0.030 
0.85 0. 312 .526 0.113 0.100 
1.07 0.394 .667 0. 157 0.182 
Full-scale Automobile (1974 Dodge Dart), on Ground, 
a = 10bottom Mounted 
C C C C CD m n 1 
0.86 0.000 .517 0.000 0.000 
0.95 0. 198 . 589 0. 056 0. 026 
1.05 0. 369 .727 0.098 0.104 
1.19 0.52z .888 0.114 0.235, 
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Table C-32. Van modei,,roof mount Table C-33. Van model, side mount 
M cL c0D sC c cI ()M 
Deg C 1 cp/L Dog CD Cs Cn 
0 .019 .440 .000 -.048 Poo .000 .405 0 .444 .120 -.043 
5 -.007 .504 .270 -.032 -.113 .045 .400 5 .547 .337 -.126 
10 -.067 .661 .499 .010 -.200 .076 .391 10 .690 .549 -.217 
15 -.169 .836 .735 .068 -.326 .097 .390 15 .881 .816 -.347 
20 -.279 1.073 .944 .134 -.474 .103 .389 20 1.088 .979 -.445 
25 -.374 1.282 1.146 .172 -.588 .095 .389 25 1.249 1.052 -.514 
30 -.489 1.497 1.307 .196 -.713 .094 .388 30 1.409 1.076 -.595 
1 35 -.611 1.803 1.390 .334 -.840 .049 .390 35 1.559 1.101 -.664 
D 40 -.746 1.981 1.486 .379 -.960 .050 .393 40 1.702 1.126 -.737 
45 -.458 2.015 1.542 .330 -1.026 .117 .400 45 1.805 1.148 -.788 
50 -.272 2.101 1.539 .242 -1.090 .252 .411 50 1.931 1.190 -.843 
55 -.017 2.244 1.536 .236 -1.158 .366 .425 55 2.114 1.268 -.998 
60 .346 2.397 1.534 .134 -1.222 .539 .436 60 2.326 1.334 -1.210 
65. .558 2.530 1.510 .188 -1.270 .649 .442 65 2.500 1.338 -1.229 
70 .677 2.623 1.452 .260 -1.306 .7,4 .446 70 2.630 1.297 -1.236 
75 .698 2.734 1.345 .330 -1.338 .651 .455 75 2.688 1.118 -1.294 
80 .690 2.798 1.194 .388 -1.360 .558 .468 80 2.736 .242 -1.378 
85 .655 2.832 .926 .404 -1.380 .478 .485 85 2.770 -.391 -1.464 
90 .627 2.840 .102 .433 -1.386 .371 .500 90 2.798 -.575 -1.527 
Van model,Table C-34. rear mount 
e CL 
1 023 
5 1.066 

10 1.011 

15 .850 

20 815 

21 .868 

30 .7D4 

35 .652 

40 621 

45 6D5 

50 .576 

55 .534 

60 .441 

65 .417 

70 .358 

75 .291 

80 223 

85 136 

90 .00 

c 

2 S00 
2 810 

2.848 

2 940 

3.064 

3.235 

3.312 

3.323 

3 366 

3 372 

3 287 

3.120 

2 934 

2 779 

2.612 

2.438 

2 337 

2 689 

2.790 

.000 

-.321 
- 317 
-.308 
-.256 

- 31 

- 174 

-.123 

-.042 

-.017 

012 

.041 

.137 

.2M2 
416 

.870 

1 517 

.780 

.000 

C 

1.813 

1.813 

1 813 

1.872 

1.970 

2 105 

2 154 

2.170 

2.152 

2 074 

1 926 

1.740 

1.590 

1.$5 
1.342 

1.271 

1.225 

1 220 

1 200 

nC,
 
000 -. 00 
.045 - 044 
.073 -.072 
112 -.105 
.172 - 118 
.212 - 125 
.274 -.120 
333 -.107 
.392 - 087 
.430 - 052 
.403 -.024 
497 .012
 
.521 043
 
.500 .088 
560 .181
 
577 440
 
.580 845
 
.586 490
 
588 .371
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APPENDIX D 
USER MANUAL 
This appendix describes the software input and the output specifications 
for the simulation of wind field and trajectory relating to tornado-propelled 
objects. The documentation is consistent with the input/output constraints of 
the simulation software for the UNIVAC Model 1108 Computer System.-r 
The discussion that follows relies on notational and reference conventions 
documented in Section II. 
A. INPUT/FORMAT SPECIFICATIONS 
a. General Program Execution Rules and Default Options. Each 
simulation or case requires at most six categories of input information. The 
possible input categories for a simulation project are: 
1) Case identifier (required for each simulated case) 
2) Parameter read configuration control (required for each 
simulated case) 
3) Tornado description parameters (required for first simulated 
case; optional on subsequent cases) 
4) Rigid body description parameters (required for first simulated 
case; optional on subsequent cases) 
5) Integration function paraneters (optional; may be included for 
any desired case) 
6) End execution flag (required at end of simulation packets/packet) 
*This user manual for the computer program for tornado-propelled objects was 
prepared by Barnett C. Fletcher and revised by John R. Radbill. 
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Specific information regarding the form and content of each of the above 
categories is contained in paragraphs b. through o. 
Input for each case simulation can be regarded as a data packet 
containing combinations of parameter inputs to be considered. As many case 
simulation packets as desired will be executed until the end execution flag is 
encountered. 
Each case simulation packet must contain a case identifier and parameter 
read configuration control. 
The first case simulation of each independent program execution must 
be initialized. Therefore, the first case packet must contain information 
parameters for the tornado and rigid body specifications. Subsequent case 
simulations of a particular execution will continue to use the tornado and rigid 
body parameters until the program is told to read new parameters via the 
configuration control image. 
Default options are provided for the integration parameters used during 
the simulation. Therefore, the integration parameters need not be included 
in any data packet. Change in the integration parameters may be accomplished 
for any case by changing the read configuration control and including the data 
in that particular data packet. These integration parameters will continue to 
be used until the user supplies the next desired change. 
The total data input for a particular program exectition will then consist 
of one or more data packets; one packet is required for each case simulation 
to be considered. The end of execution flag is included only after the last 
simulation packet. 
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The following discussion will explain in detail each data input card 
comprising 	a simulation case data packet. These input cards are discussed 
in the order necessary for program execution. 
b. Case Documentation Header Card. This card is required for each 
case simulation packet to be executed. 
Function: To provide output documentation reference for each 
simulation case 
Format: Any combination of FORTRAN readable print characters 
desired in a field comprising colums (1-72) 
Example: CASE 503, IZIN PIPE, YAW=90, PITCH=45, ROLL=O, 
DATE, ETC. 
c. Read Configuration Control Card, This card is required for each 
case simulation packet to be executed, 
Function: 	 Provide a logical variable string: this card controls 
input of subsequent card images, and certain optional 
output and therefore should contain a logical true (T) 
to obtain the listed action. A logical false (F) should 
be set for cards not provided and actions not desired. 
Format: LI, T, or F in card columns 9, 18, 27, 36, 45, 54, 
63, 7Z. 
Example: 
Card Internal Input Action 
Column Mnemonic Value Obtained 
9 RDTORN T Read tornado parameters 
18 RDBDYP T Read body dimensions 
27 RDINRT T Read and compute weight 
c. g. and inertia tensor 
36 	 RDAERO T Print aerodynamic coef­
ficients and sign data 
45 RDINTG T Read integration parameters 
54 RDABER T Read state variable accuracy 
63 RDINIT T Read initial conditions for 
rigid body 
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7Z PLOT T Write state variables on 
FORTRAN file 3 at each 
print step for plptting 
by other programs 
d. Option Control Card. This card is required for each case 
simulation packet to be executed. 
Function: Provide a 	logical variable string; this card controls 
input/computation and 	print options 
Format: LI, T, or 	F in card columns 9, 18, 27-
Example: 
Card Internal 
Column Mnemonic True Control 
9 CYLNDR 	 Read aerodynamic data in format 
for cylinders. Compute aero­
dynamic force-s and moments 
using cylinder formules 
18 PRTORN 	 Print intermediate variables 
in tornado wind field 
computation 
27 PRINTV 	 Print internal variables 'in 
trajectory computation 
e. Tornado Parameter Cards. (1) 
Function: 	 Provide a floating point value string for the 
following variables. 
Card Echo Print 
Columns Format Mnemonic Description Units 
First Card 
(1-8) F8. 6 RIMILE The radius of, maximumvelocity mi 
(9-16) FS. 6 LATDEG Latitude deg 
( 1)This informition is 	 required for pat least the initial In lation packet of 
a particular execution. It should be included in any daa' packet requiring 
a subsequent change. 
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(17-24) F8.6 VMXMPH Maximum trangential velocity mph 
at RiMILE 
(25-32) S. 6 UTCMP- 'x' velocity component of mph 
tornado center 
(33-40) FS. 6 VTCMPH 'y' velocity component of mph 
tornado center 
(41-48) F8.6 XTCMIL Initial 'x' coordinate of mi 
tornado center relative to 
an arbitrary origin 
(49-56) F8. 6 YTCMIL Initial 'y' coordinate of mi 
tornado center relative to 
an arbitrary origin 
(57-64) F8. 6 NUFZPS Eddy viscosity of ambient ft 2 /sec 
air 
(65-72) F8.6 ALPHAF Near-ground vertical ft 
scale 
(1-8) F8.6 BETAFT Upper vertical scale ft 
f. Rigid Body DimensionjiaCrd.(1) 
.1 
Card Echo Print 
Columns Format Mnemonic Description Units 
(1-8) F8.6 BDYLFT Body length, L ft
 
(9-16) F8.6 BDYDFT Body width, w or diameter d ft
 
if CYLNDR=T
 
(17-Z4) F8.6 BDYTFT Body thickness, h (not ft
 
required if CYLNDR=T)
 
1 g. Rigid Body Component Inertial Description (2-10 cards). (I
Function: Provide a floating point value string for weight, cg 
location and inertia tensor components about their 
own axes of 1 to 10 components of the rigid body. 
Special Note: Reading of component Inertial Description cards 
is terminated when 10 cards have been read or when 
0. is detected in columns (1-7). 
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Card Internal 
Columns Format Mnemonic Description Units 
(1-7) F7. I WP Body component weight lb
 
(8-Z8)- 3F7.1 RCG Body component center of ft
 
gravity location relative 
to Body reference location 
(3 component vector) 
(29-35) F7. 1 ITPFZ(1, 1) 'xx' element of component lb*ftZ
 
inertia tensor relative
 
to component cg
 
(36-42) F7. 1 ITPFZ(1, Zi) 'xy' element Ib-ftZ
 
(43-49) F7. 1 ITPFZ(I, 3) 'xz' element lb*ftZ 
(50-56) F7. 1 ITPFZ(Z, Z) 'yy' element lb*ft z 
(57-63) F7. 1 ITPFZ(2, 3) lyz' element lb*ft 2 
(64-70) F7. 1 ITPFZ(3, 3) 'zz' element tb*ft2 
h. Aerodynamic Coefficient Label Card. (1) 
Function: Provide a value string for the following alphanumeric, 
integer and real variables of types specified by the 
formats. 
Card Internal 
Columns Format Mnemonic Description 
(1-48) 8A6 MODEL Alphanumeric description of aerodynam­
ic form 
(49-51) 13 NA Number of pitch angle entries in coeffi­
cient table NA < 19 = NA default 
(52-54) 13 IPA Number of points used in interpolating
 
in pitch angle table. IPA NA.
 
IPA default = Z.
 
(55-57) 13 NP Number of roll angle entries in coeffi­
cient table. NP 4 = NP default
 
(not used if CYLNDR=T)
 
(58-60) 13 IPP Number of points used in interpolating 
in pitch angle table. IPP < NP 
IPP default = 2 (not used if CYLNDR=T) 
(61-66) F6. 1 CNXZAV Average normal force coefficient for xy 
face used in computing damping moment 
coefficient about y axis (not used if 
CYLNDR=T)
 
(67-7Z) F6. 1 CNXZAV Average n6rmal force coefficient for xz 
face used in computing damping momert 
coefficient about z axis (not used if 
CYLNDR=T) 
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h. Aerodynamic Reference Area and Air Density Card.(1) 
Function: 
Card 
Columns Format 
(1-6) F6. Z 
(7-12) F6.2 
(13-18) L6 
Provide a floating point value string for the aero­
dynamic reference area and air density as specified 
below. 
Internal 
Mnemonic 
AREFF2 
RHOLF3 
PRAROF 
Description 	 Units 
Reference area for aero- ft 2 
dynamic coefficients 
AREFFZ default = L*w 
Air density. Default lb/ft z 
RHOLF3 = 8. 07ZZ3xl0- 2 
Print control for inter­
mediate aerodynamic force 
variables 
j. Aerodynamic Coefficients for Cylinder (NA cards) for Case When 
CYLNDR=. TRUE. (1) 
Function: 
Card 
Columns Format 
(1-6) F6.4 
(7-12) F6.4 
13-18) F6.4 
(19-24) F6.4 
'(25-30) F6.4 
Each of the NA 19 cards provides a floating point 
value string for the aerodynamic coefficients specified 
at the pitch angle specified. 
Echo Print 
Mnemonic 
ALPHA 
CD 
CL 
CM 
CMQ 
Description Units 
Pitch Angle, a deg 
Drag Coefficient CD unitless 
Lift Coefficient CL unitless 
Moment Coefficient Cm unitless 
Damping Moment Coeffi- unitless 
cient Cmq 
k. Aerodynamic Coefficients for Rectangular Parallelpiped (Bodies 
with Three Perpendicular Planes of Symmetry) (NA*NP Cards) 
for Case When CYLNDR=.FALSE.(i' 
Function: 	 Each of the (NA <19)*(NP <4) cards provides a 
floating point value string for the aerodynamic coeffi­
cients specified at the pitch and roll angles specified. 
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As a group, the cards form a two variable table as a 
function of pitch (row) and roll (column) angles in 
FORTRAN 
Card Echo Print 
Columns Format Mnemonic 
(1-10) FIO. 3 CL 
(11-20) FIO. 3 CD 
(ZI-30) F10. 3 CS 
(31-40) FI0. 3 CM 
(41-50) FIO. 3 CN 
(51-60) F10. 3 CLL 
(73-74) F2. 0 ALPHA 
(76-77) FZ. 0 PHI 
order. 
Description 
Lift Coefficient, C L 
Drag Coefficient, CD 
Side Force Coefficients, 
Pitching Moment 
Coefficient, Cm 
Yawing Moment 
Coefficient, Cn 
Rolling Moment 
Coefficient, C 
Pitch Angle, a 
Roll Angle, 
Cs 
Units 
unitless 
unitless 
unitless 
unitless 
unitless 
unitless 
deg 
deg 
I. Integration Parameter Card. This card is not required for any 
.particular case simulation packet. Default values are provided internally. 
Function: 	 Provide a floating point value string and one 
integer for the following variables. 
Card Internal Default 
Columns Format Mnemonic Values 
(1-8) F8.6 H i0-2 
(9-16) F8.6 DELT i0-
(17-24) F8. 6 TFINAL 10. 0 
(25-32) 18 MXSTEP 20 
(38-80) BLANK 
Description Units 
Initial Step Size sec 
Output Print sec 
Interval 
Maximum time sec 
Maximum number 
of steps before 
output print 
M. State Variable Accuracy Card. This card is not required in any 
particular case simulation packet. Default values are provided internally. 
Function: 	 Provide a -floating point value string for the following 
variables. These variables represent Absolute Error 
on integration accuracy. 
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Card Internal Default 
Columns Format Mnemonic -Values Description 
(1-6) F6. 3 EP (1) 10­ 2 Absolute error on Linear 
(7-12) F6.3 EP (2) 10- 2 
Velocity 
Absolute error on tornado 
(13-18) -76.3 EP (3) I0-2 
center with respect to orgin 
Absolute error for Quaterion 
(19-24) F6.3 EP (4) 10-2 
Components 
Absolute error on 'x' Compo­
(25-30) F6.3 EP (5) 10-2 
nent of Angular Momentum 
Absolute error on 'y' and 'z' 
Components of Angular 
Momentum 
n. R igid Body InitialConditions (2 Cards). (I-) 
Function: Provide a floating point value string for the following 
variables. 
Card Internal 
Columns Format Mnemonic Description Units 
(1-8) F8.6 XFT 'x'Coordinate of Rigid Body ft 
injection point 
(9-16) F8.6 YFT 'y'Coordinate of Rigid Body ft 
injection point 
(17-24) F8.6 Z T 'z'Coordinate of Rigid Body ft 
injection -point 
(25-3Z) F8,6- UMI-H 'x' Component of Rigid Body mph 
initial velocity 
(33-40) F8.6 VMPH 'y' Component of Rigid Body mph 
initial velocity 
(41-48) F8.6 WMPH 'z' Component of Rigid Body mph 
initial velocity
(49-56) F8. 6 PSIDEG Yaw Angle deg 
(57-64) F8.6' THETDG Pitch Angle deg 
(65-72) F8. 6 PHIDEG Roll Angle deg -
Special Note: Body Reference Axes are parallel to inertial axes. 
....RIGID BODY INITIAL CONDITIONS - CARD 2 
(1-8) F8.6 -OMXRPM 'x' Component of Angular rpm 
Velocity 
(9-16) F8.6 - OMYRPM 'y'Component of Angular rp'm 
Velocity 
(17-Z4)- F8.,6 OMZRPM 'z' Component of Angular. rpm 
Velocity 
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o. End of Execution Card. This card is required to terminate 
program execution. It is to be included only at the end of the desired number 
6f simulation cases provided by the user. (i. e., the last card in a data deck.) 
Function: 	 Provide a unique integer value flag to terminate 
program execution. 
Card
 
Columns Format Explicit Input Required
 
(73-77) 15 	 99999
 
B. 	 OUTPUT OF SIMULATION 
The initial output for each case simulation of a tornado-driven rigid 
body may be divided into three subsections. 
(1) Input 	Echo 
(2) 	 Rigid Body dynamic parameters at the user specified
 
print interval
 
(3) 	 Additional interval variables (if PRINTV=. TRUE.) 
a. Input Echo. Each case simulation provided by the user is 
documented on output. The documentation begins with an echo of the header 
message provided by the user and as documented in paragraph A. b. 
The remaining initial value information regarding the tornado, Rigid 
Body and integration parameters is also printed for user convenience. The 
variable names associated with the printed values may be cross-referenced 
with the mnemonic lists contained in paragraphs A. c. through A. k. 
b. Rigid Body Dynamics. An example of the rigid body dynamic 
variable information is shown below. This example is an arbitrary selection 
from a sample output listing. An actual output would contain a series of 
these specifications; they would be printed according to the user specified 
print interval. 
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TSEC=.650000, HSEC=.039954
 
XFT=4.2, YFT=4.6, ZFT=128.6
 
UFPS=19.5, VFPS=17.4, WFPS=-3.2
 
OMXRPS=-.135, OMYRPS=-.421, OMZRPS=-.422
 
YAW=-134.3, PITCH=39.5, ROLL=9.3, RXYFT=6., SPDFPS=26.4
 
The definitions 6f the printed variable names are listed below. 
Variable
 
Name Description Units
 
TSEC Time from injection (at intervals of DELT) sec 
HSEC Interval determined by Step Size sec 
XFT 'x' Coordinate ft 
YFT 'y' Coordinate ft 
ZFT 1z' Coordinate ft 
UFPS 'x' Component of Linear Velocity ft/sec 
VFPS Iy' Component of Linear Velocity ft/sec 
WFPS Iz'Component of Linear Velocity ft/sec 
OMXRPS Tx' Component of Angular Velocity rev/sec 
OMYPRS Iy' Component of Angular Velocity rev/sec 
OMZRPS 'z' Component of Angular Velocity rev/sec 
YAW Yaw Axis ('z') Angle deg 
PITCH Pitch Axis ('x') Angle deg 
ROLL Roll Axis ('y') Angle deg 
RXYFT Trajectory Ground Distance with respect to ft 
orgin 
SPDFPS Velocity of Rigid Body along trajectory ft/sec 
c. Additional Internal Variables Printed if PRINTV=. TRUE. An 
example of the additional internal variable information which is printed at 
each time step following the output described in paragraph B.b. 
is shown below. This example is an arbitrary selection from a sample 
output listing which follows the output shown in paragraph B.b. 
VWIND=246.7 31.5 26.9, ALPHAW=.0 65.9 47.7, ONEGAW=.080 .596 -. 112 
VWREL=233.4 19.6 29.1, FW=11426.7 .0 5709.0, FI=10455.8 4613.7 1105.4 
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The definitions of the printed variable names are listed below. 
Variable 
Name .Desc.ription Units 
VWIND Wind velocity vector ft/sec 
ALPHAW Angles between body and relative wind deg 
direction: yaw, pitch, roll 
OMEGAW Angular velocity vector of body in wind rev/sec 
coordinates 
VWREL Relative wind velocity vector ft/sec 
FW Aerodynamic-force vector in wind coordinates lb 
FI Total force vector in inertial coordinates lb 
d. Instantaneous Aerodynamic Coefficients for Cylinder. Printed if 
PRINTV=. TRUE. and CYLNDR=. TRUE. 
An example of the instantaneous aerodynamic coefficients which are 
printed at each time step following the output described in section 
is shown below.. 
CD=1.045, CL=.021, CM=.004, CMQ=-.174 
The defitfti'ons of the puinted variable names are listed below. 
Variable 
Name Description Units 
CD 	 Drag Coefficient, CD unitless 
Lift Coefficient, CL unitless 
Moment Coefficient, Cm unitless 
Damping Moment Coefficient, Cmq unitless 
e. Instantaneous Aerodynamic Coefficients for Body with Three 
Perpendiculai 	Planes of Symmetry. Printed if PRINTV=. TRUE. and CYLNDR 
FALSE. 
An example of the instantaneous aerodynamic coefficients which are 
printed at eac.'time step following the output described in paragraph B. e. 
is shown below. 
D-IZ 
CD=4.049, CS=.000, CL=2.023, CMROLL=.000, CMPITCH=.523, CMYAW=.000
 
The definitions of the printed variable names are listed below. 
Variable
 
Name Description Units
 
CD Drag Coefficient, CD unitless 
CS Side Force Coefficient, C S unitless 
CL Lift Coefficient, CL unitless 
CMROLL Rolling Moment Coefficient, C, unitless 
CMYAW Yawing Moment Coefficient, Cm unitless 
f. Output for Termination of Trajectory. The output for termination 
of the trajectory is the same as that obtained at the specified print interval 
except that the variables correspond to the time when the termination condition 
is satisfied. The current terminating condition is ZFT = 0. This specification 
can be modified as desired by changing the subroutine TERMIN. 
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APPENDIX E 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTINGS 
This appendix contains listings of the computer program' for the trajectory 
model of Section V. The program consists of a main program and a number of 
subroutines in the FORTRAN V language for the UNIVAC 1108 computer at JPL. 
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(I) .MAJ/O 1-2-77 
C MAIN PROGAI FOR 5IbULAT'IO' OF TORNADO DIiiVCN IIStSILES MAINOOIO 
C 	 PORTABLE ,ERSIO'J PESIG'JrD TO SATISFY PFORT 9ERIFIER MAINO020 
8C CG AND AE(0 MOnrslT CCNTyR MAY E DISPLACED ElY RCG MAINO03n 
C J.RORAOIILL, JPL, SEC.36, MAIL 12S-128, PHONE (213) 354-2989 	 riAINO 0 O 
MAINOOSO
C -5-''STARJEO 5-29-79. LAST CHANGE 01-20-77 IlIo 

AIN0O06
C tOGICAL--"END, PLOT, PRiNTV MAIND070
....... *................................................... 
L" 

UI-TEGEf" KOL)I3q) , IOPT(lH AINOOSO
 
REAL PAUrII(1 2). P DCI (11) PADCIN(b), PADARO(Sq6), XTC(2), HAINOJ90
 
PAI)CSI(21), P4 DESZ(6), YY(30) ()('I),L(3), TSP'C(II, MAINOIOO
 
* 	 OMiE(A(31, EULrRAI3), TRijrt3113,3I, IJNLRTII,31, WK112)1. MAIN4OIIO
 
ITEMP13,3), I1ERTI(3,3),-F(i'q4), PADSVDI27), XV(&), MAINOI20
 
* O 	 YN(IS), r(SI GT(I) HAINO130
 
Colloll 	 /ToR:/ PADTRN /CRItRT/ PAOCRI /CI-IERT/ INERTI, PADCIN NAINOI10 
/CSTATE/ TSPE;, XV, XTC, 1, L, YN, PRINTV A1140150 
* 	 /ESTATE/ OMEGA, ULERA, TRNIIOI, PADESI, PLOT, PADES2 MAINOI60 
* /SAVDAT/ PADSvD /DSTATE/ 	F /CAEROC/ PADARO MAIfOI70
 
EqUIVALENcE (TSPECTI, iXV.YY) NAINOISO
 
DATA KORD(I1o, KORn(17I/ 2, I/, KORDtI8), KORD1I9), KORD(20),MAINOI9n
 
* 	 KORO(211, KORn(22)/ 3, 5. 9, 10, 12/s KORDI23) XORD{2'4)AIN0200
 
KORO(26), KoR'(26), KORD(27), KoR!(261, KORD(29), HAINO2IO
 
* 	 KORD{3O), KO"ln(311, KOR')(32), KoR033), KOID13£)/ 2, 2, MAIN0229 
S2, 1, 1, 1, I 1.I, 1, 1, 1/ HAINO230
 
DATA IOI'T(I). IOPT;2)/ 4, 20/, IOPT(3), IOPT(9)/ 6, S/, lAINO240
 
8
 
IOPT(S), IOPTj6}* IQPT(-)/ I, -I, 0/, IOPT( ), IOPT(91IMAIN0250
 
S13, 14/, IopT5 I0), IOPT(III, IOPT(12)I/ 16, 18, 133/, AINO260
 
I4/ -23/,
* 	 IOPT13), IOPTI( 17, IOPT(lS)/ 0/, NEO/ 12/ 'AIN0270
 
c *................................................*.......... 	 AIN280
 
C *-- READ AND SCALE DATA ** 'AiN0290 
I CALL RDSCUA I IHE;T, IOPT, P'MD IAIN0300 
C *. TERIjINATE RUN IF pND OF FILL ... MAIN0310 
IF I END ) GO TO 99 MAIN0320 
C -, IOVERT IPERTIA TEdSOR *,. MAINO330 
Dfo 3 I - 1. 3 	 NAIN03O
 
DO 2 J * 1, 3 KAIN0350 
ITEIP(II1 " ItlERTIJI) HAINO360 
INEeTICJIl r o. HAI0370 
2 CONTINUE NAIN0380 
INLRTI(II) = T. tAI10390 
3 CONT-INUE MA INO0O 
CALL MATINV I ITE-AP. 3, INERTI, 3, D, WK(l), WKNq), WK(IO) )NAIIJORIO 
WRITE (6,215) INE TI HAINO420 
C I-- INITIALIZE ANGuLAR MO4ENTUM FROMl ANGULAR VELOCITY ... MIAIO'430 
CALL MVMPY I INERT, EGA, L HAINO'44O 
C *- INITIALIZE TRA,,SF'JRATION MATRIX FROII EULER ANGLES ... HAINO4SO 
CALL TRA 4E- ( FUI-RA, TRJMal I MAINO9'60 
C ... IIITIALIZE QUA ERNIOtl FROM TRANSFORMATION MIATRIX .. HAIN04170 
C ... E ANGLrS DIRECTLY FOR CASE YAW-p! .. * HAIN0480USE RI1L" 	 SINGULAR 
CALL QUATIN I TRNHAI EULERA, Q ) MAIN0490 
C .. INITIALIZE INTFGRATOR ... MAINOSOD 
T * 1N 0AINOS1
 
KORDII) . MAIN0520
 
CALL SODE I TSPEC: YY, F, KORD, NCQ, D. 1D. 1), IOPT I NAINOS30
 
C 	 .e INTEGRATCR OpEA1 ING ENTRY .- MAINO50
 
6 CALL SODEA I T5PE(, YY, F, kOFU, 0, ( I MAINOSSO
 
C FUNCTION SVITC
H COI'1ROLLP BY INTEGPATO . . ....S an.. MAINOS60 
IF I K1,R (2) ) qO, 1,. 10 MAI0570 
C ... EVALUATION OF nLRIVATIVELS ... AINSS0 
IO ChL ')EflV 	 MAIN0590
 L 

GO To A 
 MAIND600 
C .... ioUTPUT AMUD G-STOP bRANCHi .... MAIN0610 
30 ! j4 FOI:(d(I 1 )EQ.6 .0U. KORO l).LQ.7 I Go To 90 MAINO620 
0
 
C ... CO1PUTE nEPEN A"T STATE VARIABLES AT INTEPPOLATED POINT *HAIN0 6 30 
35 CALL DERIV MAIN064O 
C *.. CnMPUTE EULER ;WILES .. HAIN0650 
CALL CEULER I TR'Jr.BI, CULERA I MAIN0660 
C ... pRINf CUpRLNT STATE ... MAIN0670 
II I KORGII).Eo,4 I WRs4ITE (6,230) MAINO680 
CALL PRINTS HA I0690 
IJ ( NSTP,',l I (.O TO 92 HAINO7O0 
GO To A I1AINO710 
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C -- I -iAX 5];VULATEo - IE , of poOR QUALM| HtA INO7 20 
tIME ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
qo IF I KORo(I).GT.I ) GO rO 6 pARNOT30 
'4407 (,20) -IA 1N070 
GO T 95E HAINO07SO 
C S. cHECK FOR TER:),NAL CONDITIONI I GSTOP . IAIN0760 
go CALL TER'I3 Ir G )IT 1IAIN0770 
CALL SODEG ( rSPEY YY, F, KORO, IFLAG. I4STOP, Go GT HMAIIO70 
GO Tu ( 6, 30, 6, . 91,, 91, 6 g, fLAG HAI4O790 
. A..08NOO
 
91 WRITE (6,29Ol msTP 

T CONDITION DETECTED
C ..5OPPII'D 

MAIN0810 
MAINO820 
C ... TE9'I 'IAL CONDITION DETECTED IAIN0830 
92 RI'E [6.2701 MA )00850 
GoToP - n MAINOSO 
C ..... TER lw.TE STATE FILE ............................ MAIN0860 
95 IF I PLOT I ENP FILE.3 MAt00870 
GO TO 3S 

MAIN0880
Go TO I. 

.................. *.*.lUIOgO0
C ...... I., ........... 00 ...... 0 ......... 

C ... CLUSE STATE FIFE... ......-	 MA)00900
 
KAlN0910
99 STOP 
jI' FORMAT ( ZSMO !;VERSr TILRTIA TL ,SOP/I qx IR3E.S I )AINO930 
220 FORMAT 1 75'10 HAX'IMUH q-ItUyTEO T t / MAIN0940 
230 FORHAT I fIdo. PRINT AT IAX STEPS I /AINO0SO 
2q0 FORMAT I 1iqHo ... NSTO n , 12 1 MAIN0960 
Z7(1 FORMAT TERMINAL COlDITION D TECrTErC-I SIIIULATION I MAIN0970I 4 4H O 

I..... 0..........*S. tA1j10980
C ............... I..............................-......... 

O 	
- AINO990E'I

.RDSCDA/01-2077
 
I I.R) SCD/U1201'7 
RDSCDOIO
SuIPOUTiIr RDSCDA IINERT, tOPy END I 
RDsCDO020C REAL' AND SCALE tIATA (213) 359-29B9 ROSCD30C *J.P.RAoaILL, JP..L SECT.366, MAIL 125-126, PHONE 7 1419 	 RDsCDoqo
C STARTED 5-29-75, LAT CHANGF oh'o- 7 
. ..... .... ROSCDO5nC................... ..................................... 

PLOT, POrDtV, ROIORN, RDINRT. CYLNOR, RDINTG, ROAMER, RDSCDO60
LOGICAL 

* ROINLT, PDRYP, PRTORN, ENU. PRINTV, RCAERO RDSCD070
 
RDSCOO8ItTEGFR IOPTIrs) 

REAL HAULR17Z), liERT(,31, IIERTIt3,), TSPLC(q), NUF 2 PS, ROSCO0O9
 
* 	 EILE2,,3I, 1 R hI(3,3), O14), yNIlE), DT(0,I2), LATDEG.RDSCDIOO 
LORI, EP1SI, EPS(S), RDSCDIIORCG(3), L(3), DODT(Iq, DLOT(3), 
 )
 RDSCO20
OPEGA3), EULrRD(3), OMGRPt(3), PAOESI[(j . PAfES215) 
xV( 6), xrT( 3l: VMPH(3, D20T2(3 ), PADAPOC53SI, VTC(2), 
RDsCD130
 
XTCi2}, YTC,1lT(21, VICIpIH(2), HcYLrT(3) RDSCDIqO 
Ctll,0I. /Toi/ a I lIE, LAT('EG, VMXHFIPIJ, UF2PS, ALPIHAF. NETAFTRDSCDISO 2 RDSCOI6ALPHAB, bETAB, GAMAb, RVO, WBO, PRTORN 

CTAU, RCG, bPYWTP 	 RDSCDI70
/CINERT/ INEPTI, GROVZ, 

RDSCDIBO
/CAEhOC/ CAEA, LORI, PArARO, CYLNDR 

RDSCD19D
PRIUTV 

TCSEC, PDERIV, PADESI, RDSCD200

/CSTATE/ TspE , XV, XTC, 	Q, L, yN, 

* /ESTATE/ OMEGA, EULERA, TIRI , 

2 
 ROSCD2IO
PLOT; PADS
 
DOPT, OIDT, DT, EPS 	 RDSCD22O
/GSTATE/ 02xOT2, VTC, 

TFINAL, xFT, RDSCO230
/SAVOAT/ XTCMIL, VTC'FPH, BUYLiT, I. [ELT, 

RDSCO2NO
VFpH: EULERO, otQGRP1o 
IEND/ .0), .1. Ia., 0, RDSCO25O
 OTA HO, PELTO, TFINLV, MXSTEP, NEQ, 

12, 99999/, INTEXPI PDERIV/ 0, .'FAL5E./ RDSCD26O 
DATA OGPRAD, P[ FPFIL, GUMI'PH2/ 57,29570, 3.1415927, 52BD.ROSCD270 
RDSCD280
* 	 7.a67OSER/ 
EP{31, EP(i), EPI53/ I.E-2, I.E-2, I E- 3, RDsCD290DATA CPI(), EP(2l,

2	 RDSCO300
 
I*E- , lE-2/ 

DS31
I............. ............... .... 

C ... READ AND WRITE HEADER .. 

C ........................... 

R0sCD320 
IDSC0330
I READ (SI0) HFADtR, I 

E -D .E. 
 RDSCD3qO
I I'rl 
RDSCD35o
IF (EIN,) GO .TO 90 
RDSCD36O
WRITE(a,Z3Ot HEADPR 

... pEAO AND WRITC INPUT COUTROL FLAGS ... ROSCD370
 
PEAC4 (5,0l) ROTunN, RDROYP, lRDItRT, RDAURO. ROINTG, RnAaERRDSCn3BO
 
. T RDSCD39O
RDINjT, PLOT, -YLUDR. PRTOR'J PRINTV 

ROBDYP, RUINRT, RDAERO, RI)INTG, ROABER,RDSCDqO0
WPITE(6,O) RDTOPN4, 

RDSCDo0
IOINiT, PLOT, CYLNJOR 
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C 
C ... READ AND wiITE TORNADO PARAIETERS s. RDsCD420 
If-(RDTo'i'I; READ iS.I0S) RIMILE, LATOEG, VHQiPII, VTCtIPH, RDSCOD30 
XTCIIL, NUF2PS, ALPHAF, BETAFT RDsCD Ho 
WNITE (6,202) RjNTLE, LATOEG, VMXMPH, VTCNPH, XTCHIL, NUF2PSHDSCDqSQ 
$ , ALPkAF, BETAFT 
TCSEC = RIaILE * 3600. / VMXHP 
RIFT = lMIlLE . FTP8IL 
GROV2 . GOHPH2 . RI'ILE / VXPH..2 
C a-. I'iITI&LIZE TORNADO AIND SPEED COMPUTATION *.. 
GA~hAS = 0. 
C a.. READ &'JO WRITE BonY pARA"ETERS se 
IF (RDBOYV) RrAD 5,IOS! 3DYLFT 
*R[TE i6,?23) BDYrFT 
LORI - 8OYLFT(;) / RIFT 
CTAO = GRV2 / LORI 
AN D 
C ** READ AND/OR COxPUTE WEIGHT, CG, INERTIA TENSOR ** RDSCDS7O 
CALL RCI'IRT I BDYFT, ODYSTP, RCG, INERT, RIlHRT ) RDSCOSEO 
C ... READ/ARITE AERnDYhAMIC COEFFICIENTS, COPUTE SCALE FACTORRDSCOS9O 
CALL RDAROC ( ROARO 
WRITE 46,201) CROv2, LORI, CTAU, CAERO, TCScC 
... READ AND WHITE IqrEGRATION PAqA.tETERS ... 
IF (RODINTG) READ ;S.10) H, DELT, TFINAL. HASTEP, INTEXP, 
* POERIV 

IF'IH.EQ.O.) H a uO 
IF gOELT.Ei.0.i DFLT * OELTo 
IF (TFINAL.EQ.O.) TFI'AL - TFINLO 
TSPEC(2) - H / TCSEC 
T

TSPEC(3) - DEL / rcsic 
TSPEC(') - TFIAL / TCSEC 
If (HXSTCP.UE-n) IOpM 2) - MXSTEP 
IF (ITEXP.NE.0 ) IOPTIA) - INTEXP 
%FRITE (6.236) H, .ELT, TFINAL, MXSTEP, 

IF' (RDABER) AD ,,11S) EPs 

DO q 1
1 . S 
IF C EPS(I).,E.O. ) EPS(I) - EPII) 
WRITE (6,216) EPS 
C *a* READ AND WRITE INITIAL CONDITIONS *.. 
I"ITEAP 

IF tRDINIT) READ 5US) XFT VHPH, EULERD, OGPPM 

WbITC(6.208) XFT, VmPti, EULFRDO, OGRPM 

OHSCAL - 2. * pI * TCSEC / 60. 
C ... SCALE INITIAL cONDITIONS *.. 
DO 10 1, 3 
EULERAII) = EUIEROIX) / DGPRAD 
oMEGA(I) . oNcRPM(I) - OHSCAL 
XV(2,1-1) - XFr41) / RIFT 
XV(2.I ) - VHpE(I) / VMXMPH 
IF (I.C.33 GO Tn 10 

XTCII) . XTCMIg(I) / RIIILE 

VTC) VTCmPd(I) / bMAMPH 

io CONTINUE 

90 RETURN 

C............*............**.....................................ROSCD930
 
jof FORIIAT 

101 FORMAT 

InS FORMAT 

106 FORMAT 

11S FoRMIAT 

2O0 FORhAT 

201 FOPHAT 

*o9H, 

202 FORMAT 

* 

o T 

703 FORMAT 

* 

206 FoRMAT 

*o T 

207 FORMAT 

2D8 FORHAT 

4 7 2AI, IS ) 

4(8CX,LI) ) 

( 9F8.6 ) 

( 3 F8.6, 2IB, LA ) 

I 12E6.3 1 

4 3HI I 72AI/ 3 

C 2 X, 71RDTOENr, LI, 
9H, RDAERU=, LI, 

9H, RDBDYP, LI, 
OH, RDINTG., LI, 
PDIMIT., I/ 9m PLoT -, Li, 
911, RDIIRT'. LI: 
9H, RDABER', LI, 

9M, CYLNDR., LI/ 

=
 
2 X, 7HRJMILE., IP1E9.2, 9H, LATDEG , E9.2, 9R, VMXMpH, 

RDSCD460
 
RDSCq70
 
RDsCO80
 
ROsCDqO
 
RDsCDSOO
 
ROsCDSIO
 
ROSCDS20
 
RDsCDS30
 
RDSCOS4O
 
RDsCDSSO
 
ROsCDS60
 
ROSCO600
 
RDSCO610
 
RDsCD620 
RDsCD630
 
RDSCD6qO
 
RDSCD6SO 
RDSCD660
 
RDSCD67o
 
RDSCD62o
 
RDsCD9oO
 
RDsCO70o
 
R0SC0710
 
RDsC0720
 
RDSCD730
 
RDSCD7qO
 
RDSCD7S0
 
RDSCD760
 
RDSC0770
 
RDSCD780
 
RDsCD790
 
ROsCD8O
 
ROSCBID
 
RDsCD82.
 
RDSCD830
 
RDSCDB90
 
RDSCDRSO
 
RDsCD860
 
RDSCOB70
 
RDSCD88O
 
RDsCD890
 
RDsCD900
 
RDsCD910
 
RDsCD920
 
RDSCD99o
 
RDsCD9SO 
RDSCD960
 
RDsCD970
 
RDSCO980
 
RDsC0990
 
RDSCIO00 
RDSCIOO
 
RDSCIO2O 
RDsCI030
 
E9.2, 0H, UTCpX,, E9.2/ 9l VTCMPH., E9.2, 9H, XTCMIL=, RDsCIOqo
 
E9.2, 9H, YTCHTL-, E9.2/ 9H NUF 2 PS,. E9.2, 9H, ALPHAFP, 

E9.2, 9H, DETArT., E9.2/ ) 

( 2X, 71infYI.FTS, 1PIE9,2, 9H, liYOFT-, C9;2, 9H, BDYTFT'. 

E9.2 / ) 

I 2X* 2tfN1, IPIEq.2, 7H, DELT-, E9.2, 9H. TFI'IAL,# E9.2, 
9H. MXSTEPS. li, 9H, INTEXP-, I ) 
4 2 X, 6HGROVZ-, ,PIE9.2, 7H, LORIS, E9.2, 7H, CTAUa, E9.2, 

ad$, CAFRo, E9:2/ RH TCsEC-. E9.2/ ) 

f 2 X, ,hXFT a, TPIE.2, 8H, YFT -, E9.2. 6H, ZFTs, E9.2/ 
RDSCIOSO
 
RDSC1060
 
RDSCIO7O
 
RDSC1OBO
 
RDSCIO90
 
RDSCIIOO
 
RDSCIIIO
 
ROSCII20
 
ROSC130
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7H UNpli., E9.;, 7H, VNPH-, E9.2. 7H. WMPH', Eh.2/ ROsCII o
 
9
 Of pool, QUALr RDsCIISOVH PSIDF.G-. E,.2, ?H. THETDG,1 E -2. 9H. PHIDEG.. E9.2/
9
 
o0YRPM-, E9.2. H OZRPM., EO92/)ROsCII60
9H O'XRPH', E9-2, 9W, 

216 FORtAT 27HOo ABSOLUTE ;RROR TOLERANCES/ 7d EPS., IPSEAO/ 1 RDSCI70 
RDSC1190
END 

." C!"RT/01-17"77 
IIR.RCiNRT/O-17-7O
 
SUBROUBTINE RCINRT ( RD!FT, BOYI'TP, RCG, IT. RDIRT ) RINRTOO0 
C READ AND/,R COIPUTE WLI T, CO. AND INERTIA TECJSOR RIRRTOIo 
C J.R.RAVbILL, JPL, 3JC4.1', 125/I2D8, PHO14E (2132 35 9- 2 9 8 9  RINIRT020 
c STARTF 7-9-7A, LASr CHANGCE 01-7 
- 7 7 	o0OO RINRT030 
T
 
RINR 0
I.........tI......ee.........................
C .......................
 
RIlIRTOSOLoGICAL pDINRT 
HEAL RCG(21, ICGETF;3). RCGFTI3), tT(3,31, I7rz(3,3), RINRTO6O 
RINRT07D
ITPF 2 (3,3) 
TTRpF2 RINRT080CoHMU.4 /CRi'IRT/ RC-nrT 
*~ ................ INTVO
C ...............................
 
RINRTIO0 
C .. ZERO ACUVULATEn ARRAYS ... 
IF I .tOT.RUINRT I G, TO q5 
RINRTIIO 
Do 5 I . I, 3 RINRTI20
 
RINRTI30
 
RINRTIMo
 
RCGBFT(IIt 0. 

U 5 J - 1. 3 

RINRTISo
ITPF2I.J) - U. 
RINT16o
s CONTINUE 

UNTIL ZERO W;IGHT i READ, UP TO 10 PARTS MAXIMUM t. RINRTI7O
C * LOOP 
RINRTI6OBVYWTP - 0. 

RINRT190
DO 30 IBPART = I, 10 
C .-. READ BOUy CoiF'nNE'JT DESCRIPTION *.. PINRT200 
READ (5,100) WP, pCGFT, ITPF2(Il), ITpF2ZC.2), ITPF2(I,3) RINRT210 
ITpF(ZZ), ITPF2(2,3), ITPf2(3,3) 	 R114RT220 
RINRT230IF ( WP.EO.fl ) GO TO 35 
WRITL(6.2001 IBPA0 T, WP, RC6FT, ITPF211,1. ITPF2(1,2), RINRT24o 
* 	 ITpF;(i,3), ITPF2(2,2). ITPF2(2,3). ITPFZ(3.33 RINRT2SO 
BPYIITP - FOYWTp . WP RItRT260 
Do IS J r l. A RIN9T27 
RNtRT280
 
C b 	TRANSFOpH INERTIA TENSOR OF COMPONENT TO ORIGIN AND SUN .RINPT290 
WR2 * DOT I RC FT. RCCFT I A WP 
15 RCGDFTCJI - RCPFTIJ) * '+F RCGBFT(JI 
RINPT300
 
RINRT3ICoDo 2 5 1 1 . 3 
RINRT320
DO 2L J - 1, 3 
ITD3PF2(I.J,) - iTPF2I(,JI -RCGFI(13)RCGFT(J)P RINRT33o 
- ITPF2([LJ) RINRT331
 
RINRT3o
20 CONTINUE 
wp+ 	 RINRT3SO
ITbPF2(l.1) ITBPFZ(I,I) -

RINRT360
25 CONTINUE 

RINRT370
30 CONTINUE 

C * COPY TYMMETRIC;L OFF.DIAGONAL ELEMNTS • 
 RINRT38o
 
35 ITBPF2(.Z, ) . TTRPF2(I,2) 
 RINRT390
 RINRTS0A
ITRPF2(3.l) - TT$PF2(l.3) 

2 
,31 RINRTqIo
ITBPF2(3 ?) = rTBPF2(
 
RINRTq2o
Do 'd I 1. 3 
R[IjRT'30
'0 pCGBFTI;) - RCcBFT(I3 / GDYWTP 

RINRTqqO
C 

C .	 pRINT BODY lK&FTIAL DESCRIPTION IN DIMENSIONAL FORM tt. RINRTSo 
-IS 	 WRITE (6.220) pDYWTP, RCGBFT RINRTq6o
 
RINRTh70
DC S) L - 1, 3 

sO .ZITL (6,225)
3 ITBPFZ(IJI, J - j, 3 } RINRT48o 
IENSOR Ce RINRT49EoC ... NDI;IENSIONALI7E AND PRINT CC AND INERTIA 
WL21 = 1/( 00 YWTP * BOYLFT-*2 3 RINRTSOO 
Do 55 I 1 , 3 RINRTSI0
 
RINRTS20
5 RCG(I) - RC3F(I) / RDYLFT 
R114RT530 
Do a5 I - 1. 3 RINRT540 
t:RITE (6.230)) RCG 

RINRTSSO
DO 60 J - I, 3 

- L21 RINRTS60
 
2 4
60 	 ITCI,J) - IVDPF2tIJ) 

vRITE 16. 0) ; ITI1J., J - 1. 3 1 	 RINRTS70
 RIINRTS806 ' CONTINUE 
RINRTS90
RETURN 

E-5
 
I....... *o.**.o.RIMRT60 
I00 FORIIAT I U17,t -) ,". . RTNRT610 
200 FORMAT -2!, 12,,F7.1. lf.sI,6F8, ) RINRT62o 
220 FoPIIAT (/2X. 7HrtYWTP., F7.1, 914. RCGFT S. 3F7.1// 2X. RINRT630 
C ...... I .................
 
* 	 2 M811.ERTIA TEN.OR (LE9-FT2) I RINRT640 
275 	FoRMT I 2X, 3 r9., I RI WRTaSo
 4
230 FOR;IAT , 2X, 'qHCG-, 3F,.q// 2 X, 29INERTIA TENSOR(DIMENSIONLESS)MRINRT660
 
240 FOMAf I X, 3 F9.F ) 	 RINRT6702
 
C .fl.*........... ..... ................ 	 .... RINRT680
 
END 	 RINRT690
 
O:IS~ (OT
 
ORiIS(1)°DOT 
FUlCTION DOT , X, Y DOTfO0Oj 
C FORM DOT pRODUCT oF VECTORS X AND Y OT00002 J6R.RADB1LL, JPL, 	SEC,.91S NAIL 125"109A, PHONE (2131 354-6552 DOTOOO7 
CHANGE B-07-75 100 	 DOTO0008C STARTED 	6- 7-7S, LAST 
C .............................................................. ... DT00009
 
3
REAL 	 X( 1, Y(3) DOTO0030
 
C .**..........................* .. ....... ............ 0DTO009O 
S M - 0- DOTOOIOO 
DE I t . 1. 1 DOTOOI|O 
I sUM S *x1) * Y) 5UHsiOTO120
 
DOT001300OT * SUM 

RETURN 	 DOT00140 
..
C *.*.** ........... 	 0 .. *. ............,S.~.........*0D100997
 9 9
 DOT00 8
Ec4D 
,.ROAROr/01-1-77 
II.RDAROC/aI-I -47
 
SUgROUThlC ROARC)C I RDArRO I RDAROOIO 
C READ/IIRITr AERIDOYIAMIC OEFFICIErJIt, COMPUTE. AERO SCALE FACTORS RDARO020 
C PRITTN JN1TLIALL Y MY .A.HaYCJ'81,ER CSC/JPL RDARO030 
C uooFIno A J.R.IADBSIL, JPL, SECT,316, MC t'S,/t2b. 354-2989 ROARO0qo 
C ST$;(TE) 6-'-76, LAST CHANCGE 01-14-77 o 9 4s RDAROO50 
0........*.....RDAR060
C.................................................a.......... 

RDARO07o
LotICAL 	 LYLODR, PRARoF: RDAERO 

REAL 	 LORI I4MO0EL( R%, ALFTAB(19), PHITABfqIM COFTAD(I9,9.6), RoARO08o
 
CTO0 3). SGNA(q6), SGHP('.6). CIN(o), PAOItIJ , PADT112.)DARO090
 
* 	 PADT2(9), PASJn1I(), PAOS32( 2 0) RDAROIOO 
COMMON 	 /CAEPJC/ CAERO. LnRI. ALFTAB, NA, IPA, PHITAB NP, IPP, ROAROIIO
 
COFTAp, CTD, S3A, SGP, 
PRAROF, CYLNDt, MODEL RDAROI20
 
S/CIIIET/ PAOI , RDYWTP RD&ROl30 
/TORt4/ PiOT!. VMXMPII, PAOT2 ROAROI'O
 
* 	 /SAVEDAT/ PADSDt'7 8DYLFT, 5fYDFT, SQYTFT, PAI)SD2 ARLFF2, RDAROIS 
RrIOLFC ROAR0160
 
DATA GOFIpH', 	 RHOLF/7o8670SE-4, 8.7223E-?/. rPilIL / 5280./ RDARO170 
C ....................... ...........................	 RDAR0180
 
Gn TO ,0 	 RDARO90
IF (.NOT.RDAERO; 
O p1E * NA, 	IPA, NP, Ip, CNXYAV. CNXZAV, RDAR0200
READ (5,10) 
* 	 ARFrF2. hHoLFC, PRAROF RDARO2IO 
IF (NA .EQ.O) ,A - 19 RDAR0220 
IF (I"A.EQ.D) iPA' 2 RDARO23q 
P 

1F (rip .EQ.oI N * 4 RDAR02qo 
:r (1PP.E 2 ,o) jPPt 2 RDARO25n 
IF (ARErF2.EQO..) AREFF2 - bOYLPFT * 8YDFT RDARO260 
IF cPdOLrT.Ea.Oo.) RHOLFC - hHOLF3 RDAR0270 
IF (CYLUDR) 46 TO 30 ROAR0280 
C *.. CALCULATE DtiPIOG MONE',T COEFFICIENTS o.. RDAR0290 
CT I) = 0. lDARO300 
CTD(2) AS{C4XYAV1 LORI / A. RDAR0310 
CT'(3) -ABSICXZAV) * LORI * 6DYTrT /I o* BODYOFT I RDAR0320 
C ... BRANCh FOi BODIES 'HTH 3 PERPE.NDICULAR PLANES OF SYMMETRY ... R0AR0330 
00 20 4 - 1, NP RDARO340 
RDAR03SO 
C -I- READ YA/R0L MEASURED COEFFICIENTi -*.0 RDARO36n 
HLAD (q;12.) CIN., ALTABII), PHIlN RDARO370 
DO 10 1 	 1N NA 
C .	 RAP MEASURED COErFS INTo PITCH/ROLL COFFFS *.ROAR03801 YAW/RoLi 
COFTAftlIJ.lI . C114(2) RDAR0390
 
COFTAB(1,J,2) = CINI!) RDAR040o
 
RDAROIO
COFTARII,J,31 . CINI(6¢qTIios . ll oRIQG AL pAGE Is H~l'2 COFTAD(I,J,6) . Cci:: pORlIS 	 RDAROS0 
jONAL 	 RDAROqAO

IOCFTADIJlIr I 6UI 	 )PE RDAROqqO
 
RDAROq6O
PHITA(JI 90: . PHil N 
 RDARO970
 20 CONTINUE 
RDARO90
GO To 50 

I** BRANCH FOR CYLIMOpICAL SHAPFS ... 
 RDAROSOC
 
'	 RDAROS10A
30 Bo 
 RDARO52U 
50 CAERO - AREFFZ *nhOLFC vMXMPH.*2 -FTPHIL * .5 1 ROAR0530
35 READ (5,110 AtFTAB(ZI, ( COFTAB(IIK). K - 1. 4 1 

4 ROAROSO
( BDy TP . ol0PH2 I 
C . PRINT INPUT A.
4 CALtItIATE0 IUAITITICS ... 	 ROAROSSO 
C* pRINT MODEL SHaPE .* ROAR0560 
IFP CNXyAV. C!IXZAV, AREFF2,RHOLFCRDAR0570WUITE (6,200) HoD;L, IPA, 

RDARO580
IF (CYLNDR) GO TO 70 

... PRINT STATIC AERCnYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS ... 	 RDAROSVO 
RDARO6ODDO 60 j = 1, I!P 
ROAR0610WRITE (6,210) PHI;Ap(I) 

RDAR0620
DO 6O I = 1, NA 
WRITE IZ20) aLFTABII), ( COFTAB(I.JK). K n 1, 6 ) RDARO63o 
RDAR064O60 CONTINuE 

ROARO6O
WRITE t,290) CTO 

RDARO70
GO To 9 

I-. BRANCH FOR cYLINDrICAL SHAPES *. 
 RDARO680
 
RDARO90
70 WRITE 16,70S) 
 RDARO70C
LO 75 1 1. NA 
75 VRITE (6,70) ALFTADBI), I COFTABI;I,K). K 1 II RDARO7IO RDARO72090 RETURN 	 ...... ***..#*RDAR0730
.
C ........ ............*,e=•*,ee**.e
. . 
 
,

ToO FOR MAT I 8 A6 413, 2F6.;/ 2F6 .2, L
6 I 	 RDARO7qO
 
RDAR07SO
I1O FnAMAT ( 6 F6.N ) 
R M	 RDAR0760
120 FO AT ( 6FI0.3, 12X, F .O, IX, F2.O I 

. 8A6 / 5X, 6HALPHA ,RDARO7BO
200 FORHAT IlkX,29HtERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS FOR 

14IHTEIIP PTS-t 12. 17H, PHI INTERP PTS. 12, H9,CNXYAV-RDAR0790
 
* , F2, 9H, CNXZ;VI, FS.2/ SX, 7HAREFF2, F6.2, 9H, RHOLF3SRDAROBOO
 ROAROio
*F 6*Z I 
3X, 2HCD, 6X, 2HCL, 6X, 2HCH1 6X, 3HCNQ)ROAR0820205 FORMAT I IZH0 ALPLIA(DEG, 
 D
 
210 FORMAT Ii5 XIoHPi1 (DE ,, FSO/SxIOHALPA(DEC,),2Y,2HC ,6X.2HCS,

G
 RDAR0830
 
RDAR084o

* 6X,2HCLSX,'H-LLSX.2HCj6X,2HCN I 

2X , 	 RDAROB5o
F.q
2iS FoRHAT F'I.O, SX,  

RDARO8bO
220 FoRHAT I sX, F5.0, SX. AF8.' I 

RDAROBSO
240 FORMAT SX. 2'HDAMPING COEFFICIENTS CD-, 3F8.I4 

60RDARO890

......................
C ................................... 

RDAR0900
EDi 

rORflIS.ATINV 
ORIIISI I . ATII:v 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINI E MATIhV I A, , R, M, DETERM, IPIVOT, INDEX, PIVOT 
DESIGNED A/ND PRCRAIrE D By C, L.4SON 
:tODIFIEO By J. RADRIL; . LAST CHANGE q/8/76 0935 
I,TE-,ER IPIVuT(iII) IlflX(N,2) 
REAL A(NN), R('ItiN) PIVOTIN) 
EQU!VALEC'C cIftoW,JROL;)7 IICOLUN.JCOLUMI, (AMAX, T, SWAP) 
INIFIALIZATIOII 
I 
Fo2001o 
FqO20o 
F4O2CO30 
FRo200qO 
FoZOOSO 
F020060 
Po2007O 
C F4o20080 
UE(E"IHI.0 
Do 20 J1.11 
Fno2009O 
Fq020100 
20 IPIVOTIJI.O Fi[20110 
C. 
DO 560 I.IN Fqo20120 
F020130 
C 
C 
SEARCH FOR PIVOT ELENEN, 
AmAX-O 
00 DS J= 1 
' 
IF IIPIZOTiJ)-I) 60, ln$ 40 
60 Do 100 K-I,11 
IF (nIoVOTIK)-I' gO, j0O, 740 
sO IF (ANS (AII)-ABS [A(J.KI)) s!, 100, lO 
F40201'4 
F02010S 
F 1020160 
PF Io20170 
F4o201R0 
Fq020190 
F40 20200 
F4020210 
85 	IROW-J 

ICOLUM-K 

AMAXtA(J,a) 

TOO CONTINUE 

IS CONTINUE 

IF (AMAX.NE.O.) Go To 110 

DETEPM 0.
t 
RETURN 
1io IpIVoT(ICoLUM)=IPIVOT( !OLUt)}I 
C 
C INTERCHNAGE ROtS TO PUT PIVOT ELEME14T ON DIAGONAL 
C 
IF (IRn-ICOLUI) j'f4, 2 ,O, 1I0 
jqO Of'TC:R!-fTE"r 
DG 200 Lf1N 
StAP IIROWLI 
A(IROlL)aAIICOLUML) 
2nO AIICOLUML.LIrS',AP 

IfNm) 260. 26u, 710 

210 	oi 250 L-1, N 

SwAP=OfIRb,L) 

8(IROW.L)x(ICOLt:!,L) 

25O- (ICOLUX.LI=SWAP 

260 INDEXI.II)nIROl 

I'DEX(1,21 ICOLU 

PIVOTUI)-A(tCoLM,ICOLt4) 

UETERNXDEILRMVPIVOT(I) 

C 

C DIVIDE PIVOT RON DY PIV 0 T ELEMENT 

C 

A(ICOLUN.ICOLUM).l.0 

1)(,360 L=.IN 

-a0 AIICOLUN.L)A ICOLLIHML)PIVT(I 3F020540
 
IFMhI 38p, 38u, 360 

360 DO 370 L1IM 

370 S(ICoLLJNL).BIICULUM.L);PIVOT(1I 

C 

C REDUCE NON-PIVOT ROWS 

C 

380 Do 550 LIrIN 

IF(LI-ICOLUM) '00. 550, '40 

0O0 TaAILI,ICOLUM) 

A(LIICOLU)OO 

Do 450 LsjN 

450 A(LIL)IALI,Li-A(ICOLU-,L,.T 

IF(N) b5a, 56b, '60 

460 DO 500 LsI.M 

SO0 BLI,LP(LIL)-B( ICOLUmLh-T 

550 CONTINUE 

C 

C INTLRCWANjE CoLtl.rs 

C 

Do 710 Isi-W 

LnN.-I 
IF (INDEXfLIj-INDEXkL,;I) 630, 71.01 630 

,30 JRO4-INEX(Lt) 

JCOLUM$INOX(L,21

00 705 K-IN 

SWAPrA(KJROW) 

AlKJROw)=ACK,JCOLUM) 

A(K,JCOLU1 )1SWAP 

jo5 	CONTINUE 
710 	CQNYINUE 

7QO 	RETURN 

END 

TORMIS.MAT-"ECT-;IPY
 
'Oj1ISI).'iAT-JECT-MrY 
SUBROUTINL MV:1IY 1 A, X, Y ) 
C rMATrIX VECTOR Por'ICT: v - A Y 
C - J.R.RAOBILL. JPL, LCr.qji, MAIL 125-09A, P404t 
F4020220
 
Fq020230
 
Fqo2O2qo
 
F020250
 
Fq020260
 
F o020270
 
F4 0 20280
 
Fq2029o
 
Fq 0 2030 0
 
Fq020310
 
F 0 20320
 
F9020330-

F4203q0
 
FO203S0
 
Fq 0 2036 0
 
F4020370
 
F4020380
 
F4020390
 
F020400
 
fqoz2o04
 
F4o202O
 
Fq0a20430
 
Fqo20440
 
Fqo205O
 
Fq02096O
 
FqQ20470
 
Fq0 20480
 
FqO20490
 
F4020500
 
Fq0Z0510
 
F4020520
 
F42O0530
 
F4020550
 
F9020560
 
FqO2OS70
 
F4020530
 
p1020590
 
F4020600 
Fq0206IO
 
Fqo20620
 
F4 0 2063 0
 
Fo20AqO
 
FP020650
 
F4020660
 
F140 20670
 
Fq020680
 
Fq020690
 
F4020700
 
F4020710
 
F9020720
 
P4020730 
F4o20740 
F4020750
 
F4020760
 
F4020770
 
F4020780
 
F4020790
 
F4020800
 
F40208 I
 
F4020820
 
P4020830
 
FqOZoqo

F4020850
 
F4020860
 
MVMPYOGI
 
MVMPYO02 
(2111 3S4-7097 HVKPYO07 
E-8
 
cSTARTEU 6-02-75, LAT CIIA1.GE &-U3-75 1430 	 iVPYOus 
C eI.. .................................... # ........................HvHPYOU9
 
REAL A(3,3), X(3), y(3) 	 MVMPY03D
 
1VMPYOO
C .......... I........ *........ ...............

Y(1) AIIfIl3XyI ) -AIl,23X(2) *AII,3).IX3) 

Y(21 = A(2,I)*y(l A(2,2)X(2) .A(2,3I.X(3) 

Y(31 - A(3,l3*vII I *AI3,2)aX12) *A(3,31.X(3) 

RET URN 
ENO 

%.TRIIMF/1O-6-76
 
(1.TRAE/10-26-76
 
Sn'9RIUTI:ir ThtNiL I EUL RA, TRNFIB I 
Tn c COMPVTE TFAVSFORMArION rPOll IhERTIAL BODY COORUINATES USING 
"C EULER ANGLES. 'JGLES COnFe R I: TO AIRCKAFT CONVLNTIONS. BODY AND 
C INERTIAL SYSTErS ARE RlGHT HANDED ANI COINCIDE AT ZERO ANGLES. 

C J.R.dADCILL, JPL, SECT.366. PC 125-1'21, PHONE I2131 35s.2989 

C STA'1tE 6-u-75, LAST CHAFJGE 10-26-76 0930 
C................................................................ 
REAL EUI.ERAA3), TRNIa( 3 .3), YAW(3,33, PITCH(3,31, ROLLI(3,31, 
TENP13,3) 
 3
 
&ATA YAW(I.3), YAtH2,3), YAW(3,I), YAW( Z), yA(33)/0. 1, 0., 0°. 1,/ 	 5
O O 

DATA PITCHCI,2), PIrCHI2,1), PITCHI2,2), PITCH(2,3). 
*A pITVll3.2/ U 0., 1.. 0., 0.1 
DATA ROLL(II), RoLI(I,23, ROLL(I,3), ROLL(2,1), ROLL(3,i)/ 
* 1., 0., O. 0., D. / . 
C ......... -1.......................................... 
C * YAW, PS1tOLEqA(Il), CLOCKvJISE ROTATION ABOUT Z AXIS, 
C * POSITILVE THROUGH TO
P OF BODY, uP IN ORIGINAL ORIENTATION. 

C * LEFT-F.Nr SCREW ?ONVENTION 

YAW(lI - COSi EULERA(I) I 

YAW(I, 21 .3]N 1 EULERAI) I 

YA12,I) 'YAWcI,2) 

YAI(2,2) YAiI.I) 

C . PITCH, THETA-EULrRA(2). CLOCKWISE ROTATION ABOUT 

C * Y .XIS. POSITIVE THROUGH LEFT SIDE OF BUOY, NORTHWARD IN 

C 	 *D RIGINAL OPIENTA InN; LEFT HAND SCREW, 

PITCH(I.12 - CnSI EULLRA(2) I 

PITCH(l,3) - Si0( EIJLERA(21 I 

PITCHI3,11 *.PTTCHII,31 

P!TcNI3.3) a PiTCHII,l) 
C * ROLL, PHIFULERA 31, COUNTERCLOCKWISF ROTATION ABOUT 
C * X AVIS, POSITIVE THROUGH FRONT (NOSE) oF BODY. 
C * EASTHWARD IN ORIINAL ORIENTATION, RIGhT HAND SCREW. 
ROLL(2.2) - COsI EULERA(3) I 
ROLL(2,3) - SIjI EULERAI3) I 
ROLLI3,2) =ROL(2.3) 
pOLLu3,3) - ROL(2,2) 
C s.. ILLTIPLY YAW, PITCH AND ROLL HATRICES TOGETHER o*" 
CALL HATIIPY I PITH, YAw, TEMP ) 
CALL 1ATHPY I ROLl , TEMP. IRNI8 
rIETURt 
NVMPYIDO
 
HVMPYIIO
 
MVMPYIZO
 
MVHPYROO 
HVnPY99o
 
TRAUNMOO 
TRANHOIO 
TRANMOZO 
TRA14MOZS
 
TRARhOSO
 
TRANMO40
 
TRANJMOSO 
TRANNO60 
TRANMOZ7 
TRAIIHO8
TRANHO90
 
TRANMIO0
 
TRA1JHI1O
 
TRAUIMI2O
 
TRAlIM130
 
TAM4
 
TRANMISO
 
TRAIH1O
 
TRANMI65
 
TRAMI70
 
TRANMISO
 
TRANM19O
 
TRANM2O
 
TRANMZIU
 
TRANM220
 
TRANM230
 
TRANlH240
 
TRANH2SO
 
TRANH26o
 
TRANM270
 
TRANH2BO
 
TRANM290
 
TRANHD
 
TRANM310
 
TRAII3ZO
 
TRANH33o
 
TRANM34o
 
TRANM350
 
TRANM360
 
TRAN370
 
TRANM380
 
c .................................................... a...................... TRANHj90 
EN0 TRANM 400 
I.Q'JATIM/IU-2-76
 
(I.QUATIN/IO-22-76
 
S'JHROUTINE OIJATI.'q I TRASM, EULERA, Q 
3 	 QUATOOIl
 
C INITIAIIZE QUATERNION FpOM TRANSFORHATION MATRIX. USE EULER ANGLESQUATOOIO
 
C DIRECTLY IF SINGULAR CA F QUATOGII
 
C J.RRADBILL, JPL, SECT*36, MAIL 12S/128, PHONE (213) 354-2989 QUATOO20
 
C STARTED 6-02-79, LAqT CHANGE 10-22-76 1315 QUATO030
 
C...................................................................... QUATOOdO
 
REAL TRA4SM(3,3), Qj'), EULERA(3) "-QUATOOSO
 
0
 O6 
0() * .S SORT( I.4TRZAhIS$(I.I)-TRANHI(22TRANSN(3.3I JQUATOD70 
IF 4 O{13.LT. I.E.3 I GO TO 10 QUATOO75 
FORQoI * .2S / QII) QUATOO8O 
C .................aa.........................a...................#QUATO
 
7-9 
2 ( THANSH(3,2) - TRAWSM(2,3) I * FORQUI QUAT0O09 
3
Q(3I C TdASMC.V,3) - TRANSM(3.[) I * FORQoI QUATOIOD 
0(4) r' TRANSli (lI) - TRANSNh1 2) I --FORQOI QUATOIIO 
GO TO 90 QUATO120, 
C 
 BRANCH FOR SINGULAR CASE YAWaPI, ROLL-O .	 QUATOI9o
 
OIjZ U 	 QUATO200
 
THET02 . EULERA(2} I 2. 
 QUATO2IO
 
0(2) . +,1;4( TiETOZ QUAT0220
 
o(3) QU0.
VATOZ3O
 (
QC ) - .COS( THETO2 I QUATO2qD
 
90 RETURN QUA-ToBOO
 
C 	 . ................ **.... .......... t. ............... * .... UATO997
 
EN" QUATO998
 
%.DERIV/I0-22-76
 
A~l.DERIV/lo-22-76 
SUtlROUTINE DERIV DERIVOO 
C COIIPUTE DERIVATIVES FOR INTEGRATOR DERIVOlO 
C J.R.RADBILL. JPL, SEC .366, MAIL 1,25-128 PHO14E (2131 35q-2989 DERIV02o 
C 	 STARTED 6-n2-7B, LAST CHANGE 10-22-76 IIou DERIV030 
C 	 ... I............................................................DERIVqO
 
DERIVOSO.
LOGICAL pDERIv 
REAL INERTII33), X3) Q(I I, V(31, L{3), OMEGA3), RCG(3, DERIV06o 
EULERA(3), TRI'mBI(3,3}, DV(3-. DQ(qI, DL(3), XV( 6 ), DERIV07o 
XTCI2), DXTC(22 , VWIND(3), VWREL(3), ALPHAWI3), VCPROD(3IPERIVOBO 
DERIVO90TRNMWI(3,33. TAUR(3), F(3), FW(32 , TAIJW(3I, OHEGAW(3I, 

YN(15), OTI,;2U , EPS(S), RCGI(33. ESPAD(b), TAU13(3. PERIVIOO
 
oMEGAI(3) DERIVIIO
 
COMMON /ClNrRT/ IERTb,GROVZ, CTAU, RCG, BDYWTP DERIVI20
 
* 	 /CSTATE/ T, H, DELTAT, TF, XV, XTC, Q. Lt YN DERIVI30
 
/ESTATE/ OhEGA, EULERA, TRNMBI, TCSEC. POERIV, VWIND, DERIV19O
 
ALPHA,, UEGAW, VWREL, FW. F, VWRMAG, ESPAD DERIVISO
 
D
/DSTATE/ OV, DYTC, DO, L, DT, EPS DERIVI60
 
NAMELIST /DERIVI/ X, V, Q, L, OMEGA DERIVI67
 
* 	 /DERIV2/ OEGA ONEGAW, FW, TAUW, F, TAUI, TAUB DERIVI68
 
/DLRIV3/ VCPROPS DL, Do DERIV169
 
C ... h......................................... 0...................SI... DERIV170
 
C ... UNPACK POSITIOn & VELOCITY VECTORS *.. DERIVISO
 
DO I 1 I, 3 DERVI90
 
XII) XV Ii-* ) DERIV200
 
V(II XV(2.I) DERIV210
 
C I* TRANSrORMATICN MATRIX (BoDY-INERTIA) FROM QUYTERNION *.. DERIV220 
CALL TRANMQ i Q, VRUbI ) DERIV230 
C v.o COMPUTE ANGULAR VELOCIIY FROM ANGULAR MOMENTUM .*. DERIV24o 
CALL MVMPY.( INERvI, L, OPEGA I DEPIV250 
IF (PDERIVI WRITE (6,OERIVI) DERIV2SB
 
C *-. COMPUTE WIND VELOCITY OF MOVING TORNADO IN SPACE COORDS .DERIV260
 
CALL TOTWNO I XTC. DXTC, X,, VWIND I 	 DERIV270 
6 	 . FIND RELATIVE ,ELOCITY IN SPACE COORDINATES a.. DERIV280 
Do j0 I - 1. 3 - nERIV290 
't VWREL(II - VWIuD(I) - V[I) DERIV300
 
C *•$ FIND 4IND COORr,!NATES AND BODY ANGLES WRT WIND ... DERIV31o
 
CALL WINDCA f VWRrL, TRNMBI, VWRMAG. TRNMWI, ALPHAW D
ERIV320
 
C *- TRANSFORM ANGUrAR VELOCITY FROM BODY TO WIND COORDINATES DERIV3So
 
CALL MVMPY - TRmNrI,. OMLGA, OXEGAI DERIV355 
CALL VMMPY ( OMEGA!, TRNNWI, OMEGAW I DERIV360 
C =*0 COMPUTE AERODYAMIC FORCES & MOMENTS IN wIND COORDINATES DERIV37o 
CALL AROFRC I VWRMAG, ALPHAW. ONEGAW, FW, TAUW I DERIV380
 
C 0*- TRANSFORM AERORYNANIC FORCE TO SPACE COORDINATES *.. DERIV390 
C4LL MVIPY ( TRNM.I. FW, F DERIV100 
C *o ADO ,EIGHT TO AERODYNAMIC FORCE IN INERTIAL COORDINATES *DERIVIIO 
F{3 F(3) ,-	 DERIVq3o 
TRANSFORM AERO MOMENT FROM WIND TO BODY COORDINATES *. DERIV46o 
CALL MVMPY I TRNMwI, TAUt, TAUT I OEMI V97O 
CALL VMHPY I 'TAUI TRNMBI, TAUB ) DERIV475 
IF jPDERIV) WRITE 16,DERIV2I DERIV477 
C *** TORQUE OF WEIGT AbOUT BODY ORIGIN ... DERIV98O
 
CALL-CROSS ( RCG, TRNMBI(1,3), PCGw DERIVSIO
 
C ... COMPUTE DERIVATIVES OF ANGLJLA IRMOENTUM IN BOOY COORD *..OERIV520
 
C 

C 
0*0 AND LINEAR ACCrLERATION IN INERTIAL COORDINATES *t* DERIVS25
 
CALL CROSS I OMEGA, L, D
VCPRQO fERIVS30 
00 20 1 = 1. 3 DERIVSqo 
E-10
 
ORIGINAL PAGE -SOF pOOR QUAq~Iy 
DLI) 	= I TAUR;I) * RCGUII) I . CTAU - VCPROD(I) DERIVSSO 
GVII) - GROV2 . F(I) DERIV55
 
20 
 CONT IJIUL 	 DERIVS57 
OFC ... COMUTE DERIVATIVES * QDATLR'JION COIIPONENTS ... DERIV560 
CALL Q0ATD I OtIEGi, Q, 0q I DERIVB70 
Ir (PDERIV) W-,ITE (641ERI43) DERIVS7s 
RETJRN DERIVSSO 
C ................................. 	 ................................ IV5O
 
END 	 DERIV600
 
%.TRANMH/IO-22-76
 
A(I1.TRAN /IO-22-7f 
5118OIUTtt E TRAIPIQ I Q, ,RANSM I TRNMQOOI 
C COMPUTE TRANSFORMATInn ,AT91x FROM QUATERNION TRNMQO02 
C J.R.RADaILL, JPL, SECr.366, MAIL 125-128, PHONE (213) 35.2989 TRNOO07 
C 5TARTEU a-O3-75, LAsT CHANGE 10-22-76 161l TRuMQO08 
C ..............................a...l.....................o TRNQO
 
RFAL G(4), TRANSM(3:3) TRNHQ030
 
TRANSM(II) - 2. - I Q(3)-2 - q9)*2 I TRNMQIOO 
TRANSMI( ,21 . * IC Q(2) * Q(3) (1) . Q(41 I TRNMQIIO 
TRANSH(I.31 s- * ( Q(2) - Q(9) - 01) * 0(3) TRNMQI20 
TRANSN(2.1) . * I Q(2) * '1(3) - 0(i) * Q()I TRNMQ 1 9 0 
TRANSiI(2,2) - 7 - 2. * I 0(2I)2 + QbI)*.2 ) TRNMQ20 0 
TRAIRutI2 .3) - ( 01(3) QI9) + '(1) . Q(2) I TRNHQ2IO 
TRANSMI3,I ) • * I Q(2) - Qlq) 0(l) * Q(13) I TRNMQ280 
TRANSN(3,2) - I Q(3) * Q1'i) - OIl) * Q(2) I TRNMI290 
TeAhSNI3.•3) . - 2. * I Q2(1 + 1(3)..2 1 TRNMQ30O2 

RETURN 	 TRNHQS50
 
C 	 ............................ s*..... ....................... TRNMQ997
 
E.I' TRNHQ998
 
(I.TOT4N,/I -07-77 
4(I).iOThN/fllO7-77 
SUBROUTINE TOTWfID ( XTC. VTC, X, VWIND I 	 TOTWDOIO
 
C COMPUTE MOVING TORNADO TOTAL WIND VELOCITY IN INERTIAL COORDINATESTOTWDOZO
 
C J.R.RADBILL, JPL, SECT.3664 MAIL 12S-128, PHONE (213) 35q-2989 TOTWD030
 
C STARTED 6-09-75, LAT CHANCE 01-07-77 bo0 TOTWDO0
 
C ........................................... ......................... TOTWO050
 
REAL XTC( 2 ), VTC( 2). X(3), VWIND( 3), VWINDC(31, PADI(6), TOTWOO
 
PAD23) TOTWOO70
 
COMMON /TORN/ PAlI, ArPHAB. BETAB, GANMAB, PAD2 TOTWDO0o
 
C -..........................	 *#....a..........*....#TTD9
 
C ... 	COMPUTE LOCATInN OF BODY RELATIVE TO TORNADO CENTER .. TOTWDIO O 
xR . X(I) - XTr(I) TOTWDIIO 
Yff - X(2) - XTC(2) TOTWD120 
R . SQRT( XR-.2 + YR**2 I TOTWO130
 
C ... pOfl U1I1T VECT.R ALONG RADIUS FROM STORM CENTER TO POINT TOTWD1q0
 
IF I R.GT.O. I GO TO I TOTWDI50
 
URXY - 0. 	 TOTWDI60
D.. TOTWDI70 
GO TO 2 TOTWDIO 
I uRX . XR / R TOTWDI90 
URY - YR / R TOTWD200 
C .. COIPUTE WIND VLOCITY IN CYLINDRICAL COOPOINATES FOR TOTWD210 
C .*. STATIONARY TORNADn. COMPONENTS ARE RADIAL, TANGENTIALICCITOTWD220 
C -*. AND VERTICAL TOTWD230 
2 CALL ToRNAD ( R, ;(3), VWINDC I TOTWD24o 
C a.. FACTOR TO FORCE TRANSLATIONAL VELOCITY TO 0 AT Z.0 *o TOTWD2O50 
F . I. - EXP(CBETA5 - GAMMAB - X(31 / ALPNAB I TOTWO260
 
C ... TRANSFORM IIND VELOCITY FROM CYLINDRICAL TO RECTANGULAR TOTWD27O
 
C .. 	COOROINATE3 AN ADO TRANSLATIONAL VELOCITY OF STORM CENTRTOTWD280
 
VWINDIL) - VWINDC(I *URX -\WINDC(2) -URY *VTC(I) * F TOTWD290
 
VWIKO(21 - VwIDCII *URY *VWINDC(21 .URX *VTCIZ) * F TOTWD300
 
VWINDC31 = VWIjDC(3) TOTWD310
 
RETURN TOTWD320
 
C ................................. . *.e ... .*.TOTWD330
 
END TOTWD3qO
 
4.rORNAn/l2-I-/-D 
E-11 
:1).TOR4AO/t2-1-76-U
 
SUBROUTINE TORNA I PO, Zn, VW I TORNOoI
 
C STATIONARY TORNADO WIND VELOCITY VECTOR VSW.V/VHAX FROM POSITION TORNOOO2
 
O

C RELATIVE T CENTER, RA=M/RI, ZB-Z/RI WHERE R IS RADIUS FOR VMAX. TORNO003
 
C EDDY VISC)SITY DEFINED 4Y PARAMETERS ALPHAF, RLTAFT, NU TORNOOOH
 
C MODEL BY P. DERGARAbEDI N, AND F. FENDEL, TRw. PROGRAMMED BY TORNOOGS
 
9 

C J.R.RADBILL, JPL, SECT.3A6 MAIL 175/128, PHONE (2131 35q-298 TORNOOO7
 
C 	 STARTED 5-23-75, LAST CHANGE 12-1-76 1300 TORNOO0
 
C ............................. 	 ............... * ....... TORN0009
 
TORNDOIO
 
INTEGER ZLORET, UVqRCT TORNO015
 
REAL LATDEG. NU, vBw33 

LOGICAL PRToRN 

TORN0030
 
COMMON /TORN/ RIMILE, LATOEG, VMXMPH, NU, ALPHAF, BETAFT, ALPHABTORNOO5O
 
* * BETAD. AAMMAB, RBD, WBOD PRTOJ/ TORNOOSI
 
DATA DGPRAD. FTPMIL, PIOM, OMEGAE, SECPHR/ 57.295778, 52 ., TORNOO60
 
*78539816, 7.272202E-S, 3600./ TORNO06I
 
NAHELIST /!N!TAL/ RIFT, COIEGARBO, ALPHAB, BETAB, GAMMAB, WE, TORNOO80
 
* 	 WBT, .Bo TORNOOBI
 
/ Rb, POWER, WBT, UB, VO, TORNOOBS
COmp/ Zq, PSIOR, PSIROR, ZET. 

* W8. VRW TORriOO8
 
C ... t....................................................eTORMOO90
 
- 9 
IF I Z".LE . I GO 10 f TORNO09S 
IF I GAIMAB.GT.O.I Go T0 i• TORNO10 
C *.. DEFAULT VALIES FOR EDDY yISCOSITY PARAMETERS .. e TORNOIOS 
IF I NU .EQ.n. I NU - 1. TORNO107 
IF I ALPHAFEQ. . ALPHA F . 3*5 TORNOIIO 
I I BETAFT.EQ.O. B - TORNOII2F 	 ETAFT 270; 

RIFT * RIYILF * PTIMIL 	 TORNOI2n 
C ... LOCAL VORTICITY IN RADIANS / SECOND *.* TORNOI2i 
COHEGA - O'IEGAr . SIN( LATDEG / OGPRAD I TORNOI25 
C ... OUTER RADIUs oF TORNADO OIIENSIONLESS *4* TORNOI30 
RBO - SORT( 1*; *VMXIIPH /I COMEGA 'RIMILE -SECPHR I I TORNOI35 
ALPHAS - tLPHAr / RIFT 
 TORNOISO
 
- BETo TORN0160
S AFT / RIFT 

GAMMAD - RIFT . SQRTC S. *COMEGA/I 3. * NU I I TORN0I70 
C ** COMPUTE LOWER LIMIT OF INTEGRAL FOR WBIZ), Z.GT.ALPHA .* TORN0200 
C * CALL PROCEDURE ZLO .. b TORNOZOS 
ASSIGN S TO ZL ;RET 
 TORN0210
 
ZUT - ALPHAS TORN0220
 
GO TO 20 TORNO2qO
 
C .. CALL PROCCDURF UVW * TORNOZqS
 
5 ASSIGN' o TO UvWRET TORNO250
 
POWER - ALPHAB * GETAR TORN0260 
GO TO 80 TORN0270 
I0 wfO * WB - W8T TORtl0280 
IF (PRTOR) WRITE (6,INITAL) TORNO290 
C .. • COMPUTATION SFCTIOtl ....... 4 .................... **TORNO300 
C e RADIAL DEPENDACE -** TORNO310 
1I IF I RB.GT.I. I G TO 12 	 TORN0320 
C*. 	 CORE, RB *LT: ... TORN0310 
PSIOR - RU TORN33c 
PSIROR - 2. TORNO3 o 
Go To 15 TORN0350 
C ... pOTENTIAL VORT X, ' ;LT.RB.LTRBO *. TORN0360 
12 IF I db.GT.ROU 1 iO TO 13 TORN037U 
pRIOR a I RBO.*2 - RB**Z )/(t RBO.2 - I1 ) RB I TORNO38O 
PSIROR - -2./1 RBO*.2 -I. TORN0390 
IO To Is TORNOqOO 
C ... OUTSIUE TORNARn, RELGT.RBO ** TORNOqIO 
13 Vsw(t) - 0. TORNO420 
VBW(2) . 0. TORNOqO3 
vOW{31 = A. TORNDq4O 
Go To 70 TORNOqSD 
C S44 VERTICAL OEPEIDANSE ... TORNO4O 
C *. 4EAR-GROIJNJ REGIoNi ... TORNOSOO 
C -*- CALL PR3CEDO.RE ZLO -* TORNOSO5 
IS IF I ZB,GT.ALPIAI I GO TO 27 TORNOSID 
ASSIGN 4O TO Z ORET TORNO520 
zRT . ZII TORNOS30 
C *.-. PROCEDURE Zro .... TORNO 5O 
20 POWER a PETAB . ZBT/ ALPHAS TORNOSSO 
C * CALL aROCEDIIRE UVW -4. TORNS60 
E-12
 
ASSIGN 25 To U ,IRET TORNOS70 
Go TO 0 TORN0580 
25 48 - ( WST + PTo9 / GAIiMAR ) * ALPHAB / BETAB TORN0590 
GO TO ZLORET, 1 5, 'O 3 TORNO600 
C 	 U.. -.-
uPPER REGION TORNO610 
27 pOWER - ZB + 6FTAG TORNO&20 
C -.. CALL PROCED.RE UVW a.. TORNO630 
ASSIGN 35 TO UvWRET TORNO6qO 
Go TO 40 TORNO6S6 
36 WH - WBT - WBO TORN0660 
C ... FORM VELOCITY COMPONENTS FROM R AND Z DEPENDANT FACTORS *TORN0700 
40-	 E * EXP(-CANmAn.ZB+BETAB)8tII.EXP(-ZB/ALPHAO))) TORNO7O2 
VB i. - C TORNCZO0 
UB "SIRT-( E VD TORN706 
vBwNIt . PSIOR UB TORNO71C 
VRn(2l = PSIG R * Vs TORN0720 
VyW(3) a PSIRO * 4B TORN0730 
zFT a RIFT . Z* TORN0732 
IF (pHTOHN WRITE (6,COMP) TORN0735 
70 RETURN TORNO7qo 
C ... ... UNDERGROU'lt BANCI ... .l*SaS..... ta......aa.....O TORNO750 
90 Do 95 I - 1, 3 TORN0760 
?s VBW(I) . 0. TORN0770 
GO TO 70 TORN0780 
C ....... PROCEDURE UVW .......... I.. .................... TORNO790 
8O E - EXP( .GANIAO * POWER 3 TORNOBOO 
VR . . -E TORNOBI 
UR - -SRT2 E * VS TORNOB20 
WBT.- I UB -;5 * ASINC E - VB 3 1 / GAMMAS TORNO83O 
Go To UVWRET, t 10, 25, 35 ) TORNO'O 
C *................. ................ I .. #--1*-*eeTORNO9O O 
END TORNO990 
sWIllDC/ 10-20-76
 
13 .ah:oCA/Iu-zo-'6 
SUINOUTINE NIN()CA I VlRjL, TRNI'rI, VWRNAG, TRlIMrI, ALPHAW 3 WNDCAUOI 
' C FIND TRANSFO RATIoN T JMWI fROM wIND TO INERTIAL COORDINATES, WNDCAOO2 
C PITCH AND POLL ANGLES Or RODY RELATIVE TO WIND, ALPHAdI2) WNDCAOO3 
C ALP (A3). 'T?1 11BI 15 TkANSFORXkyIOh rROH floL 
v TO INERTIAL COORDS4NDCA0O0 
C Foil PlrCI.KOLL=U, W:INI .,XES APE ROTATED IDOI'EG ON z FROM BODY AXESWNDCADOS 
C J.R.:NADDILL, JPL, SECT.36o, M.C.I?SI2U, PI:ONE (713) 354-2989 WNDCAO07 
C STARTED 8-4-75, tAST CIANGE lo-20-76 1330 WNDCADOS 
C .................................. at~* ..... I................. WDA0 
LOGICAL PRINT WNDCADIO 
REAL VWRLLI3) TRN'iI(3,3), TRNHlI(3,3), ALPHAW(3), V11I31, WNDCAD3C 
* 	 vT2{3). PALirs!,Is), PAOES224) WNOCAO31
 
COMMON /ESTATF/ PADFST, PRINT, PADES2 WNoCADSo
 
DATA P1/ 3,1I5V27/ WNDCAD70
 
NAMELIST ,WO&N/ "'WREL. VWRMAG, SINA2, COSA2, SINA3, COSA3, WNDCAD8O
 
* ALPHAw 	 WNDCAO5 
4........ a... 1...WNDCAO9D 
IF ( PRINT ) --PIT, (6,1901 TRNMSI WNDCAO9S 
C .. FIND PELATIVE vELOCITY IAGNITUDE AND UNIT VECTOR TRNMWII WNDCAIOO 
V IRHAG a UNIT t VwRFL, TRNMWI(ll1 ) WNDCAIIO 
C a.. FORh VECTOR CRXSS PROOUCT TO GET BINORMAL WIND AXIS 6... WNDCAI20 
CALL CROSS ( TRNNRI(I.1i, TkNMWIIII), VTI I WND-CA130 
Sr!A2 A UNIT ( vT,. TRNMI],2) ) 	 WNDCAIO 
C ... FORM NORMAL WID AXIS VECTOR ... WNDCAISO 
CALL CROSS ( TRNMwI(1I}, TRNMWI(1,2), IRN$WI ,3) W NDCAISO 
C *. ALPHAW(IIhYA imn, ONLY 2 ANILES REQ T' DEFINE ORIENTATION VNoCAI70 
ALPHAW( ) = 	 0- WNDCAISO 
C ... FIND rITCH ANGIE 'ALPHAR(2 ... WNDCAI9O 
C05A2 -- LOT ( TRNMbIII.l, TRNNWI(I.I3 ) WNUCA200 
ALPPAW(2) A ATA2( 511NA2, CU5A2 W.NDCA210 
C ........................... 	 ..............
 
C ... FIND ROLL ANGLr - ALPHAW13) *• WNDCA220 
CALL CROS I TRNIwI (1,23. TRNMBI(I2), VTI WNDCA230 
SINA3 - UNIT I VTi, VT2 ) WNOCA2'O 
COSA3 -Sot C TINNWI(I,23, TRNNB(I,2) 3 WNDCA2SO 
ALPHAW(3) - ATANfl SINA3, COSA3 I WNDCA26O 
IF ( PRI'!T 3 WRITE XWrJDANI) 	 WNDCA270 
IF I PRINT 'JRITE 1,,2001 TRNMWI 	 WNDCA280
 
oRGIN'AL PAGE IS 
E-13 OF POOR QUALT, 
WNDCA800
RETURN 

C .o ...... I.................. ** ..... 11 ..................... * .... WNDCA390
 
390 FORNAT I 3 X, "TRiJ'DI= , 3F10.6/( 12X, 3F0.A I ) 	 WNDCA940 
200 FoRMAT ( 3 X, "TINMWIU , 3r 1 0.b/( 12X, 3FIU.6 I I WNUCA95D 
C * ....... .. t................................... 0 .... WNDCA9V7 
WNDCA998
END 

-RH I S UN IT 
)RHIS(1i .UNIT 
FU1ICTInI UNIT I V, U I UNITOOOI 
C FIND UNIT VECTOR U AND NAGITUDF UNIT FOR VECTOR V UNIT0O02 
C J.R.RAtB~II., JPL, SECT.919, MAIL 125-109A, PHONE t213) 35q-6552 UNIToo07
 
C STANTED 6-07-7S, LAsT CHANGE 8-07-75 oo0 UNITOO08
 
C ........... .............................. oe*OUNITOO09
 
REAL U(3). V(3), MA 
 UNITOo30
 
MIG t S'RT( OUT ( V. V I ) 	 UNITOIO0 
Do I = f, 3 	 UNITO120
 
UNITOIqO
I U(I) = V{II I MAG 
UNIT = HAG UNIToI60 
RLTURN 	 UNITOO0
 
UNITO998
ENO 

)RMIS. ROSS 
3RMIS(IisCROSS
 
SUBROUTINE CROSS I X. Y, Z I CRoSSO0I
 
C VECTOR CROSS PRODUCT 
 CROSS002
 
9
 
C J.R.RAoIILL, JPL, SECt.91 , MAIL 12S-l09A. PHONE (213) 3S9-7097 CRoSSo07 
C STARTEO 6-09-75, LAqT CHANGE 6-09-75 1030 CRoSSoo 
*CoS0
C .................................
 
REAL X(3). Y3), Z() CROSS03O 
C............................................................................... 2 CROSSO90 
Z{I) * X(2) . ;c3) - X(3) - y( ) CROSSIO0 
Z(2) = X(3) . y(1) - X(I) * YC3) CRoSSI o 
Z(3) - xAl) * Y(2) - X(21 - Y(I1 CRoSS120 
RETURN 
 CROSSBO0 
C ............ ~ ............ ......... 6CROSS9971............... 1-. 

EiJD 
 CRoSS998
 
)RMIS. vECT-MAT-lPY 
IRMIS(T).VET-AT-MPY 
SUBROUTINE VMMPY X, A: y I VMPYODI 
C VECTOR MATRIX PRODUCT: Y - X A VlHPY002 
C J.R.RADoBILL. JPL, SEC .914. MAIL 125-109A, PHONE (213) 35q-7097 VMMPYOD7 
C STARTED 6-02-7, LAqT CHANGE 6-03-75 q3o VHNPYOOB 
C ..... *.................................................. *..VMNPYO0
 
X(3). V(3) VMMPYO30
REAL A(3.3), 
e V R N P Y
 
C .... * . S........ .. .......... nfl............. 

e	 0 9 o
 
0 ....
 
Til) X(1).Ah,1) *Xi2).A(2,1) +X(3)SA(3,13 VHMPYIOO 
y(23 X(I).A(1,2) *X(23.A(2,2) *X(3)3A(3,2) VMMPYIIO 
y 33 XI1.A( 1,3'1 +X123.A(2.3) +XC3)A(3,3) VMMPY12O 
RETURN VMHPYSOo 
C ....... 0........................................ 	 0-o4VMY7
 
VMMPY998
END 

,ARDR/I0-27-76
 
(I1)ARnFRC/IG-27-76 
SUbROUTINE AROFPC I VWRMAG, ALPHAv, OMEGAW, F6, TW I ARoFOOIO 
C AERODYNAMIC FORCES AriD OIIET.5 FOR BODIES WITH 3 PERPENDICULAR AROFOo2o 
C PLANES OF SYMhETRY OR CyLIIJDERS AND FAR FROM GROUND PLANE AROFO030 
C J.R.PAObILL, JPL, SEC.366, MAIL C 125/128. PHONE (213) 35q-2989AROFO0IO 
C STAUTFC 6-06-75, LAST CHANGE 10-27-76 Ih6) AROFOSO 
C..................................... $............... .... 0..... .AROFOO6O 
LOGICAL RAROF, CYLNDR 
 AROF0070 
REAL ALPHAW13), O$CcAW(3), Fd(3), TW3) ,LORI, SGNAI',63, AROFOO80
 , 
sGNPsj, 6 ), CTD;3), ALFTAB(19), PHITADI3, ESPAD(37), ARoFooSI 
COFTAO1I1,,61Z C(6)2 SIGNC(q) 	 AROFO082
 
.E-14 
COMMON /CAEROC/ CAERO- LORi ALFTAS, MA, IPA, PHITAB, NP, IPP.VpAGE ISAROFOO9O"
CAEROORIG0fPCOFTAB, CTD, SeNA. 
SGNP, PRAROF, CYLNDR 	 ARoFO09i
POOR QuALftIESTATE/ ESPAD: C 	 AROFOIOU
L~iOfCO~H6N ,CERO/DATA IDCFT, DGPRAD/ 19. 57.295780/ 	 ARoFOIIO
 
DATA SIGNC/ *!., -I, +1.. -1./ AROFOIIS
 
C .......e.......................................................AROF20
 
CF * CACpO * VWRHAGse2 AROFO130
 
CT - LORI * CAFRO * VWRHAG ARoFOI40
 
IF (CYLNORI GO T3 "O ARoFOI45
 
C *.- SECTION FOP SHAPES WITH THREE PERPENDICULAR PLANES OF SYMHETRYAROFO196
 
r ... FIND ,QUADRANT 0 F PITCH AND TAW ANGLES ANO MAP INTO O-PI/ZAROFOISU
 
CALL dANGLE ( ALPAW(21, ALFWR, IQA I ARoF0I60
 
CALL MANGLE I fLPwA .(3), PHIWR, TOP I ARoFO170
 
C ... LODp To INTFPPOLATE FOR 6 WIND AXIS COEFFICIENTS ... AROFOISO
 
HSRC - 2 AROFO185 
DO 10 IC -I, 6 ARoFOI9O 
C .. SET UP 20 INTERPOLATION FOR ICTH COEFFICIENT 444 AROF0200 
CALL TBZSET I ALTA3, NA. IPA, MSRC, PHITAB, NP. IPP, MSRC, AROFOZIO
 
CoFVABI,IIC;, IDCFT. IERR I AROF021
 
C *.. 	INTERPOLATE FOa ICTH COEFFICIENT .* ARoF022o
 
ALFWD ALFWR * DGPRA 
U ARoF0222
 
PIro - PII4R OGPRA 
D ARoFO224
 
CIC) - TII2GET I LFWD,,PHIwD I AROFO230
 
C ... COtIpUTE FORCES '- 0 AROF0240
IF (TC FOLE3)FWIC) CIICI CF *SGIIA(IQA.IC).SGNP(IQPICIAROFOZSO
 
C *. 	COMPUTE IOTIEiT, ... AROFO260
 
IF ITC.GE.41 TWIIr-3) * Clt} CF *SGNAIIQAIC).SGNPIIGPICIAROFO270
 
IF IIC.GE.S) TW(I- ) = TW(IC. 3 I *CTD[IC-32 *OEGAWIIC.-3)CTAROF0280
3 
mSRC - 3 AROF0290 
10 CONTINuE AROFO300 
GO TO 90 ARoFO3Su 
C SECTION FoR CYLINDRCAL OBJECTS *.. ARoFOqO0 
C .. FIND qUADRANT oF PITCH AlI( LE 'a* ARoFO405 
qO CALL MA1IGLC ( ALPHAWI2), ALFWR, IQA ) ARoFOIO 
ALFWD - ALFWR . DGPRAD AROF0l12 
C .. INTERPOLATE FOR CAEPFICIENTS . AROFOS15 
DO 5o IC = I, 4 AROF0420 
CALL SLUP I ALFwD- C(), CDOT, ALFTABI COFTAB(I.i,IC) NA, ARoFO30 
* IPA I AROFO431 
sO CONTINUE AROFO490 
C C 	COMPUTE FORCES AND MOMENTS a.. ARoFO04S
 
FW(I) C(I) *- Cr ARoFO 05
 
r"(2I - 0. AROFO60
 
FW{3a - C(2) * CF * SIGNC(IQA) AROFOS8o 
TW(il - U. AROF0490 
TW(21 - C(3) * CF * SIGNC(IOA) -CT . C(41 * OMEGAW(2) AROFOSIC 
TW(3) - O* AROFOS2u
 
9 IF (PRARUF) WRITE (6,200) VWRMAG, ALPHAW, OHEGAW, IDA, AROFOSSO
 
.ALFWD PHIND, C, FW, ARoFOSI
IQP. TW 

RETURN AROFO8O
 
C..... ..................................e.............................. ROF09O
 
;OU FORIAT 11 2 X, 7HVWRHAG., Fa.5,OHALPHAW , 3F8.5,AH,OMEGAW.,3FSS/ AROFO9o1
 
2X, IHIQAI2,;!l,ALF).DFS.SSHIOP.,IZ7HPIIWOSFG.S, AROF091 1
 
* LtI, 	 3rS.S AROFOVI2CA6F6.3/ ,X,3HFW*,3F8,64HTW-, I 
C ........................... i..ARoroqq?*..........................a............a. . 

EtiD 	 ARoF0998
 
LII ,MANGLE 
SUBNOUT4I1E MANGLE I A, ARAR) IQAD I MANGLO10 
C MAP ANJLE INTO FIRST tiUADRANT AND RFCORD SOURCE QUADRANT MANGL020 
C J.P.RAOIILL, JPL SECT:366, HAIL C 125-128, PIHOPIE (213) 354-2989 HANGL030 
C STARTED 8-24-76, LAcT CHANGE 8-26-76 1430 HANGLO40 
C .a...............................................................ooANLoS 
DATA Pi, 0Io2 / 3.IZ15?27, 1.570796I / MANGL06o 
C ..................................................................	 1ANGLOTO
 
C .. TEST IF ANGLE IS * OR - *.. HANGLOBo 
IF I 4.GT.o I GO To ;O NANGL09o 
C * MINUS. TEST IF 3RO OR qTH QUADRANT ... HANGLIOC 
IF ( A.GT,.pI2 I Go TO 10 IANGLIIO 
C *. 3RD QUADRANT ... MANGL120 
E-15
 
ABAR - PI - A HANGLI30
 
lOAD =3 ANGLI40
 
MANGLISO
 
C ... 4TH 'UADRANT ... MANGL160 
10 ABAR --A MANGLI70 
IQAD = 4 MANGLI80 
Go TO 90 HANGL19U 
GO 	To 90 

C 	 . PLUS. TEST if IST OR 2ND QUADRANT ... HANGL200 
20 IF A.GT..PI)2 I GO TO 30 MANGL21i 
C 	 ... IST 3ULDRAN4 ... MANGL220 
ASAR = A MANGL230 
IQAD = I HANGL2'O 
GO To 9i3 MANGL2SO 
C ... 1TH QUADRANt4.. HANGL260 
3n ARAR - PI - A IANGL270 
IQAD - 2 MANGL280 
NANGL29o
 
90 RETURN 

C 
HANGLSO0 
C ............................ .. .. .. .. .............. ...... 	 RANGL310
 
MANGL320
END 
%.QUATO/7-27-76
 
(I).QUATD/7-27-76 
SUBROUTINE OJATD ( OMEGa. Q DOQ QUATDOOI 
C COMPUTE DO/DT - .. SOMEaASQ, WHERE Q IS A QUATERNION DESCRIBING QUATDO02 
MC 	 ORIENTATION OF BODY AXEq, DQ/DT ITS TI E DERIVATIVE AND OMEGA THE QUATDO03 
C ANGULAR 4ELOCITY VECTOR TREATED AS A QUATERION lITH ZERO SCALAR QUATDOO4
 
C PART. ONEGASQ DENOTES A QUATERNION PRODUCT. QUATDO05
 
C J.R.RADBILL, JPL, SECT.91'I MAIL 125-I09A, PHONE (213) 354-6552 QUATDO07
 
C STARTED 6-02-76, LAST CHANGE 7-27-76 1qq5 QUATDOOB
 
QUATO09 
REAL oMEGA3). 0(4); D0(q) QUATDO3O 
C ..................... l.......................I....................QUATDOQO 
C *a NORMALIZE QUATERNION TO MAINTAIN ORTHOGONALITY or TR MATRIX QUATDO9z 
QMI - I./ SQRT( 0(1)4*2 .Q(2)-'2 *Q(3I)-2 'Q(I102 QUATDO93 
Do s I = 1, 4 QUATDO9q 
S(I) - 0(1) . 0MI QUATDO0S 
C ... COMPUTE DERIVATIVE; OF QUATERNION COMPONENTS ... QUATDO97 
DO(I) . .5 *( *QJ 2 ).OHEGA(I) +*(3)OMEGA(Z).'fl9).OMEGAI3) I QUATDIO0 
0Q(2) . .s *("-Q(j),OMECA(II -O(q)aOMEGA(2) Q(3).ONEGA(3) I QUATOIJO 
00(33 . .5 .( *Q(qI*OMEGA(I) ...(I)OMEGA(2)-Q(2).O$EGA(3) ) QUATDI20 
OQ(41 a .5 .( -QIs).OMEGA(l) Q(Z2.OMEGA(2) -f(I)OMEGA(3) I QUATDI30 
C 	 .. *................................ ... *....... ..............
 
QUATDSOO
RETURN 

C 	 ... *.* ........... ....... 0s. ... ... ....... *e.QUATD997 
END QIJATO998 
.CEULEp/1O-22A76 
Il).CEULER/ 1 0-22-76 
SUBROUTINE CEULER I TRNwBI, EULERA I CEULROOO 
C COIPUTE EULER ANGLFS FRnM TRANSrORMAIION MATRIX CEULRIO| 
C J.R.RADBILL, JPL, SECT.366. MAIL 125-128, PHONE f2131 35q-2989 CEULRD2O 
C STARTED 6-G2-75, LAST CHANGE 10-22-76 1500 CEULR030 
C ............................... *.......................CEULo 
REAL TPNMBI(3.31, FiLERA(3) CEULROBO 
C .......................... *.......... ,................ , ... CEULR06. 
C ... YA- INGLE 4.. CEULRO7O 
EULERA(I) - ATaNZ(.TRNMBI(2,1), TRUHBI(II) I CEULRO80 
C ... pITCH ANGLE .-. CEULR0 
EULERA() - ASTN( TRNMBI(3,) I CEULRIOO 
C ... ROLL ANGLE ..- CEULRIIo 
EULERA(3) - ATN21 TRNIBI(3,2), T-RNMBI(3t3) I CEULRI2o 
RFTUPN 	 F 
 CEULR130
 
C ...................... ................... ltv..... .4 ..... .. sCEULRIq0 
END CEULRISO 
,:PRINT /11-vl-.76
 
(1),PRINTS/11-01-7o
 
SUBROUTINE PR!NTS 
 PRTSOOOI 
C PfIhT IE5LTS OF OL INTEGRATION STEP PRTSOGIO 
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C J.R.RAOSILL, JPL, SECT.366, MAIL 125-128, PIONE (213) 354-2989 PRT50020 
C STARTED 6-02-7', LiT CHANGE I)-OI-76 1300 PRTSOU30 
c ...................................................... I.... .lRTSOONO
 
LOGICAL pDERIV, PLOT, pRTHTV, CYL"UR PRTSOOSO
 
REAL XTC4 2 ), 0(4), I(3), OMFGA(3), EULERAI3), TRIJIIBI( 3 1 31 , PRTSOO6O
 
* 	 YN(Ilb), INERTIJ3,3), PADI1 9), PA02(5), VWIND(31. XV(6). PRTS0070
 
ALCAIIAU(31, OMEAW(3),.WREL( 3 ) FVI31, FI(), ONGRPS(3), PRTSOO80 
* 	 vFPs(3). XFT(3 1 , C(6), PADARO(5371 PRTSOOBS
 
CUMON /CSTATE/ T, H, DTP, TF, XV, XTC, Q, L, YN, PRINTV PRTS0090
 
* 	 JESTATE/ OMEGA: EULERA, TRNBI, TCSEC, POERIV, VWIND, PRTSOIO0 
ALPHAW. OIEGCWW VWREL, FW, FIb Vy PMAG, PLOT, C PRT50I1O 
/CAEROC. PADARA, CYLNDR PRTS0l20 
/TORN/ RINILr, LATDEG, VIXMPfI, PADj PRTSO30 
/CINEIT/ INERTI, PAD2, 6DYVITP PRTS140 
DATA DLGPP / S7.29538a i, FTPmIL/ 5280. 1. FTHPMS / I.'666667/PRT501O 
. RAOPHV / 6.283785 / PRTSO160 
C .................................................... 
... PT07 
RIFT - RIMILE . FTPnIL PRTSOISO 
VMXFPS - VHXHP, . FTHPNS PRTS0190 
FVPRTC - 1. / j RADPRV * TLSEC I PRTS0200 
TSCC - T * TCSFC PRTSO21 0 
HSEC - H * TCSrC PRTS022n 
SUM 3 0. PRTS0225 
00 2 1 1, 3 PRTS0230 
xFTII = XVb*I-I) . RIFT PRTS024O 
vFPS(I) - XV13I) - V$XFPS PRTS02S 
EULERAI) - EUERACI) * DEGPR PRTSO2Ss 
OHGRPS(I) s OrGA(l) - RVPRTC PRTS0260 
sUm = VFPP(I)'.2 - SUM PRTSO265 
2 	 CONTItNUE PRTS0270
 
WRITE (6,20n) TSEC, SEC PRTS0320 
.RITE (6,2,0) xrr, VrPS, OGRPS PRT0330 
RXYFT * SQRTI yFT(Il).2 + XFT(2).*2 1 PRTs 0 370 
SPDFPS a SQRT( SUM I PRTS0380 
WRITE (6,230) EUL RA, RXYFT, SPDFPS PRTS0390 
C .. PRINT EXTRA VARIABLES TO STUDY TRIM OF MISSILE ... PRTSO0O 
IF (.NOT.'RINTV) GO TO 10 PRTSOqI 
ALPA 4 (Ii - ALPHAW(I) * DEGPR PRTSO20 
DO 7 I = 1. 3 PRTSOq30 
0MEGAi(I2 - OMFGAW(I *RVPRTC PRTSOq40 
VWINDIIj - VWInD(I) . VMXMPH PRTS0450 
VWREL(II VwRpL(I) * VHXMPH PRTSO60 
'"(II - FtJifl * BDYOTP PRTSOq7O 
ril - FI(y) * SDYW TP PRTSO480 
ALPHAW(li - ALPHAWIII * OEGPR PRTSOqs57 	 COtNTINUE PRTSO49O 
WRITE t6.240) VIIt O, ALPHAW, OMEGAW, VWREL, FW, Fl PRT50SOO 
IF (CYLNDR) WdIITE (6,245) 1 C(lI, I q PRTSO502'4 I 

IF (.NOT.CYLNDR) ARITE (6,2q6) C PRTS0504
 
l'D IF I PLOT ) WRITE (3,250) TsEC XFT OliGRPS, EULERA. VwIND, PRTSOSIO
 
VWREL: F,, rI, VWRMAG, C, RXYFT, SPDFPS PRTS0520
 
RTURN PRTS0520
 
..... *....................... 	 *.I...............*.. PRTSO514r
 
2QU FORMAT I 7HU TSEC*,FIO.s,7H, HSEC=,F9.A ) 	 PRTSO560
 
210 FORMAT 91' F7 YFT F, 9H, a, F7.1/ PRTSOS70XFT .1, 9H, 7.1, ZFT 
9 UPS :, F3.1, 91-, VFPS -, F7.1, 9H, WFPS a. F7.1/ PRTSOS80 
qH9 oltXRPS-. F;,3 9H; OMYRPSW, F7.3, 9H, OZRPS., F7.3) PRTS0590 
230 FORMAT IH YAW., F6 ;1: 88, PITCH-, F6.1 7H, ROLL-, FoI, PRTSO600 
sh, HXYFTS, F6:0, 9H SPDFPSa, F6.1 ) PRTSO6IO 
321O FORMAT I -A V"!I- . r6.1, 9H, ALPHAW=, 3F 6 . 9H, OMEGAWS, PRTSO201 .
 
* 	 3F6.3/ 8H VWRFLa, 3F 7 .1, SH, FW., 3F7.1, 511, Fl-, 3F7,IJPRTS0630
 
2q5 FoReAT I SH CO, F7.3, SH, CL-, F7.3, SA, Cll-, F7.3, 6H, CMG., PRTS0631
 
* F
7 
.3 I PRTS0632
 
246 FORMAT I Sk CC',F7.-3, Sm, CS.,F7.3, SH, CLF73. 9H, CMROLL.,F7.3PRTS0635
 
I 1OH, CMPITCH.,47;3, 8H, CMYAWSF7.3/ I PRTS063L
 
250 	FORMAT ( IP6E:2.6 1 PRTSO6qO
 
C..............................................................................PgRso06s
 
END 	 PRTS0660
 
$TERM I'/o 1-07-77
 
ORIGI PAGE -S 
E-17 
C 
III .TCpH IU/01 -07-77 
SUBROUTP.E TLRPIN I G 3 TERNNOIO 
C COMPUTC GSTOP VECTOR, TERIINAL CONLITIOt. AHD EATREXA CONDITIONS TERRNOZO 
C J.R.RAOSILL, J'L, SECt,366, RAIL 12b-128, PHONE (213) 35q-2989 TERHN030 
C 5TANTED 6-02-7S, t AT CHAtGE 01-07-77 13q TERHN0o 
4 ..... TERhO50 
REAL GtS) TSFEC( ) PAflI(25), PA02(141) TCRMN060 
CO=I4ON /CSTATr/ TSFEC. X, U, Y, V, Z, W, PADI TERXN070 
/O/DTATE/ DJ, CV, O, PAD 2 TERHNOSO 
..................................................... 

C .......................................................... o.........TERNO90o
 
C * HEK IF Wi.D ARRIED OBJECI HAS HIT GROUND PLANE -- 0 TERMNLOO 
GIl) = 2 TERHNI Io 
C * CHECK FOR CXTPFMA IN HEIGHT .' TERMNIO 
G(2) = I, TERHNI 30 
C * CAECK FOR EXTRiA IN HORIZONTAL SPEED .. TERHNLIO 
VHN = U..2 * V.-2 TERMNISO 
IF (V112.11EIO.3 TERMN16U 
6 (31 ( U-DU .V.DV I/ SVRT( VH2 TERMN170 
IF IVH2.EQ.0.l GI) = 0. TERNNI80" 
C ... CHECK FOP EXTkhMA IN SPEED ALONG TRAJECTORY I-. TERHNI9 
V2 - VH2 - Wec, TERHNi200 
IF cV2.jE.O. ) TERMN210 
SG(4) ( UOU . V.DV + W.DW )/SQRTI V2 3 TERHN220 
IF ( 2.EQ.(.) 6(01 t. TERNN230 
C ... C$ECK FnR EXTRrVIA IN HORIZONTAL RANGE Sc. TERHNqO 
R2 . X'-2 - Y'.2 TERHN250
 
IF (R2.FE.O.) TERHN260 
G(S) = ( X-U - YeV )/ SQRT( R2 1 TERMN270 
IF (R2.16.0.) G(51 * 0. TERIIN280 
RETURN TER N290 
C *. ....... ................ ................ ....... ......... TERNN300
 
TERIIN310
Ev 
.BLoCr4OATA/U2-28-?7
 
%(IiF'Lt)CN-0A'A/02-23-77 
bLOCK fATA
 
REAL 
CONINOF 
O4TA 
SG"A(2q), SG'4P;2q), 
/CAEROC/ PADI, S0hA, SGNP, 
$GU P/ l *, d . l.* 
PADIl(S8), 
PAD2 
* ,*l ..i , -
PA02(2) 
l *,, -l , ,.4 , ,* l * . I. 
DATA 
END 
CTP:.21i SUPS: 4 2.8Sq
 
NIFQ
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APPENDIX F
 
ENGLISH TO METRIC UNIT CONVERSIONS
 
To Convert Into Multiply by 
in. cm 2. 540 
ft m 0.3048 
ft2/sec m 2/sec 0. 09290 
mph m/sec 0. 4470 
lb/ft 2 N/m 2 47 88 
mile Km 1.609 
lb -ft2 kg/m 0. 04214 
lb kg 0. 4536 
ft/sec rn/sec 0. 3048 
F-1
 
